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Kurzfassung

Begründungen mit unvollständigen und unzulänglichen Informationen treten
sehr häufig in der menschlichen Kommunikation auf. Ihre Modellierung ist
eine hoch nichttriviale Aufgabe und ist ein Problem in vielen Anwendungen.
Es gibt viele Umschreibungen für solche Informationen (z.B. Ungewissheit,
Ungenauigkeit, Vagheit, Unschärfe) und Methoden wurden vorgeschlagen,
um damit entsprechend umzugehen (z.B., Default-Logik, Wahrscheinlich-
keiten, unscharfe Mengen, etc.)

Viele Probleme in diesem Gebiet werden in Theorien formuliert, in denen
die exakte Gleichheit durch eine quantitative Annäherung ausgetauscht wird.
Unscharfe Nachbarschaft und Ähnlichkeit sind bemerkenswerte Beispiele von
solchen Erweiterungen, in denen die Gleichheit von Symbolen mit deren
Nachbarschaft und Ähnlichkeit bis zu einem gewissen Grad ersetzt wer-
den. Näherungsbeziehungen sind unscharfe Analoga von Toleranzrelatio-
nen (reflexiv, symmetrisch aber nicht notwendigerweise transitiv) während
Ähnlichkeiten unscharfe Gegenstücke von Äquivalenzrelationen sind. Dabei
erfordern die Beweismethoden und computerunterstützten Werkzeuge solcher
Theorien grundlegende Techniken welche mit quantitativen Informationen
arbeiten können.

In dieser Arbeit wenden wir uns dem Problem zu, solche fundamentalen
Techniken für verschiedene Arten von unscharfen und annähernden Nebenbe-
dingungen zu erarbeiten, welche mit zwei zentralen Ansätzen bezüglich ihrer
Lösbarkeit charakterisiert werden können: eine basiert auf Nachbarschafts-
blöcke die andere auf Nachbarschaftsklassen. Unsere Methoden sind meistens
(aber nicht exklusiv) klassenbasiert. Wir führen den entsprechenden theo-
retischen Hintergrund ein und entwickeln und analysieren Algorithmen zum
Lösen von Constraints. Zum einen decken diese das Lösen von näherungs-
weisen Gleichungssystemen (notwendig innerhalb von automatischer Deduk-
tion, deklarativem Programmieren, oder Ersetzungs- und Transformation-
sprozessen) ab. Zum anderen erlauben diese Algorithmen näherungsweise
Verallgemeinerungen von Constraints (nützlich in näherungsweiser induk-
tiver Logik, analogbasiertem Schließen und Programmieren, der Entdeckung
von Ähnlichkeiten von Befehlen in Programmiersprachen oder Texten der
natürlichen Sprache). Eine Anwendung in regelbasierter Programmierung
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wird ebenfalls vorgestellt.
Im Zusammenhang von näherungsweisen Gleichungen stellen wir neue Al-

gorithmen der Unifikation und Matching für Nachbarschaftsrelationen vor,
wobei die Nichtübereinstimmung von Symbolnamen und auch ihrer Stel-
ligkeit (völlig unscharfe Signaturen) erlaubt sind. Ebenso erarbeiten wir
einen Algorithmus zum Lösen von mehrfachen Ähnlichkeitsrelationen. Für
Generalisierungsconstraints untersuchen wir nachbarschaftsbasierte Anti-
Unifikationsmethoden und stellen einen allgemeinen Rahmen für mehrere
Algorithmen für Verallgemeinerungen in völlig unscharfen Signaturen vor.
In dem block-basierten Ansatz für die näherungsweise Anti-Unifikation tritt
ein interessantes Unterproblem auf, in dem alle maximalen Cliquenparti-
tionen in ungerichteten Graphen berechnet werden. Die Eigenschaften der
Terminierung, Korrektheit und Vollständigkeit von allen entwickelten Algo-
rithmen werden gezeigt und ihr Potential bezüglich neuer Anwendungen wird
illustriert.



Abstract

Reasoning with incomplete, imperfect information is very common in hu-
man communication. Its modeling is a highly nontrivial task, and remains
an important issue in many applications. There are various notions associ-
ated to such information (e.g., uncertainty, imprecision, vagueness, fuzziness)
and different methodologies have been proposed to deal with them (e.g., ap-
proaches based on default logic, probability, fuzzy sets, etc.)

Many problems in this area are formulated in theories where the exact
equality is replaced by its quantitative approximation. Fuzzy proximity and
similarity relations are notable examples of such extensions, where instead
of symbol equalities one talks about their proximity or similarity up to a
certain degree. Proximity relations are fuzzy analogs of tolerance (reflexive,
symmetric, but not necessarily transitive) relations, while similarities are
fuzzy counterparts of equivalence relations. Reasoning methods and com-
putational tools for such theories require fundamental techniques that deal
with quantitative information.

In this thesis, we address the problem of developing such fundamental
techniques for various kinds of fuzzy approximation constraints, character-
izing two major approaches towards solving them: one based on proximity
blocks and another one based on proximity classes. Our methods are mostly
(but not exclusively) class-based ones. We introduce the corresponding the-
oretical background and design and analyze constraint solving algorithms,
including those for solving systems of approximate equations (needed to per-
form a step in approximate automated deduction, declarative programming,
or in rewriting and transformation process) and algorithms for solving ap-
proximate generalization constraints (useful for approximate inductive rea-
soning, reasoning and programming by analogy, similarity detection in pro-
gramming language statements or in natural language texts). An application
use case in rule-based programming is also discussed.

In the context of approximate equations, we designed unification and
matching algorithms for proximity relations where mismatches are allowed
in symbol names and also in their arities (fully fuzzy signatures), and a
constraint solving algorithm for multiple similarity relations. For generaliza-
tion constraints, we studied proximity-based anti-unification and developed a
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generic framework for multiple generalization algorithms in fully fuzzy signa-
tures. Block-based approach to approximate anti-unification involved solving
an interesting related problem of computing all maximal clique partitions in
undirected graphs. Termination, soundness, and completeness properties of
all the developed algorithms are proved, complexities are investigated, and
their application potential is illustrated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this work we present symbolic techniques (unification, matching, anti-
unification) that are fundamental for automated approximate reasoning (prov-
ing, solving, and computing). Reasoning with incomplete, imperfect infor-
mation is very common in human communication. Its modeling is a highly
nontrivial task, and remains an important issue in applications of artificial
intelligence. There are various notions associated to such information (e.g.,
uncertainty, imprecision, vagueness, fuzziness) and different methodologies
have been proposed to deal with them (e.g., approaches based on default
logic, probability, fuzzy sets, etc.)

For many problems in this area, exact equality is replaced by its ap-
proximation. Some approaches use proximity relations, others use similarity
relations to express the approximation, modeling the corresponding imprecise
information.

Proximity relations are reflexive and symmetric fuzzy binary relations,
whose crisp (two-valued) counterpart are tolerance relations. The latter was
deemed by Poincaré [64] as having a fundamental importance in distinguish-
ing mathematics applied to the physical world from ideal mathematics. Intro-
duced in [19], the proximity relations generalize similarity relations (a fuzzy
version of equivalence), by dropping transitivity. Proximity relations help
represent fuzzy information in situations where similarity is not adequate,
providing more flexibility in expressing vague knowledge.

Unification, matching, and anti-unification are fundamental operations
for many areas of symbolic computation. Unification and matching are cen-
tral computational mechanisms in fields such as automated reasoning, rewrit-
ing, declarative programming. Anti-unification is a logic-based method for
computing generalizations, with a wide range of applications, e.g. in induc-
tive and analogical reasoning, program analysis, natural language processing.

Unification and matching are methods for solving equations between
terms. Anti-unification aims at detecting similarities between different ob-
jects and at learning general structures from concrete instances. Unification
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16 1. Introduction

and anti-unification can be seen as dual techniques, since unification com-
putes a most specific common instance of given logical expressions, while
anti-unification computes their least general generalization.

These techniques have been studied intensively for crisp equivalence re-
lations. First-order syntactic and equational unification and matching have
been considered, e.g., in [7, 8, 37, 61, 67, 70, 71], for first-order syntactic and
equational anti-unification see, e.g., [63, 66, 4, 9, 43].

However, these techniques fail or overgeneralize when there is no match
between two corresponding function symbols of the given terms. While in
many situations this is the desired outcome, there are cases when some tol-
erance regarding the mismatches would offer a better result. The type of the
accepted differences can vary, and some mismatches were already explored in
the fuzzy context, concerning reasoning with imprecise, vague information,
although not as extensively as in the crisp context.

Unification for similarity relations was studied in [28, 29, 27, 69] in the
context of fuzzy logic programming. In [1], the authors extended the algo-
rithm from [69] to fully fuzzy signature (permitting arity mismatches between
function symbols) and studied also anti-unification.

Investigations of symbolic techniques for proximity relations have been
started recently, and not many works have addressed them so far. Probably
one of the earliest ones is [68], where the authors introduced a constraint
logic programming schema with proximity relations.

Proximity relations (and their crisp counterpart, tolerance relations) can
be represented by weighted or non-weighted undirected graphs, and the ex-
isting approaches to proximity-based constraint solving can be characterized
by the way how proximal nodes are treated in such a graph. In the block-
based approach, two symbols are considered proximal if they belong to the
same maximal clique partition in this graph. In the class-based approach, a
symbol is proximal to any of its neighbors in the graph. Both approaches can
be used to extend the constraint solving methods from a single similarity re-
lation to proximity or multiple similarity relations and have their advantages
and disadvantages.

In the block-based approach to unification with proximity relations, the
pioneering contribution is [33], which generalizes the similarity-based uni-
fication algorithm from [69] to proximity relations. This work was fur-
ther extended in [35, 17], and used in the fuzzy logic programming system
Bousi„Prolog.

In this thesis we focus mostly on the class-bases approach. The only
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exception is our work from [45, 46], described in Section 3.3.
In this section, we study a block-based approach to anti-unification with

proximity relations. To ensure that the algorithm computes a minimal com-
plete set of generalizations, we need to consider disjoint blocks of symbols
in the given proximity relation, which effectively refines it into a similarity
relation. In order to compute all such refinements, we develop an algorithm
that produces all maximal clique partitions of an undirected graph (that cor-
responds to the proximity relation). This algorithm is optimal in the sense
that each maximal clique partition is computed only once, and generating
and discarding false answers is avoided. It is incorporated into the anti-
unification algorithm and generates partitions lazily, only on demand. We
prove termination, soundness, and completeness of both algorithms.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the class-based techniques for proximity re-
lations with mismatches permitted between symbol names with the same
arities.

In Section 4.2 we consider the class-based approach to unification for
such relations. We develop an algorithm which computes a compact rep-
resentation of the set of solutions. Considering neighborhoods of function
symbols as finite sets, we work with term representation where in place of
function symbols we permit neighborhoods or names. The latter are some
kind of variables, which stand for unknown neighborhoods. The algorithm is
split into two phases. In the first one, which is a generalization of syntactic
unification for proximity relations, we produce a substitution together with
two sets of constraints: over variables and over neighborhoods. A crucial
step in the algorithm is variable elimination, which is done not with a term
to which a variable should be unified, but with a copy of that term with fresh
names and variables. This step also introduces new neighborhood constraints
to ensure that the copy of the term remains close to its original, thus storing
the proximity chains between terms.

In the second phase, the neighborhood constraint is solved by a dedi-
cated algorithm. Combining each solution from the second phase with the
substitution computed in the first phase and a solution of the variables con-
straint (which always exists), we obtain a compact representation of the min-
imal complete set of unifiers of the original problem. We prove termination,
soundness and completeness of both algorithms. This is the first detailed
study of class-based proximity-based unification. Its early version has been
published in [48].

In Section 4.3, we develop a dedicated algorithm for class-based match-
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ing with proximity relations. In general, matching problems with proximity
or tolerance relations might have finitely many incomparable solutions, but
one can represent them in a more compact way. We show that for each
matching problem there is a single answer in such a compact form, and in-
vestigate time and space complexity to compute it. These results have been
published in [47].

Section 4.4 is about class-based anti-unification for proximity relations.
This problem is closely related to matching, as generalizations (whose com-
putation is the goal of anti-unification) are supposed to match the original
terms. Also here, we aim at computing a compact representation of the so-
lution, but unlike matching, for anti-unification there can be finitely many
different solutions in compact form. If we are interested in linear general-
izations (i.e., those which do not contain multiple occurrences of the same
variable) then the problem has a unique compact solution. A potential appli-
cation of these techniques includes, e.g., an extension of software code clone
detection methods by treating certain mismatches as approximations. These
results appeared in [47].

In Chapter 5 we make a step further and consider a more general case of
proximity relations in fully fuzzy signatures, where mismatches are allowed
not only between proximal symbol names, but also between their arities.
Arguments of such symbols are declared to be proximal via given argument
relations.

Section 5.3 is dedicated to the development of class-based unification for
such proximity relations, which generalizes, on the one hand, the proximity-
based unification from Section 4.2 and, on the other hand, the similarity-
based unification in fully fuzzy signatures from [2]. Argument relations are
correspondence (i.e., left- and right-total) relations, which are not required to
be functional. It is a very flexible approach, which opens a way to extending
proximity-based unification towards special equational theories. We design
a corresponding unification algorithm and prove its termination, soundness,
and completeness. Its original version has been published in [62].

The matching algorithm for the same setting is studied in Section 5.4.
Argument relations are not restricted. We prove that the algorithm is ter-
minating, sound, and complete. It generalizes the matching algorithm from
Section 4.3 and was published in [62].

In Section 5.5 we study the anti-unification problem for the same class
of proximity relations. For mismatching arguments, we consider four dif-
ferent variants of argument relations between different proximal symbols:
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unrestricted relations / functions, and correspondence relations / functions.
We design the corresponding algorithms, study their properties, and show
how to obtain the existing fuzzy anti-unification problems as special cases
of our problems. This gives a flexible generic framework for proximity-based
anti-unification, which is published in [49].

Chapter 6 describes an extension of the class-based matching algorithm
from Section 4.3 adapted to serve as a computation mechanism of a rule-
based programming tool. The tool is based on ρLog [55], which is a calcu-
lus for conditional transformation of sequences of expressions, controlled by
strategies. Its language is richer than what we considered in the previous
chapters. ρLog objects are logic terms that are built from function symbols
without fixed arity and four different kinds of variables: for individual terms,
for finite sequences of terms (hedges), for function symbols, and for contexts
(special unary higher-order functions). Rules transform finite sequences of
terms, when the given conditions are satisfied. They are labeled by strategies,
providing a flexible mechanism for combining and controlling their behavior.
ρLog programs are sets of rules. At the core of ρLog there is a powerful
pattern matching algorithm [44].

ρLog-prox, described in this chapter, is an attempt to combine approxi-
mate reasoning and strategic rule-based programming. It extends ρLog with
capabilities to process imprecise information represented by proximity rela-
tions. We develop a matching algorithm that solves the problem of approx-
imate equality between terms that may contain variables for terms, hedges,
function symbols and contexts. We prove that it is terminating, sound, and
complete, and integrate it in the ρLog-prox calculus. The integration is
transparent: approximate equality is expressed explicitly, no hidden fuzzi-
ness is assumed. Multiple solutions to matching problems are explored by
nondeterministic computations in the inference mechanism.

The results of this chapter have been published in [24].
In Chapter 7, we move the focus from proximity to similarity. The pre-

vious works on similarity-based unification usually assume a single similarity
relation. However, in many practical situations, one needs to deal with sev-
eral similarities between the objects from the same set. Multiple similarities
pose challenges to constraint solving, since we can not rely on the transitivity
property anymore. Note that proximity relations are not transitive either,
but their unification methods have some limitations in dealing with multiple
similarities simultaneously.

In this chapter, we address this problem. Since the existing similarity-
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and proximity-based unification techniques cannot adequately solve it, we
propose a special algorithm for constraints over multiple similarity relations.

Our algorithm does not depend on application or implementation pref-
erences. It can be incorporated in a modular way in the constraint logic
programming schema, can be used for constrained rewriting, querying, or
similar purposes. It combines three parts: solving syntactic equations, solv-
ing similarity problems for one relation, and solving mixed problems. We
permit not only variables for terms, but also variables for function symbols,
since they are necessary in the process of finding an “intermediate object”
between terms in different similarity relations. We prove termination, sound-
ness and completeness theorems. This work has been published in [23].

Fig. 1.1 depicts our contribution (colored nodes) and the related work
(white nodes) in the area of approximate unification, matching, and anti-
unification, as well as the relationships between the problems solved.

GeneralizationUnification
Matching

Prox-class

Sim

Prox-block

[69]

[33, 35]

Ch. 4, [48, 47]

[1, 2]

Ch. 5, [62]

Ch. 6, [24]

Ch. 7, [23] [2]

Ch. 3, [45]

G

Ch. 4, [47]

[2]

Ch. 5, [49]

Figure 1.1: Problems, their relationships, and references.

The problems can be categorized from two different points of view:

• the type of the considered fuzzy relation, illustrated in the horizon-
tal layers corresponding to the similarity relations (Sim), and the two
perspectives with respect to the proximity relations (Prox-block and
Prox-class),
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• the type of constraints solved by the problem, separated vertically, with
equational constraints (addressed by unification and matching) on the
left, and generalization constraints (addressed by anti-unification/gene-
ralization) on the right.

The figure is also a clear overview of all the ways in which problems gen-
eralize other problems, which were previously mentioned in the description
of the whole content. The relationships are reproduced through arrows, in
which the direction moves from a more specific to a more general problem.
One can thus easily discern how the proximity-based techniques generalize
and extend the similarity-based ones.

The vertical classification creates a symmetry that reflects the dual nature
of unification and anti-unification problems in the same fuzzy setting.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

We introduce here technical notions that will be used throughout the whole
thesis. The notions specific only to a certain chapter will be defined inside
each chapter in dedicated sections.

2.1 Fuzzy relations

We define the basic notions about proximity relations according to [33] and
about similarity relations following [69].

A binary fuzzy relation on a set S is a mapping from S ˆ S to the real
interval r0, 1s. A fuzzy relation is characterized by a set Λ “ tλ1, . . . , λn |
0 ă λi ď 1u of approximation levels. They express the degree of relationship
of the related elements. We say that a value λ P Λ is a cut value. The
λ-cut of R on S, denoted Rλ, is an ordinary (crisp) relation on S defined as
Rλ :“ tps1, s2q | Rps1, s2q ě λu.

A T -norm ^ in r0, 1s is a binary operation ^ : r0; 1s ˆ r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s,
which is associative, commutative, non-decreasing in both arguments, and
satisfying x^ 1 “ 1^x “ x for any x P r0, 1s. T-norms have been studied in
detail in [39]. In the thesis, we take the minimum in the role of the T-norm
^, which sometimes is even spelled out explicitly.

2.1.1 Proximity and similarity relations

A fuzzy relation R on a set S is called a proximity relation on S if it is
reflexive and symmetric:

Reflexivity: Rps, sq “ 1 for all s P S;

Symmetry: Rps1, s2q “ Rps2, s1q for all s1, s2 P S.

In this thesis we consider only strict proximity relations:

23
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Strictness: For all s1, s2 P S, if Rps1, s2q “ 1 then s1 “ s2.

Tolerance relations are crisp reflexive and symmetric binary relations. A
λ-cut of a proximity relation on S is a tolerance relation on S.

A proximity relation (on S) is called a similarity relation (on S) if it is
transitive:

Transitivity: Rps1, s2q ě Rps1, sq ^Rps, s2q for any s1, s2, s P S.

A λ-cut of a similarity relation on S is an equivalence relation on S.

2.1.2 Blocks and classes

While similarity relations on sets define partitions of those sets, given by
the similarity (fuzzy equivalence) classes, proximity relations are more com-
plicated in this respect. For proximity we have two different, but related
concepts: proximity blocks and proximity classes. They are defined below.

Definition 2.1.1. (Proximity block of level λ). Given a proximity relation
R on a set S and λ P p0, 1s, a proximity block of level λ (or, shortly, a
λ-block) is a subset B of S such that the restriction of Rλ to B is a total
relation, and B is maximal with this property.

Definition 2.1.2. (Proximity class of level λ). Given a proximity relation R
on a set S and λ P p0, 1s, the proximity class of level λ of s P S (or, shortly,
λ-class of s) is the set pcps,R, λq “ ts1 | Rps, s1q ě λu.

The blocks and the classes of a proximity relation cover completely the
set S, but they are not necessarily partitions of S.

The following example illustrates proximity blocks:

Example 2.1.1. Let S “ ta, b, c, d, e, fu and R be a proximity relation on
S defined by

Rpa, bq “ 0.8, Rpb, cq “ 0.7, Rpc, eq “ 0.8,

Rpa, cq “ 0.5, Rpb, eq “ 0.9, Rpb, dq “ 0.5.

It can be visualized as shown, e.g., in the following diagram:
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The set approximation levels of R is Λ “ t1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.5u.
The table below shows all λ-blocks for each approximation level λ:

λ λ-blocks
1 tau tbu tcu tdu teu tfu

0.9 tau tb, eu tcu tdu tfu

0.8 ta, bu tb, eu tc, eu tdu tfu

0.7 ta, bu tb, c, eu tdu tfu

0.5 ta, b, cu tb, c, eu tb, du tfu

The λ-classes for each approximation level λ are shown in the following table:

λ pcpa,R, λq pcpb,R, λq pcpc,R, λq pcpd,R, λq pcpe,R, λq pcpf,R, λq
1 tau tbu tcu tdu teu tfu

0.9 tau tb, eu tcu tdu tb, eu tfu

0.8 ta, bu ta, b, eu tc, eu tdu tb, c, eu tfu

0.7 ta, bu ta, b, c, eu tb, c, eu tdu tb, c, eu tfu

0.5 ta, b, cu ta, b, c, d, eu ta, b, c, eu tb, du tb, c, eu tfu

2.2 Terms and substitutions

2.2.1 Terms

We consider a first-order alphabet consisting of a set of fixed arity function
symbols F and a set of variables V , with F and V disjoint.

The set of terms T pF ,Vq over F and V is defined in the standard way:
t P T pF ,Vq iff t is defined by the grammar t :“ x | fpt1, . . . , tnq, where x P V
and f P F is an n-ary function symbol with n ě 0.
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We denote arbitrary function symbols by f, g, h, p, q, constants (0-ary
function symbols) by a, b, c, d, e, variables by x, y, z, u, v, w, and terms by
s, t, r. The head of a term is defined as headpxq :“ x and headpfpt1, . . . , tnqq
:“ f . For a term t, we denote with Vptq the set of all variables appearing in
t. If Vptq “ H, we call t a ground term. A term is called linear if no variable
occurs in it more than once.

For a term t, its set of positions posptq is a set of sequences of positive
integers defined as follows: If t is a variable, then posptq “ tεu, where ε is
the empty sequence; If t “ fps1, . . . , snq, then posptq “ tεu Y

Ťn
i“1ti.p | p P

pospsiqu. By trps we denote the symbol in t at position p. The notation t|p
denotes the subterm of t at position p.

2.2.2 Substitutions

Substitutions over T pF ,Vq are mappings from variables to terms, where all
but finitely many variables are mapped to themselves. We use the Greek
letters σ, ϑ, ϕ to denote substitutions, except for the identity substitution
which is written as Id .

The domain of a substitution σ is defined as dompσq :“ tx | σpxq ‰ xu.
We represent substitutions with the usual set notation: σ is represented as
tx ÞÑ σpxq | x ‰ σpxqu. The restriction of a substitution σ on a set of
variables V , denoted by σ|V , is the substitution defined as σ|V pxq “ σpxq
when x P V and σ|V pxq “ x otherwise.

Application of a substitution σ to a term t, written in the postfix no-
tation as tσ, is defined recursively as xσ :“ σpxq and fpt1, . . . , tnqσ :“
fpt1σ, . . . , tnσq. Substitution composition is defined as a composition of map-
pings, and we write σϑ for the composition of σ with ϑ. The operation is
associative but not commutative.

2.2.3 Extending proximity relations over terms

Let R be a proximity relation defined on F , so that for all f, g P F , we have
Rpf, gq “ 0 if aritypfq ‰ aritypgq. We extend such a relation R from F to
F Y T pF ,Vq:

• For function symbols R is already defined.

• For variables: Rpx, xq “ 1.
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• For nonvariable terms:

Rpfpt1, . . . , tnq, gps1, . . . , snqq “ Rpf, gq ^Rpt1, s1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^Rptn, snq,

when f and g are both n-ary.

• In all other cases, Rpt1, t2q “ 0 for t1, t2 P F Y T pF ,Vq.

In the rest of the thesis, whenever the terms do not comply with the above
restriction or are further extended (such as X-terms later), the extension
of the proximity relation will be adapted in the corresponding chapter or
section.

Two terms t and s are pR, λq-close to each other, written t »R,λ s, if
Rpt, sq ě λ.

When R is strict on F , its extension to F YT pF ,Vq is also strict. When
λ “ 1, the relation »R,λ does not depend on R due to strictness of the latter
and is just the syntactic equality “.

2.2.4 Comparing terms and substitutions

Definition 2.2.1 (Relations ÀR,λ and ĺ). The relations ÀR,λ and ĺ and
the corresponding notions are defined as follows:

ÀR,λ for terms: A term t is pR, λq-more general than s (or t is pR, λq-
generalization of s, or s is an pR, λq-instance of t), written t ÀR,λ s, if
there exists a substitution σ such that tσ »R,λ s. We say that σ is an
pR, λq-matcher of t to s.

ÀR,λ for substitutions: A substitution ϑ is pR, λq-more general than ϕ (or
ϕ is an pR, λq-instance of ϑ), written ϑ ÀR,λ ϕ, if there exists a sub-
stitution σ such that xϑσ »R,λ xϕ for all x.

ĺ for terms: A term t is syntactically more general than s (or t is a syn-
tactic generalization of s, or s is a syntactic instance of t), written
t ĺ s, if there exists a substitution σ such that tσ “ s. We say that σ
is a syntactic matcher of t to s.

ĺ for substitutions: A substitution ϑ is syntactically more general than
ϕ (or ϕ is a syntactic instance of ϑ), written ϑ ĺ ϕ, if there exists a
substitution σ such that xϑσ “ xϕ for all x.
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The strict part of ÀR,λ is denoted by ăR,λ. The strict part of ĺ is denoted
by ă.

The relation ÀR,λ is not transitive. If a »R,λ b, b »R,λ c, and a »R,λ c,
then we have a ÀR,λ b, b ÀR,λ c, and a ÀR,λ c. Unlike ÀR,λ, ĺ is transitive.
In fact, ĺ is a quasi-ordering, called instantiation quasi-ordering. We also
have ĺ Ď ÀR,λ for any R and λ.

Two substitutions σ and ϑ are called equigeneral iff σ ĺ ϑ and ϑ ĺ σ. In
this case we write σ » ϑ. It is an equivalence relation.

2.3 Unification, matching, anti-unification

2.3.1 Unification problems

Unification is a process of solving term equations. We write an pR, λq-
equation between t and s as t »?

R,λ s, with the question mark indicating
that the equation is supposed to be solved (i.e., the terms t and s to be
pR, λq-unified). A solution (unifier) of such an equation is a substitution σ
such that tσ »R,λ sσ. We say that Rptσ, sσq ě λ is the approximation degree
of pR, λq-unifying t and s by σ (or, equivalently, the approximation degree of
solving t »?

R,λ s by σ).
An pR, λq-unification problem (or, briefly, a unification problem) is a finite

set of pR, λq-equations. A solution (unifier) of an pR, λq-unification problem
P is a substitution that solves all the equations in P . We say that σ is a most
general pR, λq-unifier (pR, λq-mgu) of P if σ is a pR, λq-unifier of P and no
other pR, λq-unifier of P is syntactically strictly more general than σ, i.e.,
for no other pR, λq-unifier ϑ of t and s we have ϑ ă σ. The approximation
degree of the unification of P by σ, denoted by degpPσq, is ^eqPPdegpeqσq,
where degpeqσq is the approximation degree of solving eq P P by σ.

Instead of writing “a unifier of an pR, λq-unification problem P”, we often
shortly say “an pR, λq-unifier of P”. The same applies to solutions. Some-
times we may completely skip pR, λq if it does not cause confusions.

Remark 2.3.1. Note that ĺ preserves good properties of unifiers while ÀR,λ
does not. Namely, if σ is a pR, λq-unifier of P , then so is any ϑ for which
σ ĺ ϑ holds. However, if σ ÀR,λ ϑ, then ϑ might not be an pR, λq-unifier of
P . A simple example of the latter is P “ tx »R,λ au and Rλ “ tpa, bq, pb, cqu.
Then σ “ tx ÞÑ bu is an pR, λq-unifier of P , but ϑ “ tx ÞÑ cu is not. However,
σ ÀR,λ ϑ.
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Definition 2.3.1 (Complete set of unifiers). Given a proximity relation R, a
cut value λ, and an pR, λq-proximity unification problem P , the set of substi-
tutions Σ is a complete set of pR, λq-unifiers of P if the following conditions
hold:

Soundness: Every substitution σ P Σ is an pR, λq-unifier of P .

Completeness: For any pR, λq-unifier ϑ of P , there exists σ P Σ such that
σ ĺ ϑ.

Σ is a minimal complete set of unifiers of P if it is its complete set of
unifiers and, in addition, the following condition holds:

Minimality: No two elements in Σ are comparable with respect to ĺ: For
all σ, ϑ P Σ, if σ ĺ ϑ, then σ “ ϑ.

Taking into account the remark above, it should not be surprising that we
used ĺ in the completeness and minimality parts of this definition. However,
one should be aware that elements of the minimal complete set of unifiers
might be ÀR,λ-comparable. For instance, under this definition, tx »R,0.5
bu for Rpa, bq “ 0.6, Rpb, cq “ 0.5 has a minimal complete set of unifiers
ttx ÞÑ au, tx ÞÑ bu, tx ÞÑ cuu. The substitutions tx ÞÑ au and tx ÞÑ bu are
ĺ-incomparable, but ÀR,λ-comparable. The same is true for tx ÞÑ au and
tx ÞÑ cu.

2.3.2 Matching problems

An equation with a ground side is called a matching equation. We write
t À?

R,λ s for an pR, λq-matching equation between t and s, where s is the
ground side. A solution (matcher) of such an equation is an pR, λq-matcher
of t to s, i.e., a substitution σ that matches t to s with respect to R and λ,
i.e., tσ »R,λ s. The number Rptσ, sq ě λ is the corresponding approximation
degree.

Analogously to unification, we will use the notion of matching problems
and their most general solution, and write pR, λq-mgm for most general
pR, λq-matchers.

2.3.3 Generalization problems

Definition 2.3.2 (pR, λq-lgg). A term r is called an pR, λq-least general
generalization (an pR, λq-lgg) of terms t and s iff
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• r is pR, λq-more general than both t and s, i.e., r ÀR,λ t and r ÀR,λ s,
and

• there is no r1 such that r ăR,λ r
1 and r1 is pR, λq-more general than

both t and s.

Theorem 2.3.1. If r is an pR, λq-generalization of t, then any syntactic
generalization r1 of r is also an pR, λq-generalization of t, i.e., r ÀR,λ t and
r1 ĺ r imply r1 ÀR,λ t.

Proof. From r ÀR,λ t, by definition of ÀR,λ, there exists ϑ such that rϑ »R,λ
t. From r1 ĺ r, by definition of ĺ, there exists ϕ such that r1ϕ “ r. Then
we have r1ϕϑ “ rϑ »R,λ t, which implies r1 ÀR,λ t.

Corollary 2.3.1.1. Any syntactic generalization of an pR, λq-lgg of t and s
is an pR, λq-generalization of both t and s.

The notion of syntactic lgg can be defined analogously to pR, λq-lgg, using
the relation ĺ. The syntactic lgg of two terms is unique modulo variable
renaming, see, e.g., [63, 66]. In general, it is not difficult to show that for any
terms t and s, if r and r1 are their syntactic lgg and pR, λq-lgg, respectively,
then r ĺ r1.

Example 2.3.1. Let R and λ be such that a »R,λ b, b »R,λ c, and a »R,λ c.
Then the pR, λq-lgg of a and c is b, while their syntactic lgg is x.

Definition 2.3.3 (Minimal complete set of pR, λq-generalizations). Given
R, λ, t1, and t2, a set of terms T is a complete set of pR, λq-generalizations
of t1 and t2 if

(a) every r P T is an pR, λq-generalization of t1 and t2,

(b) if r1 is an pR, λq-generalization of t1 and t2, then there exists r P T
such that r1 ĺ r (note that we use syntactic generalization here).

In addition, T is minimal, if it satisfies the following property:

(c) if r, r1 P T , r ‰ r1, then neither r ăR,λ r
1 nor r1 ăR,λ r.

A minimal complete set of pR, λq-generalizations (pR, λq-mcsg) of two terms
is unique modulo variable renaming. The elements of the pR, λq-mcsg of t1
and t2 are pR, λq-lggs of t1 and t2.

This definition directly extends to generalizations of finitely many terms.



Chapter 3

Block-Based Symbolic
Techniques for Proximity

Relations

In this chapter we present unification and study anti-unification algorithms
in the block-based proximity setting. In this setting, mismatches between
function symbol names (but not in the arities) are tolerated, but once a
symbol a is considered ‘close’ to another one, say, b, then a cannot be ‘close’
anymore to the symbols that are not proximal to b, even if a was originally
‘close’ to them. The presented algorithms follow thus a so-called ‘choosing
sides’ strategy. This type of strategy was first applied by Julián-Iranzo et al
[33] in their unification algorithm, presented below. We followed the same
path with an anti-unification algorithm, to which the major part of this
chapter is dedicated.

3.1 Notions and terminology

We adjust the notion of proximity for terms to fit the block-based approach.
The intuition behind it, according to [33], is based on the following idea: two
terms t1 and t2 are λ-approximate when they have the same set of positions;
their symbols, in their corresponding positions, belong to the same λ-block;
and a certain symbol is always assigned to the same λ-block (throughout a
computation). The following definition formalizes this intuition:

Definition 3.1.1. Given a proximity relation R on F and λ P p0, 1s, two
terms t and s are λ-approximate (or λ-close) with respect to R, written
t »R,λ s, if the following conditions hold:

1. posptq “ pospsq, i.e, the terms have exactly the same positions, hence,
the same structure.

2. For all p P posptq, trps and srps belong to the same λ-block of R.

31
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3. For all positions p, p1 P posptq with p ‰ p1,

(a) If trps “ trp1s, then srps and srp1s belong to the same λ-block of R.

(b) If srps “ srp1s, then trps and trp1s belong to the same λ-block of R.

We consider undirected graphs G “ pV,Eq, where V is the set of vertices
and E is the set of edges. A clique in a graph is a set of vertices W Ď V such
that for each pair of vertices in W there is an edge in E. A clique is maximal
if it is not a proper subset of another clique. These notions are relevant
here, because when λ is fixed, a proximity relation can be represented as an
(unweighted) undirected graph and its maximal cliques (maximal complete
subgraphs) are counterparts to blocks. In general, maximal cliques play
an important role in the block-based approach and we need to define some
notions related to them.

A clique partition of a graph G is a set of its cliques tC1, . . . , Cnu such
that

Ťn
i“1Ci “ V and Ci X Cj “ H for all 1 ď i, j ď n, i ‰ j.

Let S1 “ tC1, . . . , Cnu and S2 “ tD1, . . . , Dmu be two sets of cliques of
the same graph. We say that S1 is subsumed by S2, written S1 Ď S2, iff for
all 1 ď i ď n there exists 1 ď j ď m such that Ci Ď Dj. If S1 and S2 are, in
particular, partitions, then we also say that S1 is a subpartition of S2 if S1 is
subsumed by S2.

A clique partition of a graph is maximal if it is not (properly) subsumed
by another partition of the graph. A graph may have several maximal clique
partitions.

In what follows, whenever appropriate we do not distinguish between R
and the graph that represents it.

It is important to mention that the term and substitution comparison
relation used in this chapter is ÀR,λ. As we have seen, it is not a quasi-
ordering since it is not transitive in general, but as noted in [33], under
certain restrictions some kind of transitivity is preserved, which is exactly
what we need in the block-based approach, where proximity between terms
is defined as in Definition 3.1.1.

To make it more precise, note that in itself, defining ÀR,λ as in Defi-
nition 3.1.1 does not guarantee that it is transitive. For instance, if Rλ “

tpa, bq, pb, cqu, then a ÀR,λ b (when the relation is partitioned as tta, bu, tcuu),
b ÀR,λ c (when the relation is partitioned as ttau, tb, cuu), but not a ÀR,λ c.
However, if we have t ÀR,λ s and s ÀR,λ r, both with respect to the same
maximal clique partition of R, then t ÀR,λ r in the same partition of R.
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3.2 Related work: block-based unification for

proximity relations

We will dwell neither in the history of the fuzzy logic programming, nor in
the full coverage of Bousi„Prolog. It suffices to say that while similarity
relations have been incorporated in the FLP for a while, Julián-Iranzo and
his collaborators stumbled during their work upon problems in which the
similarity-based algorithms did not offer a solution, even though intuitively
the answer seemed straightforward.

For example, they considered a deductive database that stores informa-
tion about people and their preferences on teaching, containing the following
fragment:

%% PROXIMITY EQUATIONS

physics ~ math = 0.8.

physics ~ chemistry = 0.8.

chemistry ~ math = 0.6.

%% FACTS

likes_teaching(john, physics).

likes_teaching(mary, chemistry).

has_degree(john, physics).

has_degree(mary, chemistry).

%% RULES

can_teach(X, M) :-

has_degree(X, M),

likes_teaching(X, M).

Systems that disregard proximity relations would provide no answer for
the query "?-can_teach(X, math)". However, the intuition as well as the
Bousi„Prolog system answer "X=john with 0.8" and "X=mary with 0.6".

Unlike Bousi„Prolog and its proximity-based unification algorithm, the
earlier fuzzy unification algorithms did not offer a solution to problems like
this. These algorithms were all dealing with similarity exclusively, and their
application to problems based on proximity relations would lead to incom-
pleteness.
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The block-based unification algorithm for proximity relations from [33]
involves two procedures: the unification itself and the procedure for checking
satisfiability of proximity constraints.1 The latter is used as a condition to
perform a step in the unification algorithm.

The unification rules work on configurations (in the paper they are called
weak unification states), which are tuples of the form P ;σ;C;α (we modify
the original ones a bit to fit to the notation of this thesis), where P is the
unification problems to be solved, σ is the substitution computed so far, C
is the set of proximity constraints, and α is the unification degree computed
so far. Proximity constraints are unordered pairs of function symbols of the
form f—g, indicating that f and g are proximal and belong to the same
proximity block.

The rules are as follows (the name abbreviations are combined with U for
unification and with JIRM for the last names of the authors of [33], although
we do not exactly follow their notation):

Tri-U-JIRM: Trivial

tx »?
R,λ xu Z P ;σ;C;α ùñ P ;σ;C;α.

Dec1-U-JIRM: Decomposition 1

tfpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ fps1, . . . , snqu Z P ;σ;C;α ùñ

tti »
?
R,λ si | 1 ď i ď nu Y P ;σ;C;α.

Dec2-U-JIRM: Decomposition 2

tfpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , snqu Z P ;σ;C;α ùñ

tti »
?
R,λ si | 1 ď i ď nu Y P ;σ; tf—gu Y C;α^ β,

where Rpf, gq “ β ě λ and tf—gu Y C is satisfiable.

Ori-U-JIRM: Orient

tt »?
R,λ xu Z P ;σ;C;α ùñ tx »?

R,λ tu Y P ;σ;C;α,

where t is not a variable.

Elim-U-JIRM: Variable elimination

tx »?
R,λ tu Z P ;σ;C;α ùñ P tx ÞÑ tu;σtx ÞÑ tu;C;α, if x R Vptq.

1A more efficient block-based unification algorithm for proximity relations was de-
scribed in [36].
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Cla-U-JIRM: Clash

tfpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , smqu Z P ;σ;C;α ùñ K,

if Rpf, gq ă λ or tf—gu Y C is unsatisfiable.

Occ-U-JIRM: Occurrence check

tx »?
R,λ tu Z P ;σ;C;α ùñ K, if x P Vptq.

The block-based strategy is enforced by satisfiability of the proximity
constraint C. Intuitively, C is satisfiable iff no symbol belongs to two different
pR, λq-blocks with respect to C. The corresponding algorithm, taken from
[33], consists of three steps:

Input: a proximity constraint C, a proximity relation R and a cut
value λ.

Output: sat (if C is satisfiable) or unsat (if C is unsatisfiable).

1. Compute the transitive closure C˚ of C.

2. If there exists f—g P C˚ such that Rpf, gq ă λ, then return unsat.

3. Return sat.

To unify terms t and s with respect to a proximity relation R and a cut
value λ in this approach, one starts with tt »?

R,λ su; Id ;H; 1 and applies the
unification rules exhaustively. If the successful configuration H;σ;C;α is
reached, σ is a most general (R, λ)-unifier of t and s with the approximation
degree α. Otherwise, K is returned indicating that t and s are not (R, λ)-
unifiable in the block-based approach.

Example 3.2.1 (From [33]). Given a proximity relation defined as Rpp, qq “
0.6, Rpb, dq “ 0.3, Rpe, cq “ 0.4, Rpr, sq “ 0.5, a cut value λ “ 0.2, consider
the set of unification problems P “ tppx, y, bq »?

R,λ qpa, b, dq, rpz, eq »
?
R,λ

spw, cqu, where the variables are x, y, z, w. In order to determine whether P
is unifiable by proximity, the algorithm proceeds as follows:

tppx, y, bq »?
R,λ qpa, b, dq, rpz, eq »

?
R,λ spw, cqu; Id ;H; 1 ùñDec2-U-JIRM

tx »?
R,λ a, y »

?
R,λ b, b »

?
R,λ d, rpz, eq »

?
R,λ spw, cqu;

Id ; tp—qu; 0.6 ùñElim-U-JIRM

ty »?
R,λ b, b »

?
R,λ d, rpz, eq »

?
R,λ spw, cqu;

tx ÞÑ au; tp—qu; 0.6 ùñElim-U-JIRM
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tb »?
R,λ d, rpz, eq »

?
R,λ spw, cqu; tx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ bu; tp—qu; 0.6 ùñDec2-U-JIRM

trpz, eq »?
R,λ spw, cqu; tx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ bu; tp—q, b—du; 0.3 ùñDec2-U-JIRM

tz »?
R,λ w, e »

?
R,λ cu; tx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ bu; tp—q, b—d, r—su; 0.3 ùñElim-U-JIRM

te »?
R,λ cu; tx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ wu; tp—q, b—d, r—su; 0.3 ùñDec2-U-JIRM

H; tx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ wu; tp—q, b—d, r—s, e—cu; 0.3.

It is easy to see that the constrains satisfiability check at each corresponding
step in this derivation succeeds. The obtained substitution tx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ
b, z ÞÑ wu solves P with the approximation degree 0.3, because

ppx, y, bqtx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ wu “ ppa, b, bq.

qpa, b, dqtx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ wu “ qpa, b, dq.

ppa, b, bq »R,0.3 qpa, b, dq because Rpppa, b, bq, qpa, b, dqq “ 0.3.

rpz, eqtx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ wu “ rpw, eq.

spw, cqtx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ wu “ spw, cq.

rpw, eq »R,0.3 spw, cq because Rprpw, eq, spw, cqq “ 0.4 ě 0.3.

Moreover, the proximity constraint tp—q, b—d, r—s, e—cu is satisfiable.

Example 3.2.2. In this example we show an unsuccessful unification at-
tempt. Assume Rpa, bq “ 0.4, Rpb, cq “ 0.5, λ “ 0.3 and consider the
unification problem P “ tfpx, x, xq »?

R,λ fpb, a, cqu. Then the unification
algorithm proceeds as

tfpx, x, xq »?
R,λ fpb, a, cqu; Id ;H; 1 ùñDec1-U-JIRM

tx »?
R,λ b, x »

?
R,λ a, x »

?
R,λ cu; Id ;H; 1 ùñElim-U-JIRM

tb »?
R,λ a, b »

?
R,λ cu; tx ÞÑ bu;H; 1 ùñDec2-U-JIRM

tb »?
R,λ cu; tx ÞÑ bu; tb—au; 0.4 ùñCla-U-JIRM

K.

The rule Cla-U-JIRM applies, because the constraint tb—a, b—cu is unsatis-
fiable: its transitive closure tb—a, b—c, a—cu contains a—c, but Rpa, cq “
0 ă λ.
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3.3 Block-based anti-unification for proxim-

ity relations

In this section we present the development of an algorithm for anti-unification
with the same restriction as that considered by [33] for the proximity relation,
which is allowed to be partitioned block-wise.

Block-based anti-unification turns out to be more involved that its unifi-
cation counterpart. Unlike unification, we do not have a single result here,
as this example shows:

Example 3.3.1. If pa, bq and pa, cq both belong to Rλ but pb, cq does not,
then fpa, aq and fpb, bq are pR, λq-close to each other, but fpa, aq and fpb, cq
are not. The latter pair has two pR, λq-lggs: fpa, xq and fpx, aq. They origi-
nate from two maximal clique partitions of the graph corresponding to Rλ:
the first partition being tta, bu, tcuu, and the second one tta, cu, tbuu.

The example shows that to compute the minimal complete set of pR, λq-
generalizations of two terms, we need to be able to compute all maximal
clique partitions of R. The next two sections are dedicated to these prob-
lems: block-based approach to anti-unification with proximity relations and
all maximal clique partitions of a graph, where we present our algorithms for
solving them.

In the remaining of this chapter, we assume that the cut value λ is fixed
and instead of R, we work with the λ-cut Rλ. That means that, essentially,
we work with crisp tolerance relations. It simplifies the exposition, since the
algorithms become less verbose. Adding the proximity degrees to them is
not difficult and at the end we indicate how it can be done.

3.3.1 The anti-unification algorithm

Our anti-unification algorithm works on tuples A;C;S;R;G, called confi-
gurations. Here A, C, and S are sets of anti-unification triples (AUTs), R is
a crisp version of a proximity relation, and G is a term. The rules transform
configurations into configurations. Intuitively, the problem set A contains
AUTs that have not been solved yet, the set C contains AUTs of the form
x : a fi b, where a and b are constants such that pa, bq P R and the AUTs
are not solved yet. The store S contains the already solved AUTs, R is the
proximity relation which gets more and more refined during computation by
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identifying symbols that belong to the same clique in some partition of R,
and G is the generalization which becomes more and more specific as the
algorithm progresses by applying the following rules:

Dec: Decomposition

tx1 : f1ps
1
1, . . . , s

1
k1
q fi g1pt

1
1, . . . , t

1
k1
q, . . . ,

xn : fnps
n
1 , . . . , s

n
kn
q fi gnpt

n
1 , . . . , t

n
kn
qu; C; S; R; G ùñ

tyj1 : sj1 fi tj1, . . . , y
j
kj

: sjkj fi tjkj | 1 ď j ď mu; C;

txj : fjps
j
1, . . . , s

j
kj
q fi gjpt

j
1, . . . , t

j
kj
q | m` 1 ď j ď nu Y S; R1; Gϑ,

where

(a) ki ą 0 and pfi, giq P R for all 1 ď i ď n;

(b) there exist a maximal vertex-clique partition P of the subrelation Q “

tpf1, g1q, . . . , pfn, gnqu Ď R and the index 1 ď m ď n such that for each
pfj, gjq, 1 ď j ď m, there is a clique Cl P P with fj, gj P Cl, and for
no pfj, gjq, m` 1 ď j ď n there is such a clique;

(c) R1 is obtained from R by replacing the subrelation Q by its partition
P ;

(d) ϑ “ txj ÞÑ fjpy
j
1, . . . , y

j
kj
q | 1 ď j ď mu.

Sol: Solve

tx : fps1, . . . , skq fi gpt1, . . . , tkqu Z A; C; S; R; G ùñ
A; C; tx : fps1, . . . , skq fi gpt1, . . . , tkqu Y S; R; G,

if pf, gq R R.

Post: Postpone

tx : a fi bu Z A; C; S; R; G ùñ A; tx : a fi bu Y C;S; R; G,

if pa, bq P R.

Gen-Con: Generalize Constants

H; tx1 : a1 fi b1, . . . , xn : an fi bnu; S; R; G ùñ
H; H; txj : aj fi bj | m` 1 ď j ď nu Y S; R1; Gϑ,

where

(a) pai, biq P R for all 1 ď i ď n;
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(b) there exist a maximal vertex-clique partition P of the subrelation Q “

tpa1, b1q, . . . , pan, bnqu Ď R and the index 1 ď m ď n such that for each
paj, bjq, 1 ď j ď m there is a clique Cl P P with aj, bj P Cl, and for no
paj, bjq, m` 1 ď j ď n there is such a clique;

(c) R1 is obtained from R by replacing Q by its partition P ;

(d) ϑ “ txi ÞÑ ai | 1 ď i ď mu.

To anti-unify two terms s and t with respect to the proximity relation
R, we create the initial tuple tx : s fi tu;H;H;R;x and apply the rules
in all ways as long as possible. In the search space, branching is caused by
all possible maximal clique partitions in Dec and Gen-Con. Generalizations
in successful branches form the computed result. We call this algorithm
Ablock-lin . The subscript lin indicates that it computes linear generalizations
(i.e., those in which each generalization variable appears at most once).

Theorem 3.3.1. Ablock-lin terminates and computes a minimal complete set
of linear generalizations.

Proof. We prove separately termination, soundness, completeness and mini-
mality.

Termination. By analyzing the rules we notice that Sol and Post each
eliminate an AUT from A, thus decreasing its size. Dec also strictly reduces
the number of symbols, and consequently the size of A. Although it branches,
the process is finite since the maximum number of possible branches equals
the number of maximal vertex-clique partitions of a subgraph of R, which
is finite. The finitely many applications of these rules lead to A becoming
empty.

When the problem set A is empty, Gen-Con is the only rule that can be
applied. It strictly decreases the size of C. Its application will cause a branch-
ing, which similarly to what happens in the Dec rule, is finite. Eventually C
becomes empty and afterwards no rule application is possible anymore.

Soundness. The algorithm starts with x as G, which is the most general
generalization. Sol and Post do not change G. Dec and Gen-Con refine G,
by replacing generalization variables with representatives of the cliques from
a clique partition for the heads of the AUTs from A and C, respectively. The
generalization variables are replaced only when the heads of the correspond-
ing AUTs belong to the same clique, thus being proximal, and therefore, the
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obtained G is again a common generalization of the given terms. Simulta-
neously, R is adjusted by removing the connections of the involved symbols
to all symbols that do not belong to the same clique. In this way the block
restriction is kept for future application of the two rules.

Completeness. In computed answers, no generalization variable appears
more than once, because there is no rule that would merge them. Hence,
computed generalizations are linear. They are also lggs among linear gen-
eralizations, because (a) the algorithm decomposes the terms as much as
possible, and (b) it maximizes the number of nonvariable subterms appear-
ing in generalizations, which is done with the help of clique partitions of
subrelations (not of the entire relation!) at each decomposition and constant
generalization steps. All linear lggs are computed, because branching at Dec
and Gen-Con rules explores all maximal clique partitions.

Minimality. Dec and Gen-Con generate branches, leading thus to alterna-
tive generalizations. If they are applied, generalizations computed on dif-
ferent branches belong to different cliques partitions, and therefore none of
them can be more general than the other.

Example 3.3.2. For terms fpg1pg2paqq, g2paq, aq and fpg2pg3pbqq, g3pcq, bq
and the relation R given in the form of a maximal clique set (not a partition)
ttfu, tg1, g2u, tg2, g3u, ta, bu, tb, cuu, the algorithm Ablock-lin returns two R-
lggs: fpg1pz1q, y2, aq and fpy1, gpy2q, aq and misses the nonlinear one fpg1py2q,
y2, y3q. We illustrate now how the algorithm works:

tx : fpg1pg2paqq, g2paq, aq fi fpg2pg3pbqq, g3pcq, bqu; H; H; R; x ùñDec

ty1 : g1pg2paqq fi g2pg3pbqq, y2 : g2paq fi g3pcq, y3 : a fi bu;

H; H; R; fpy1, y2, y3q ùñPost

ty1 : g1pg2paqq fi g2pg3pbqq, y2 : g2paq fi g3pcqu; ty3 : a fi bu;

H; R; fpy1, y2, y3q.

At this stage, the subrelation tpg1, g2q, pg2, g3qu of R can be partitioned in two
ways, which gives two new relations R1 “ ttfu, tg1, g2u, tg3u, ta, bu, tb, cuu
and R2 “ ttfu, tg1u, tg2, g3u, ta, bu, tb, cuu. Therefore, we can use the Dec
rule and proceed in two different ways:

Alternative 1. Proceeding by R1.

ty1 : g1pg2paqq fi g2pg3pbqq, y2 : g2paq fi g3pcqu; ty3 : a fi bu;
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H; R; fpy1, y2, y3q ùñDec

tz1 : g2paq fi g3pbqu; ty3 : a fi bu; ty2 : g2paq fi g3pcqu;

R1; fpg1pz1q, y2, y3q ùñSol

H; ty3 : a fi bu; ty2 : g2paq fi g3pcq, z1 : g2paq fi g3pbqu;

R1; fpg1pz1q, y2, y3q ùñGen-Con

H; H; ty2 : g2paq fi g3pcq, z1 : g2paq fi g3pbqu; R11; fpg1pz1q, y2, aq.

where R11 “ ttfu, tg1, g2u, tg3u, ta, bu, tcuu. Note that if we required in the
condition of the Gen-Con rule to partition the relation itself (instead of its
subrelation), we would get also R12 “ ttfu, tg1, g2u, tg3u, tau, tb, cuu, which
would lead to another successful branch

H; ty3 : a fi bu; ty2 : g2paq fi g3pcq, z1 : g2paq fi g3pbqu;

R1; fpg1pz1q, y2, y3q ùñGen-Con

H; H; ty2 : g2paq fi g3pcq, z1 : g2paq fi g3pbq, y3 : a fi bu;

R12; fpg1pz1q, y2, y3q.

However, the computed generalization is not an lgg, since it is more general
than the previous one.

Alternative 2. Proceeding by R2.

ty1 : g1pg2paqq fi g2pg3pbqq, y2 : g2paq fi g3pcqu; ty3 : a fi bu;

H; R; fpy1, y2, y3q ùñDec

tz2 : a fi cu; ty3 : a fi bu; ty1 : g1pg2paqq fi g2pg3pbqqu;

R2; fpy1, g2pz2q, y3q ùñSol

H; ty3 : a fi bu; ty1 : g1pg2paqq fi g2pg3pbqq, z2 : a fi cu;

R2; fpy1, g2pz2q, y3q ùñGen-Con

H; H; ty1 : g1pg2paqq fi g2pg3pbqq, z2 : a fi cu; R21; fpy1, g2pz2q, aq,

where R21 “ ttfu, tg1u, tg2, g3u, ta, bu, tcuu. Again, if we were allowed to
partition the whole R2 in Gen-Con, we would get another partition R22 “

ttfu, tg1u, tg2, g3u, tau, tb, cuu, which would give the following successful branch:

H; ty3 : a fi bu; ty1 : g1pg2paqq fi g2pg3pbqq, z2 : a fi cu;

R2; fpy1, gpyzq, y3q ùñGen-Con
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H; H; ty1 : g1pg2paqq fi g2pg3pbqq, z2 : a fi c, y3 : a fi bu;

R22; fpy1, gpz2q, y3q.

However, the solution obtained in this branch is more general than the pre-
vious one.

As the next step, we extend the algorithm to add a rule for merging
variables. It uses a partial function refinepts1 « t1, . . . , sn « tnu,Rq, which
is supposed to refine the given relation R into a new relation R1 so that
si «R1 ti, 1 ď i ď n, if such a refinement of R exists. The function refine is
defined as follows:

refinepH,Rq “ R.
refineptt « tu Z E,Rq “ refinepE,Rq.
refineptfps1, . . . , snq « gpt1, . . . , tnqu Z E,Rq “

refinepts1 « t1, . . . , sn « tnu Y E,R1
q,

if pf, gq P R and R1 “ RzpS1YS2q, where S1 “ tpf, hq | pg, hq R RuYtph, fq |
pg, hq R Ru and S2 “ tpg, hq | pf, hq R Ru Y tph, gq | pf, hq R Ru. Otherwise,
refine is not defined.

Mer: Merge

A; C; tx : s1 fi t1, y : s2 fi t2u Z S; R; G ùñ
A; C; tx : s1 fi t1u Y S; R1; Gty ÞÑ xu,

where R1 “ refinepts1 « s2, t1 « t2u,Rq.

The obtained algorithm is denoted by Ablock .
Mer is an alternative to the rules from Ablock-lin , meaning that it would

introduce additional branching, and Ablock might also recompute the same
solution on different branches.

Example 3.3.3. Let R “ ttfu, tg1, g2u, thu, ta, buu, s “ fpa, g1paq, g2paqq,
and t “ fpb, hpaq, hpaqq. Then we have two branches that compute the same
result. The initial part of them can look, e.g., like this:

tx : fpa, g1paq, g2paqq fi fpb, hpaq, hpaqqu; H; H; R; x ùñDec

ty1 : a fi b, y2 : g1paq fi hpaq, y3 : g2paq fi hpaqu;H; H;

R; fpy1, y2, y3q ùñ
2
Sol
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ty1 : a fi bu; H; ty2 : g1paq fi hpaq, y3 : g2paq fi hpaqu;

R; fpy1, y2, y3q ùñPost

H; ty1 : a fi bu; ty2 : g1paq fi hpaq, y3 : g2paq fi hpaqu; R; fpy1, y2, y3q.

From this moment on, either we first do Gen-Con and then Mer, or first
Mer and then Gen-Con. In both cases we compute the same generalization
fpa, y2, y2q.

However, we cannot postpone Mer till the end, after A and C get empty
(as it is usually done in anti-unification algorithms), because in this case we
will miss solutions, as the example below shows.

Example 3.3.4. Let R “ ttfu, th1u, th2u, tau, tg0, g1u, tg0, g2uu, s “ fpg0paq,
h1pg0paqq, h1pg0paqqq, and t “ fpg1paq, h2pg2paqq, h2pg0paqqq. The first steps
of Ablock could be as it follows:

tx : fpg0paq, h1pg0paqq, h1pg0paqqq fi fpg1paq, h2pg2paqq, h2pg0paqqqu;

H; H; R; x ùñDec

ty1 : g0paq fi g1paq, y2 : h1pg0paqq fi h2pg2paqq, y3 : h1pg0paqq fi h2pg0paqqu;

H; H; R; fpy1, y2, y3q ùñ
2
Sol

ty1 : g0paq fi g1paqu; H;

ty2 : h1pg0paqq fi h2pg2paqq, y3 : h1pg0paqq fi h2pg0paqqu; R; fpy1, y2, y3q

From here Ablock branches and computes two solutions: fpg0paq, y2, y3q
and fpy1, y2, y2q. The first one is obtained by applying Dec before Mer, and
the second one in the other way around. However, if Mer is applied only at
the very end, then the second solution is not computed.

Merging variables can significantly increase the size of the computed set
of generalizations:

Example 3.3.5. Let the arity of f be n`1, R “ ttfu, th1u, th2u, tau, tg0, g1u,
. . . , tg0, gnuu and

s “ fpg0paq, h1pg0paqq, . . . , h1pg0paqq, h1pg0paqqq,

t “ fpg1paq, h2pg2paqq, . . . , h2pgnpaqq, h2pg0paqqq.

Ablock-lin computes only one generalization: fpg0paq, y2, . . . , yn, yn`1q. With
Ablock , we have, in addition, n´ 1 other generalizations: fpy1, y2, . . . , yn, y2q,
. . . , fpy1, y2, . . . , yn, ynq.
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Theorem 3.3.2. Ablock computes a minimal complete set of generalizations.

Proof. The properties of the Ablock-lin have already been proven in Theorem
3.3.1. Here we focus on the Mer rule.

Termination. Since the store S is finite, and Mer reduces its size, it is
obvious that Ablock terminates.

Soundness. The function refine is defined only for pairs of terms that are
proximal to each other. When applied in Mer, the symbols at the same po-
sitions of the proximal terms are choosing the same clique, and all their con-
nections to symbols that would break the clique are removed. Consequently,
the refined relation considered in the next Mer applications will correctly stay
inside the block restriction. From the proximity of the considered candidates
and the compliance to the above restriction it follows that Mer is sound, and
thus, also Ablock is sound.

Completeness. Mer considers all possible combinations between AUTs
from the store, and therefore it cannot lose non-linear solutions.

Minimality. Mer generates branches, leading thus to alternative general-
izations. Even though Mer does not explicitly compute a maximal cliques
partition, the refine function, through the removal of some edges has the same
effect. Therefore, generalizations computed on different branches belong to
different partitions, and one cannot be more general than the other.

When dealing with proximity relations, the computation of the approx-
imation degrees is an important matter. Even though the above algorithm
does not consider them, once a generalization is computed, it is a straight-
forward task to compute the approximation degrees of this generalization
with respect to the original terms. One starts by substituting the variables
in the computed generalization with the corresponding side of the variables
AUTs from the store S. Note that all the symbols appearing in the gener-
alization term on which substitution was applied are cliques representatives
and belong to the same cliques as the symbols at the same positions in the
original terms. One needs to take each symbol from the original term and
choose the closest symbol (with its proximity degree) from the correspond-
ing clique. The minimum of all the proximity degrees will be the computed
approximation degree for the original term.
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3.3.2 Computing all maximal clique partitions

The anti-unification algorithm in the previous section relies on the compu-
tation of all maximal clique partitions in an undirected graph. A graph may
have several maximal clique partitions. In the literature, a problem that
was studied intensively is to compute a maximal clique partition with the
smallest number of cliques. Tseng’s algorithm [75], introduced to solve this
problem, was motivated by its application in the design of processors. Later,
Bhasker and Samad [12] proposed two other algorithms. They also derived
the upper bound on the number of cliques in a partition and showed that
there exists a partition containing a maximal clique of the graph.

A problem closely related to clique partition is the vertex coloring prob-
lem [31], which requires to color the vertices of a graph in such a way that two
adjacent vertices have different colors. In fact, a clique-partitioning problem
of a graph is equivalent to the coloring problem of its complement graph.
Both problems are NP-complete [38].

The problem of computing all maximal cliques is also well-studied, see,
e.g. [13, 74, 73, 14]. However, the problem we encountered in the previous
section, computing all maximal clique partitions, was not studied before, to
the best of our knowledge. This is what we address in this section.

For a graph G, we denote by all -max -cliquespGq the set of all its maxi-
mal cliques. We start with computing this set (e.g., by Bron-Kerbosch algo-
rithm [13]) and give each of its elements a name. For the graph in Fig. 3.1,
there are four of them: C1 “ t1, 2, 3u, C2 “ t2, 3, 4u, C3 “ t4, 5, 6u, C4 “

t5, 6, 7u. These cliques will get revised during computation by removing ele-
ments from them. At the end, we report those which are not empty.

After computing the initial cliques, we collect all shared vertices and
indicate among which cliques they are shared. In the graph in Fig. 3.1, the
shared vertices are 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. We have 2 P C1 X C2, 3 P C1 X C2,
4 P C2 X C3, 5 P C3 X C4, and 6 P C3 X C4.

Our goal is to compute each solution exactly once. At the end, it can
happen that some cliques consist of shared vertices only. Such cliques can
have any of the names of the original cliques they stem from. For instance,
the node 4 alone can form a clique either as C2 or C3, giving two identical
partitions which differ only by the clique names:

C1 “ t1, 2, 3u, C2 “ t4u, C3 “ H, C4 “ t5, 6, 7u,

C1 “ t1, 2, 3u, C2 “ H, C3 “ t4u, C4 “ t5, 6, 7u.
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P7 “ tt1u, t2, 3, 4u, t5, 6, 7uu

Figure 3.1: All maximal clique partitions of a graph.

We want to avoid such duplicates. Therefore, for such alternatives we
choose one single clique to which a shared vertex can belong in this con-
figuration, and forbid the others. For the example graph in Fig. 3.1, we can
allow the vertices 2 and/or 3 to form a clique as C2, the vertex 4 to form a
clique as C3, and the vertices 5 and/or 6 to form a clique as C4. (Note that
allowing does not necessarily mean that we will get result cliques of that form.
For instance, in C4 we will have 7 as well.) Thus, the candidates for forbidden
configurations are C1 ‰ t2u, C1 ‰ t3u, C1 ‰ t2, 3u, C2 ‰ t4u, C3 ‰ t5u, C3 ‰

t6u, C3 ‰ t5, 6u. This can be further simplified by observing that C1 contains
a non-shared vertex 1 and, hence, cannot consist of shared vertices only.
Therefore, we can omit the first three candidate disequations and obtain the
forbidden configuration C2 ‰ t4u, C3 ‰ t5u, C3 ‰ t6u, C3 ‰ t5, 6u.

Starting from the initial set of cliques, our algorithm All-Maximal-Clique-
Partitions performs the following steps:

1. Compute the set of shared vertices and the forbidden configurations.
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2. If the set of shared vertices is empty, return the current set of cliques
and stop.

3. Select a shared vertex and nondeterministically assign it to one of the
cliques it belongs to. Remove the vertex from the other cliques and
from the set of shared vertices.

4. For each pair of cliques Ci, Cj, where Ci Ď Cj, make Ci empty and ad-
just the set of shared elements. In addition, if Ci was the chosen clique
for the shared elements, remove those elements from the forbidden list
of Cj.

5. If the union of two nonempty cliques is a subset of an original clique, or
if a forbidden configuration arises, stop the development of this branch
with failure. Otherwise go to step 2.

Checking for the subset relations is needed to avoid computing cliques
which are not maximal. For instance, the partition C1 “ t1, 2u, C2 “ t3u,
C3 “ t4u, C4 “ t5, 6, 7u should be rejected because t1, 2uY t3u is a subset of
the original C1 clique. Step 5 helps to detect such situations early.

The partitions shown in Fig. 3.1 correspond to the following final values
of cliques, computed by the All-Maximal-Clique-Partitions algorithm:

P1 : C1 “ t1, 2, 3u, C2 “ H, C3 “ t4, 5, 6u, C4 “ t7u

P2 : C1 “ t1, 2, 3u, C2 “ H, C3 “ t4, 5u, C4 “ t6, 7u

P3 : C1 “ t1, 2, 3u, C2 “ H, C3 “ t4, 6u, C4 “ t5, 7u

P4 : C1 “ t1, 2, 3u, C2 “ H, C3 “ t4u, C4 “ t5, 6, 7u

P5 : C1 “ t1, 2u, C2 “ t3, 4u, C3 “ H, C4 “ t5, 6, 7u

P6 : C1 “ t1, 3u, C2 “ t2, 4u, C3 “ H, C4 “ t5, 6, 7u

P7 : C1 “ t1u, C2 “ t2, 3, 4u, C3 “ H, C4 “ t5, 6, 7u.

Before proving the properties of the algorithm, we illustrate it with some
examples.

Example 3.3.6. Let G be the graph shown in Fig. 3.1. We start with the
set of all maximal cliques in it: C1 :“ t1, 2, 3u, C2 :“ t2, 3, 4u, C3 :“ t4, 5, 6u,
C4 :“ t5, 6, 7u. The set of all shared vertices, represented as elements of
intersections, is shared :“ t2 P C1XC2, 3 P C1XC2, 4 P C2XC3, 5 P C3XC4,
6 P C3 X C4u, and the set of all forbidden configurations is fc :“ tC2 ‰
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t4u, C3 ‰ t5u, C3 ‰ t6u, C3 ‰ t5, 6uu. The steps of the algorithm below are
shown as the nodes in the complete search tree, and they are enumerated as
the positions of those nodes in the search tree.

1. Step 3: 2 P C1, C2 :“ t3, 4u, shared :“ sharedzt2 P C1 X C2u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2. It does not apply.

1.1 Step 3: 3 P C1, C2 :“ t4u, shared :“ sharedzt3 P C1 X C2u.

Step 4: C2 Ď C3, C2 :“ H, shared :“ sharedzt4 P C2 X C3u.

Step 5 does not apply. Go to Step 2. It does not apply.

1.1.1 Step 3: 5 P C3, C4 :“ t6, 7u, shared :“ sharedzt5 P C3 X C4u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2. It does not apply.

1.1.1.1 Step 3: 6 P C3, C4 :“ t7u, shared :“ sharedzt6 P C3 X C4u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2.

Step 2: shared “ H,

Return C1 “ t1, 2, 3u, C2 “ H, C3 “ t4, 5, 6u, C4 “ t7u.

1.1.1.2 Step 3: 6 P C4, C3 :“ t4, 5u, shared :“ sharedzt6 P C3 X C4u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2.

Step 2: shared “ H,

Return C1 “ t1, 2, 3u, C2 “ H, C3 “ t4, 5u, C4 “ t6, 7u.

1.1.2 Step 3: 5 P C4, C3 :“ t4, 6u, shared :“ sharedzt5 P C3 X C4u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2. It does not apply.

1.1.2.1 Step 3: 6 P C3, C4 :“ t5, 7u, shared :“ sharedzt6 P C3 X C4u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2.

Step 2: shared “ H,

Return C1 “ t1, 2, 3u, C2 “ H, C3 “ t4, 6u, C4 “ t5, 7u.

1.1.2.2 Step 3: 6 P C4, C3 :“ t4u, shared :“ sharedzt6 P C3 X C4u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2.

Step 2: shared “ H,

Return C1 “ t1, 2, 3u, C2 “ H, C3 “ t4u, C4 “ t5, 6, 7u.

1.2 Step 3: 3 P C2, C1 :“ t1, 2u, shared :“ sharedzt3 P C1 X C2u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2. It does not apply.

1.2.1 Step 3: 4 P C2, C3 :“ t5, 6u, shared :“ sharedzt4 P C2 X C3u.
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Step 4: C3 Ď C4, C3 :“ H,

shared :“ sharedzt5 P C3 Y C4, 6 P C3 Y C4u

Step 5 does not apply. Go to Step 2.

Step 2: shared “ H,

Return C1 “ t1, 2u, C2 “ t3, 4u, C3 “ H, C4 “ t5, 6, 7u.

1.2.2 Step 3: 4 P C3, C2 :“ t3u, shared :“ sharedzt4 P C2 X C3u.

Step 4 does not apply.

Step 5: C1 Y C2 “ t1, 2, 3u which is one of the original cliques.

Fail.

2. Step 3: 2 P C2, C1 :“ t1, 3u, shared :“ sharedzt2 P C1 X C2u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2. It does not apply.

2.1 Step 3: 3 P C1, C2 :“ t2, 4u, shared :“ sharedzt3 P C1 X C2u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2. It does not apply.

2.1.1 Step 3: 4 P C2, C3 :“ t5, 6u, shared :“ sharedzt4 P C2 X C3u.

Step 4: C3 Ď C4, C3 :“ H,

shared :“ sharedzt5 P C3 Y C4, 6 P C3 Y C4u

Step 5 does not apply. Go to Step 2.

Step 2: shared “ H,

Return C1 “ t1, 3u, C2 “ t2, 4u, C3 “ H, C4 “ t5, 6, 7u.

2.1.2 Step 3: 4 P C3, C2 :“ t2u, shared :“ sharedzt4 P C2 X C3u.

Step 4 does not apply.

Step 5: C1 Y C2 “ t1, 2, 3u which is one of the original cliques.

Fail.

2.2 Step 3: 3 P C2, C1 :“ t1u, shared :“ sharedzt3 P C1 X C2u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2. It does not apply.

2.2.1 Step 3: 4 P C2, C3 :“ t5, 6u, shared :“ sharedzt4 P C2 X C3u.

Step 4: C3 Ď C4, C3 :“ H,

shared :“ sharedzt5 P C3 Y C4, 6 P C3 Y C4u

Step 5 does not apply. Go to Step 2.

Step 2: shared “ H,

Return C1 “ t1u, C2 “ t2, 3, 4u, C3 “ H, C4 “ t5, 6, 7u.
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2.2.2 Step 3: 4 P C3, C2 :“ t2, 3u, shared :“ sharedzt4 P C2 X C3u.

Step 4 does not apply.

Step 5: C1 Y C2 “ t1, 2, 3u which is one of the original cliques.

Fail.

The returned partitions are exactly those shown in Fig. 3.1.

Example 3.3.7. Let G be the graph given by its all maximal cliques: C1 :“
t1, 2u, C2 :“ t1, 3u, C3 :“ t3, 4u, C4 :“ t2, 5u. The set of all shared vertices,
represented as elements of intersections, is shared :“ t1 P C1XC2, 2 P C1XC4,
3 P C2 X C3u, and the set of all forbidden configurations is fc :“ tC1 ‰

t1u, C1 ‰ t2u, C2 ‰ t3uu. The steps of the algorithm below are shown as the
nodes in the complete search tree, and they are enumerated as the positions
of those nodes in the search tree.

1. Step 3: 1 P C1, C2 :“ t3u, shared :“ sharedzt1 P C1 X C2u.

Step 4: C2 Ď C3, C2 :“ H, shared :“ sharedzt3 P C2 X C3u.

Step 5 does not apply. Go to Step 2. It does not apply.

1.1 Step 3: 2 P C1, C4 :“ t5u, shared :“ sharedzt2 P C1 X C4u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2.

Step 2: shared “ H,

Return C1 “ t1, 2u, C2 “ H, C3 “ t3, 4u, C4 “ t5u.

1.2 Step 3: 2 P C4, C1 :“ t1u, shared :“ sharedzt2 P C1 X C4u.

Step 4 do not apply.

Step 5: C1 is forbidden by fc.

Fail.

2. Step 3: 1 P C2, C1 :“ t2u, shared :“ sharedzt1 P C1 X C2u.

Step 4: C1 Ď C4, C1 :“ H, shared “ sharedzt2 P C1 X C4u.

Step 5 does not apply. Go to Step 2. It does not apply.

2.1 Step 3: 3 P C2, C3 :“ t4u, shared :“ sharedzt3 P C2 X C3u.

Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2.

Step 2: shared “ H,

Return C1 “ H, C2 “ t1, 3u, C3 “ t4u, C4 “ t2, 5u.

2.2 Step 3: 3 P C3, C2 :“ t1u, shared :“ sharedzt3 P C2 X C3u.
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Step 4 and Step 5 do not apply. Go to Step 2.

Step 2: shared “ H,

Return C1 “ H, C2 “ t1u, C3 “ t3, 4u, C4 “ t2, 5u.

Hence, the algorithm computes three maximal clique partitions. One can see
how the forbidden configuration prevented to compute the partition C1 “

t1u, C2 “ H, C3 “ t3, 4u, C4 “ t2, 5u in the node 1.2, which would be a
duplicate of the partition computed in the node 2.2.

Looking at the algorithm, one can easily notice that if we did not have the
steps 4 and 5, we would still compute all maximal clique partitions (since at
Step 3 we assign shared vertices to one of the cliques they belong to). How-
ever, in addition, subpartitions of these partitions might also be generated.
It might also happen that the same maximal partition is computed more
than once. Therefore, we need to show that in steps 4 and 5 we eliminate
exactly those subpartitions and duplicates.

Strictly speaking, one can omit Step 4 completely. In the subsequent
splitting of shared vertices between Ci and Cj, if a shared vertex goes from
Cj to Ci (or if forbidden configuration involving Ci arises), Step 5 will block
the development of the branch, effectively imitating the behavior of Step 4,
but doing it in several steps. Step 4 is there to reduce this extra work.

Theorem 3.3.3. Each set of cliques computed by the All-Maximal-Clique-
Partitions for the given graph is a maximal clique partition for the graph.

Proof. Let S “ tC1, . . . , Cnu be a set of cliques of the given graph G the
algorithm returns.

First, show that S is a clique partition of G. The algorithm works by
removing vertices from a precomputed set of all maximal cliques of G. Hence,
every element of each Ci is a vertex of G. During computation, no vertex
gets lost: For Step 4 it is obvious, and for Step 5 it follows from the fact
that if two cliques are included in a bigger original clique, then that bigger
clique will appear on a neighboring branch and its elements will not get lost.
For forbidden configurations it is also easy to see, because those vertices
that are forbidden in one clique, are allowed in another. At the end of
the computation, they either remain where they are allowed for a clique, or
appear in the forbidden ones together with some other vertices. In any case,
they are not lost.
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Hence, no vertex of G is missing from S. Since the algorithm stops when
there are no shared vertices, we get that Ci X Cj “ H for all 1 ď i, j ď n,
i ‰ j and, hence S is a clique partition of G.

Now we need to show that the partition is maximal. Assume by contra-
diction that it is not. Then there are Ci, Cj P S such that Ci Y Cj would be
also a clique in G. But then Ci Y Cj is a subset of an maximal clique in the
original clique set where the algorithm starts from. Therefore, Step 5 would
block the development of the branch of the algorithm and S would not be
computed. A contradiction.

Theorem 3.3.4. All-Maximal-Clique-Partitions computes each maximal clique
partition exactly once.

Proof. Since shared vertices are distributed to the cliques they belong (Step
3), the duplication may arise when the same set of shared vertices is collected
in a clique with one name in one branch, and in a clique with a different name
in another branch. However, the forbidden configurations prevent such cases.
They declare which clique (identified by its name) may consist of which
shared vertices only. Such clique names are uniquely determined. The same
set of shared vertices cannot form a clique with different names in different
partitions. Therefore, the second part of Step 5 prevents to compute the
same partition more than once.

Theorem 3.3.5. All-Maximal-Clique-Partitions computes all (and only) max-
imal clique partitions.

Proof. We need to prove that the steps 4 and 5 do not eliminate any maximal
clique partitions.

Step 4 prevents to generate clique sets containing cliques of the form
CizV and CjzpCizV q for V Ă Ci, where Ci Ď Cj. Such a clique set S0 will be
subsumed by a clique set S1 obtained by taking V “ Ci. Therefore, for each
partition P0 originating from S0 there will be a partition P1 originating from
S1 such that P0 Ď P1. Hence, removing the execution branch which cuts S0

will not eliminate any maximal clique partition of the given graph.
The first part of Step 5 prevents to generate clique sets containing non-

empty cliques Ci and Cj such that CiYCj Ď C, where C is one of the original
maximal cliques. Such a clique set S0 will be subsumed by a clique set S1

which retains C. Hence, no maximal clique partition is lost by eliminating
S0 and proceeding to compute partitions from S1.
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Forbidden configurations simply prevent the same partitions from reap-
pearing under different names. Also here, there is no danger of losing a
maximal partition.

Given a graph G, the clique-multiplicity number of a vertex v of G is the
number of cliques in the set of all maximal cliques of G to which v belongs:
clique-multpv,Gq “ |tC | C P all -max -cliquespGq and v P Cu|.

Theorem 3.3.6. Let G be a graph with the set of vertices tv1, . . . , vnu. Then
the cardinality of the set of all maximal clique partitions of G is at most
śn

i“1 clique-multpvi, Gq.

Proof. The result directly follows from the fact that shared vertices are dis-
tributed in their containing cliques in all possible ways.

It is easy to see that this upper bound can be reached. Just consider
the graph with two maximal cliques: C1 “ tp1, . . . , pn, trueu and C2 “

tp1, . . . , pn, falseu. The set of all maximal clique partitions imitates the truth
assignment in propositional logic, containing 2n maximal clique partitions.

This theorem implies that the algorithm is exponential in the number of
vertices shared among multiple cliques. On the other hand, the length of each
branch of the algorithm is polynomially bounded, since it requires at most
as many steps as there are vertices shared among multiple cliques. Besides,
the branches can be executed independently, in parallel of each other.

Example 3.3.8. Here we show some results an experimental Mathematica
implementation of our algorithm produces. The given graph is in gray, while
each maximal clique partition is shown in a separate graph in red:

1. Graph with 5 vertices, 8 edges, and 4 maximal clique partitions:

2. Graph with 16 vertices, 30 edges, and 12 maximal clique partitions:
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3.4 Conclusion

Block-based approach to proximity relations has some interesting applica-
tions, where the proximal elements need to ‘choose side’. This corresponds
to maximal clique partition in the graph representation of the proximity re-
lation. We presented in this chapter an algorithm for anti-unification in such
a setting. Each solution computed by our algorithm corresponds to a dif-
ferent maximal clique partitions. It required an algorithm to compute all
maximal vertex-clique partitions in an undirected graph. We designed such
an algorithm and used it in the anti-unification algorithm. It starts from a
set of all maximal cliques and refines it, reducing the number of shared ver-
tices by assigning them to one of the cliques they belong to. In this process,
we avoid computing and discarding false answers by detecting the failing
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branches early, and compute each partition only once. The set of computed
partitions can be exponentially large with respect to the number of vertices
shared among multiple cliques. Each partition can be computed in polyno-
mial time (starting from all maximal cliques). The algorithm can be also used
to compute a limited number of maximal partitions. Guiding by heuristics
for choosing shared nodes, one can give the priority to one kind of partitions
over the others, computing the preferred ones earlier. It plays an important
role in anti-unification, guaranteeing to generate different incomparable gen-
eralizations. It may have other interesting applications as well, for instance,
in the resource allocation problem, when one looks for alternative ways to
allocate resources.

We proved termination, soundness and completeness of both algorithms.
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Chapter 4

Class-Based Symbolic
Techniques for Proximity

Relations

The previous chapter described algorithms that consider proximity relations
from the block-based perspective. In that setting, a symbol cannot be close
to two symbols at the same time, when those symbols are not close to each
other. One of the two symbols should be chosen as the proximal candidate to
the initial one. For the unification and matching algorithms this means that
ppx, xq cannot be unified, respectively matched with ppa, cq when a and c are
not close to each other, even if there exists a b which is close both to a and
c. In this chapter we relax this constraint, which leads to the so-called class-
based approach to unification, matching and anti-unification for proximity
relations.

4.1 Notions and terminology

Extended terms and substitutions. In this chapter we need to extend
the notion of term to include, beside variables and function symbols, finite
sets of function symbols, whose elements have the same arity. They will be
denoted by lower case bold face letters: f ,g,h. If we want to talk about
finite sets of constants, we use the letters a,b, and c.

Extended terms or, shortly, X-terms over F and V are defined by the
grammar

t :“ x | fpt1, . . . , tnq, n ě 0,

where f ‰ H contains finitely many function symbols of arity n. Hence,
X-terms differ from the standard ones by permitting finite non-empty sets
of n-ary function symbols in place of n-ary function symbols. Variables are
used in X-terms in the same way as in standard terms. We denote the set

57
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of X-terms over F and V by TextpF ,Vq, and use also bold face letters for its
elements. Analogously to denoting by Vptq the set of variables for a term t,
we will denote by Vptq the set of variables for an X-term t.

The standard notions related to terms defined in Chapter 2, extend to
X-terms. For completeness, we list them here.

An X-term is called linear if every variable occurs in it at most once. The
head of an X-term is defined as

headpxq :“ x,

headpfpt1, . . . , tnqq :“ f .

The notions of positions and subterm extend straightforwardly to X-
terms. For instance, for an X-term t “ tfuptg, hupx, ta, b, cuq, tb, c, duq, the
set of positions is tε, 1, 1.1, 1.2, 2u and we have the X-subterms of t at those
positions t|ε “ t, t|1 “ tg, hupx, ta, b, cuq, t|1.1 “ x, t|1.2 “ ta, b, cu, and
t|2 “ tb, c, du.

The set of terms represented by an X-term t, denoted by termsptq, is
defined as

termspxq :“ txu,

termspfpt1, . . . , tnqq :“ tfpt1, . . . , tnq | f P f , ti P termsptiq, 1 ď i ď nu.

For a term t, a proximity relation R, and a cut value λ, we can represent
compactly the pR, λq-proximity class of t as an X-term xpcpt,R, λq, defined
as follows:

xpcpx,R, λq :“ txu,

xpcpfpt1, . . . , tnq,R, λq :“ pcpf,R, λqpxpcpt1,R, λq, . . . ,xpcptn,R, λqq.

It is easy to see that xpcpt,R, λq is indeed a representation of the pR, λq-
proximity class of t, since pcpt,R, λq “ termspxpcpt,R, λqq.

The example below illustrates these notions.

Example 4.1.1. Let the proximity relation R be defined as

Rpg1, g2q “ Rpa1, a2q “ 0.5, Rpg1, h1q “ Rpg2, h1q “ 0.6,

Rpg1, h2q “ Rpa1, bq “ 0.7, Rpg2, h2q “ Rpa2, bq “ 0.8.
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Let t be the term fpg1pa1q, g2pa2qq. Then xpcpt,R, λq for different values
of λ is:

0 ă λ ď 0.5 : tfuptg1, g2, h1, h2upta1, a2, buq, tg1, g2, h1, h2upta1, a2, buqq.

0.5 ă λ ď 0.6 : tfuptg1, h1, h2upta1, buq, tg2, h1, h2upta2, buqq.

0.6 ă λ ď 0.7 : tfuptg1, h2upta1, buq, tg2, h2upta2, buqq.

0.7 ă λ ď 0.8 : tfuptg1upta1uq, tg2, h2upta2, buqq.

0.8 ă λ ď 1 : tfuptg1upta1uq, tg2upta2uqq.

We illustrate the relation to proximity classes of fpg1pa1q, g2pa2qq for the
case 0.7 ă λ ď 0.8:

termspxpcpfpg1pa1q, g2pa2qq,R, λqq “
termsptfuptg1upta1uq, tg2, h2upta2, buqqq “

tfpg1pa1q, g2pa2qq, fpg1pa1q, g2pbqq, fpg1pa1q, h2pa2qq, fpg1pa1q, h2pbqqu “

pcpfpg1pa1q, g2pa2qq,R, λq.

We define the intersection operation for X-terms, denoted by t[ s:

• x[ x “ x for all x P V .

• t[s “ pf Xgqpt1[s1, . . . , tn[snq, n ě 0, if f Xg ‰ H and ti[si ‰ H
for all 1 ď i ď n, where t “ fpt1, . . . , tnq and t “ gps1, . . . , snq.

• t[ s “ H in all other cases.

Theorem 4.1.1. Given a proximity relation R, a cut value λ, and two terms
t and s, each r P termspxpcpt,R, λq [ xpcps,R, λqq is pR, λq-close both to t
and to s.

Proof. Follows directly from the definition of xpc, [ and terms.

Substitutions over TextpF ,Vq are mappings from variables to X-terms,
where all but finitely many variables are mapped to themselves. We use the
term “X-substitution”, and denote them by bold upright Greek letters σ, ϑ,
ϕ, µ, ν, and ξ.

The domain of an X-substitution σ is defined as dompσq “ tx | σpxq ‰
xu. We use the usual set notation for substitutions, writing, e.g., σ as
σ “ tx ÞÑ σpxq | x P dompσqu. X-substitution application to X-terms is
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defined recursively as xσ “ σpxq and fpt1, . . . , tnqσ “ fpt1σ, . . . , tnσq. We
can treat terms as a special case of X-terms, e.g., fpa, gpb, xqq can be treated
as tfuptau, tguptbu, xqq (and similarly for X-substitutions). Taking this con-
vention into account, we can have applications such as tσ (substitution to
an X-term) and tσ (X-substitution to a term) defined.

The set of substitutions represented by an X-substitution σ is the set

substspσq :“ tσ | σpxq P termspσpxqq for all x P Vu.

The restriction of an X-substitution σ to a set of variables Var is denoted
by σ|Var :“ tx ÞÑ xσ | x P dompσq X Varu.

4.2 Unification

In order to address the specificities of our class-based unification algorithm,
some notions that are relevant only to this section need to be defined.

4.2.1 Additional notions

Name-neighborhood mappings. Consider N a countable set of names,
which are symbols with associated arity (like function symbols). We use the
letters N,M,K for them. It is assumed that N X F “ H and N X V “ H.

Neighborhood is either a name, or a finite subset of F , where all elements
have the same arity. In this section we extend the notion of extended term to
also include names appearing at any functional position, thus being defined
over F , N , and V . The set of X-terms is denoted by TextpF ,N ,Vq. All other
definitions related to the X-term remain the same. Instead of the finite sets
of symbols, the new extended term will contain neighborhoods. We will use
upper case bold face letters F and G to denote the neighborhoods. aritypFq
is defined as the arity of elements of F. The set of all neighborhoods is
denoted by Nb.

In this section, when we speak about X-terms, by default we mean X-
terms from TextpF ,N ,Vq. When we refer to an X-term from TextpF ,Vq, we
either mention the set explicitly or say name-free X-term.

X-terms, in which every neighborhood set is a singleton, are called single-
ton X-terms or, shortly, SX-terms. Slightly abusing the notation, we assume
that a term (i.e., an element of T pF ,Vq) is a special case of an SX-term
(as an SX-term without names), identifying a function symbol f with the
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singleton neighborhood tfu. We will use this assumption in the rest of the
section.

The set of names occurring in an X-term t is denoted by N ptq. Approx-
imate extended equations (X-equations) are pairs of X-terms.

A name-neighborhood mapping Φ : N ÝÑ NbzN is a finite mapping from
names to non-name neighborhoods (i.e., finite sets of function symbols of the
same arity) such that if N P dompΦq (where dom is the domain of mapping),
then aritypNq “ aritypΦpNqq. They are also represented as finite sets, writing
Φ as tN ÞÑ ΦpNq | N P dompΦqu.

A name-neighborhood mapping Φ can apply to an X-term t, resulting
in an X-term Φptq, which is obtained by replacing each name N in t by the
neighborhood ΦpNq. The application of Φ to a set of X-equations P , denoted
by ΦpP q, is a set of equations obtained from P by applying Φ to both sides
of each equation in P .

Proximity relations over X-terms. We twist a bit the proximity relation
R to be defined on the set NbY V (where neighborhoods are assumed to be
nonempty) in such a way that it satisfies the following conditions (in addition
to reflexivity and symmetry):

(a) RpF,Gq “ 0 if aritypFq ‰ aritypGq;

(b) RpF,Gq “ mintRpf, gq | f P F, g P Gu, if F “ tf1, . . . , fnu, G “

tg1, . . . , gmu, n,m ą 0, and aritypFq “ aritypGq;

(c) RpN,Fq “ 0, if F R N .

(d) RpN,Mq “ 0, if N ‰ M;

(e) Rpx, yq “ 0, if x ‰ y for all x, y P V .

RpF,Gq is undefined, if F “ H or G “ H.
We write F «R,λ G if RpF,Gq ě λ. Note that for F “ tf1, . . . , fnu

and G “ tg1, . . . , gmu, F «R,λ G is equivalent to Rpf, gq ě λ for all f P F
and g P G. It is easy to see that the obtained relation is again a proximity
relation. Furthermore, it can be extended to X-terms (which do not contain
the empty neighborhood):

1. Rps, tq :“ 0 if Rpheadpsq, headptqq “ 0.
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2. Rps, tq :“ 1 if s “ t and s, t P V .

3. Rps, tq :“ RpF,Gq ^Rps1, t1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^Rpsn, tnq, if s “ Fps1, . . . , snq,
t “ Gpt1, . . . , tnq.

Rps, tq is not defined, if s or t contains the empty neighborhood H. The
obtained relation is a proximity relation for X-terms.

Two X-terms s and t are pR, λq-close to each other, written s »R,λ t, if
Rps, tq ě λ.

Neighborhood equations, unification problems. We introduce the no-
tions of problems we would like to solve.

Definition 4.2.1 (Neighborhood equations). Given R and λ, an pR, λq-
neighborhood equation is a pair of neighborhoods, written as F «?

R,λ G. The
question mark indicates that it has to be solved.

A name-neighborhood mapping Φ is a solution of an pR, λq-neighborhood
equation F «?

R,λ G if ΦpFq «R,λ ΦpGq. The notation implies that RpΦpFq,
ΦpGqq is defined, i.e., neither ΦpFq nor ΦpGq contains the empty neighbor-
hood.

An pR, λq-neighborhood constraint is a finite set of pR, λq-neighborhood
equations. A name-neighborhood mapping Φ is a solution of an pR, λq-
neighborhood constraint C if it is a solution of every pR, λq-neighborhood
equation in C.

We shortly write “an pR, λq-solution to C” instead of “a solution to an
pR, λq-neighborhood constraint C”.

To each X-term t we associate a set of SX-terms SX-termsptq defined as
follows:

SX-termspxq :“ txu,

SX-termspNpt1, . . . , tnqq :“

tNps1, . . . , snq | si P SX-termsptiq, 1 ď i ď nu.

SX-termspFpt1, . . . , tnqq :“

tfps1, . . . , snq | f P F, si P SX-termsptiq, 1 ď i ď nu, where F R N .

The notation extends to substitutions as well:

SX-substspµq :“ tϑ | xϑ P SX-termspxµq for all x P Vu.
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There is a natural correspondence between the notions of SX-terms and
terms, and between SX-substs and substs. The figure below summarizes it:

X-terms and X-substitutions X-terms and X-substitutions
over TextpF ,Vq over TextpF ,N ,Vq

termsptq SX-termsptq
substspµq SX-substspµq

Definition 4.2.2 (Approximate X-unification). Given R and λ, a finite
set P of pR, λq-equations between X-terms is called an pR, λq-X-unification
problem. A mapping-substitution pair pΦ,µq is called an pR, λq-solution of
an pR, λq-X-equation t »?

R,λ s, if Φptµq »R,λ Φpsµq. An pR, λq-solution of
P is a pair pΦ,µq which solves each equation in P .

If pΦ,µq is an pR, λq-solution of P , then the X-substitution Φpµq is called
an pR, λq-X-unifier of P .

SX-unification problems, SX-solutions and SX-unifiers are defined anal-
ogously. For unification between terms, we do not use any prefix, talking
about unification problems, solutions, and unifiers.

Unification between terms. Our approximate unification problems will
be formulated between terms. The notion of set of unifiers for such problems
has been already introduced in Definition 2.3.1. Extended terms will not be
a part of the problem (but the input terms will be treated as a special case of
SX-terms). We will need X-terms and X-substitutions in the formulation of
the algorithms, in proving their properties, and in representing the solutions
of term unification problems in a compact form.

4.2.2 The algorithm

We start with a high-level view of the process of solving an approximate
unification problem s »?

R,λ t between terms s and t (we omit R and λ below):

• First, we treat the input equation as an SX-equation and apply rules of
the pre-unification algorithm. Pre-unification works on SX-equations.
It either fails (in this case the input terms are not unifiable) or results
in a set of equations V between variables (variables-only constraint V ),
a neighborhood constraint C and a substitution µ over TextpH,N ,Vq
such that dompµq X VpV q “ H.
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• Next, we solve C by the neighborhood constraint solving algorithm. If
the process fails, then the input terms are not unifiable. Otherwise,
we get a finite set of name-neighborhood mappings M “ tΦ1, . . . ,Φnu.
Note that Φ’s do not necessarily map names to singleton sets here.
Note also that Φi’s map all names occurring in µ to sets of function
symbols, i.e. Φipµq is name-free for all 1 ď i ď n.

• For each Φi P M and each X-unifier ν of V , the pair pΦi,µνq solves
the original unification problem, i.e., the X-substitution Φipµνq is an
X-unifier of it. Moreover, if ν contains no names except those occurring
in µ, then Φipµνq is name-free.

• The obtained set tΦ1pµq, . . . ,Φnpµqu and the variables-only constraint
V are related to the minimal complete set mcsuR,λps, tq of pR, λq-
unifiers of s and t in the following way: For each σ P mcsuR,λps, tq
there exist µ P substspΦipµqq for some 1 ď i ď n and an pR, λq-unifier
ν of V such that σ “ µν. Note that substspΦipµqq is defined since Φipµq
is name-free.

Hence, the algorithm consists of two phases: pre-unification and con-
straint solving. They are described in separate subsections below.

4.2.3 Pre-unification rules

We start with the definition of a technical notion needed later:

Definition 4.2.3. We say that a set of SX-equations tx »?
R,λ tuZP contains

an occurrence cycle for the variable x if t R V and there exist SX-term-pairs
px0, t0q, px1, t1q, . . . , pxn, tnq such that x0 “ x, t0 “ t, for each 0 ď i ď n
P contains an equation xi »

?
R,λ ti or ti »

?
R,λ xi, and xi`1 P Vptiq where

xn`1 “ x0.

Lemma 4.2.1. If a set of SX-equations P contains an occurrence cycle for
some variable, then P has no pR, λq-solution for any R and λ.

Proof. The requirement that neighborhoods of different arity are not pR, λq-
close to each other guarantees that an SX-term cannot be pR, λq-close to its
proper subterm. Therefore, equations containing an occurrence cycle cannot
have an pR, λq-solution.
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In the rules below we will use the renaming function ρ that works on
(SX-)terms from TextpF ,N ,Vq and gives a term from T pN ,Vq. Applied to
a term, ρ gives its fresh copy, obtained by replacing each occurrence of a
symbol from F YN by a new name and each variable occurrence by a fresh
variable. For instance, if the term is fpNpa, x, x, fpaqqq, where f, a P F
and N P N , then ρpfpNpa, x, x, fpaqqq “ N1pN2pN3, x1, x2,N4pN5qqq, where
N1,N2,N3,N4,N5 P N are new names and x1, x2 are new variables.

Given R and λ, an equational pR, λq-configuration is a triple P ;C;µ,
where

• P is a finite set of pR, λq-SX-equations. It is initialized with the unifi-
cation equation between the original terms;

• C is an pR, λq-neighborhood constraint;

• µ is an X-substitution over TextpH,N ,Vq, initialized by Id . It serves
as an accumulator, keeping the pre-unifier computed so far.

The pre-unification algorithm takes the given terms s and t, creates the
initial configuration ts »?

R,λ tu;H; Id and applies the rules given below ex-
haustively.

The rules are very similar to the syntactic unification algorithm with the
difference that here the function symbol clash does not happen unless their
arities differ, and variables are not replaced by other variables. (The notation
expn in the rules below abbreviates the sequence exp1, . . . , expn.)

(Tri) Trivial: tx »?
R,λ xu Z P ; C; µ ùñ P ; C; µ.

(Dec) Decomposition:

tFpsnq »
?
R,λ GptnquZP ;C;µ ùñ tsn »?

R,λ tnu Y P ; tF «?
R,λ Gu Y C;µ,

where each of F and G is a name or a function symbol treated as a

singleton neighborhood.

(VE) Variable Elimination:

tx »?
R,λ tu Z P ; C; µ ùñ tt1 »?

R,λ tu Y P tx ÞÑ t1u; C; µtx ÞÑ t1u,

where t R V , there is no occurrence cycle for x in tx »?
R,λ tu Z P , and

t1 “ ρptq.

(Ori) Orient: tt »?
R,λ xu Z P ; C; µ ùñ tx »?

R,λ tu Y P ; C; µ, if t R V .
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(Cla) Clash: Fpsnq »
?
R,λ Gptmqu Z P ; C; µ ùñ K, where n ‰ m.

(Occ) Occur Check: tx »?
R,λ tu Z P ; C; µ ùñ K,

if there is an occurrence cycle for x in tx »?
R,λ tu Z P .

Informally, in the (VE) rule, we mirror the structure of t in t1 by the
function ρ, replace x by t1, and then try to bring t1 close to t by solving the
equation t1 »?

R,λ t.
For proving termination of pre-unification, we will need a special complex-

ity measure in the form of directed acyclic graphs (dag) and the corresponding
well-founded relation, defined below.

Let G be an directed acyclic graph. Assume that for each vertex V in G
there is a finite set markpV,Gq associated to it. It is called the mark of V inG.
The graph can be serialized in a standard way (e.g., by topological sorting),
leading to a sequence of its vertices V1, . . . , Vk in which each vertex comes
before all vertices to which it has outbound edges. A marked serialization
of G is a sequence of pairs ppV1,markpV1, Gqq, . . . , pVk,markpVk, Gqqq, where
pV1, . . . , Vkq is an ordinary serialization of G.

Let G1 and G2 be two marked dags that may differ from each other only
by vertex markings. Let V1, . . . , Vk be their serialization. Then we write
G1 ąmark G2, iff

ppV1,markpV1, G1qq, . . . , pVk,markpVk, G1qqq ąmark

ppV1,markpV1, G2qq, . . . , pVk,markpVk, G2qqq,

where the relation ąmark on the marked serializations holds iff there exists
1 ď i ď k such that markpVj, G1q “ markpVj, G2q for all 1 ď j ă i and
markpVi, G1q Ą markpVi, G2q (i.e., lexicographic comparison of the marks).
Obviously, ąmark is a well-founded ordering on such marked serializations
and, consequently, on dags. The relation ěmark is ąmark Y “.

Theorem 4.2.1 (Termination of pre-unification). The pre-unification algo-
rithm terminates either with K or with a configuration of the form V ;C;µ,
where V is a variables-only constraint that can be empty.

Proof. In the process of pre-unification we maintain a marked dag (illustrat-
ing the variable dependencies in the equations). The vertices of such a dag
G correspond to variables in the input problem so that each variable has a
single vertex assigned. For instance, if the problem contains variables x, y, z,
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we will have three vertices Vert “ tV1, V2, V3u such that markpV1, Gq “ txu,
markpV2, Gq “ tyu, and markpV3, Gq “ tzu. We also introduce associations
of variables to vertices: vrtpx,Gq “ V1, vrtpy,Gq “ V2, and vrtpz,Gq “ V3.

In the beginning, E “ H, i.e., all vertices are isolated. During pre-
unification, we may add or remove copies of variables to or from the marks
of vertices. New edges may be also added, but the set of vertices Vert
remains unchanged. If we encounter an equation of the form x »?

R,λ t, such
that x P markpV,Gq and t contains the variables y1 P markpV1, Gq, . . . , yn P
markpVn, Gq, n ě 0, then the (VE) rule adds edges pV, V1q, . . . , pV, Vnq to G.
This justifies why we call G the variable dependency graph.

Actually, it is only (VE) that modifies the variable dependency graph:
For instance, assume that, during the process of rule applications, we reach
a configuration that is transformed by the (VE) rule, applied to an equation
x »?

R,λ t, where t contains variables y, z1, and z2 (the latter two are copies of
z). Assume vrtpx,G1q “ V1, vrtpy,G1q “ V2, and vrtpz,G1q “ vrtpz1, G1q “

vrtpz2, G1q “ V3, where G1 is the current variable dependency graph. The
(VE) rule creates a fresh copy of t, which contains copies of variables: ρpyq,
ρpz1q, and ρpz2q. In addition, a new variable dependency graphG2 is obtained
from G1 by the following modifications: markpV1, G2q :“ markpV1, G1qztxu,
markpV2, G2q :“ markpV2, G1qY tρpyqu and markpV3, G2q :“ markpV3, G1qY

tρpz1q, ρpz2qu. Moreover, vrtpρpyq, G2q “ V2 and vrtpρpz1q, G2q “ vrtpρpz2q,
G2q “ V3. Besides, if there was no edge connecting the vertex V1 to the
vertices V2 and V3, the edges are created and added to G2. All other edges
from G1 transfer to G2.

If t does not contain variables, then then only difference between G1 and
G2 is in the mark of V1: markpV1, G2q :“ markpV1, G1qztxu.

In general, if G1 and G2 are the variable dependency graphs before and
after application of the (VE) rule, then either G2 contains more edges than G1

(as in the example above), or they as graphs are the same and G1 ąmark G2,
because in their marked serializations, the mark of a vertex in G2 is strictly
smaller than the mark of the same vertex in G1, while the marks of all earlier
vertices in the serializations remain unchanged. New edges cannot be created
infinitely many times (since the set of vertices does not change and edges are
never removed). Their number is bounded from above by npn´ 1q{2, where
n is the number of vertices in the variable dependency graph.

As the termination criterion, consider the lexicographic combination of
four measures: (1) the number of missing edges until the variable dependency
graph is completed, (2) marked serializations of variable dependency graphs,
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(3) the size of the set of equations, and (4) the number of equations with a
non-variable term in the left and a variable in the right. If (Occ) or (Cla)
are applicable, the algorithm stops immediately. Otherwise, the non-failing
rules strictly decrease the measure. More precisely, (Tri) and (Dec) decrease
(3) without changing (1) and (2); (VE) either decreases (1), or leaves it
unchanged and decreases (2) with respect to ąmark ; (Ori) decreases (4) and
leaves the others unchanged. After finitely many steps, either failure will
occur, or one reaches the variable-only equations (since no rule transforms
the latter) and pre-unification stops.

Example 4.2.1. Let tx »?
R,λ fpyq, y »

?
R,λ gpz, w, uq, z »

?
R,λ fpuq, y »

?
R,λ

gpz, ppvq, vqu be an pR, λq-unification problem, where x, y, z, u, v, w are vari-
ables. We show how the marked variable dependency graph changes during
the derivation. At the same time, we also indicate the changing of the mea-
sures used in the termination proof.

V1 V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

txu tyu

tzu

tuu

twu

tvu

tx »?
R,λ fpyq, y »

?
R,λ gpz, w, uq, z »

?
R,λ fpuq, y »

?
R,λ gpz, ppvq, vqu

In the beginning, the number of missing edges until the variable dependency
graph is completed is 15 (“ 6 ¨ 5{2); the serialization at this stage does not
really matter but later we will see that the order V1, . . . , V6 is a relevant one;
the size of the problem is 17; and the number of equations with non-variable
term in the left and variable in the right is 0. Below we will not write marks
in the serializations, they can be read from the graph.

Transforming x »?
R,λ fpyq by (VE) and the further decomposition gives
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V1 V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

H ty, y1u

tzu

tuu

twu

tvu

ty1 »?
R,λ y, y »

?
R,λ gpz, w, uq, z »

?
R,λ fpuq, y »

?
R,λ gpz, ppvq, vqu

The maximal number of possible edges to be constructed decreased. It is
15´ 1 “ 14. Decomposition further decreases the size of the problem (it was
18 after (VE), became 16 after (Dec)), without affecting the graph.

Transforming y »?
R,λ gpz, w, vq by (VE) and further decomposition gives

V1 V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

H ty1u

tz, z1u

tu, u1u

tw,w1u

tvu

ty1 »?
R,λ N1pz

1, w1, u1q, z1 »?
R,λ z, w

1 »?
R,λ w, u

1 »?
R,λ u,

z »?
R,λ fpuq, N1pz

1, w1, u1q »?
R,λ gpz, ppvq, vqu

The maximal number of possible edges to be constructed decreased. It is
14´ 3 “ 11. Decomposition further decreases the size of the problem (it was
25 after (VE), becomes 23 after (Dec)), without affecting the graph.

Transforming z »?
R,λ fpuq by (VE) and further decomposition gives
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V1 V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

H ty1u

tz1u

tu, u1, up2qu

tw,w1u

tvu

ty1 »?
R,λ N1pz

1, w1, u1q, z1 »?
R,λ N2pu

p2qq, w1 »?
R,λ w, u

1 »?
R,λ u,

u »?
R,λ u

p2q, N1pz
1, w1, u1q »?

R,λ gpN2pu
p2qq, ppvq, vqu

The maximal number of possible edges to be constructed decreased. It is
11´1 “ 10. Decomposition further decreases the size of the problem, without
affecting the graph.

Transforming y1 »?
R,λ N1pz

1, w1, u1q by (VE) and further decomposition
gives

V1 V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

H H

tz1, zp2qu

tu, u1, up2q, up3qu

tw,w1, wp2qu

tvu

tzp2q »?
R,λ z

1, wp2q »?
R,λ w

1, up3q »?
R,λ u

1, z1 »?
R,λ N2pu

p2qq, w1 »?
R,λ w, u

1 »?
R,λ u,

u »?
R,λ u

p2q, N1pz
1, w1, u1q »?

R,λ gpN2pu
p2qq, ppvq, vqu

The maximal number of possible edges to construct does not change. It is
still 10. In the serialization V1, . . . , V6, the mark for V1 is the same, but for
V2 it changed from ty1u into H. Hence, the graph after the application of
(VE) becomes strictly smaller with respect to ąmark . Decomposition further
decreases the size of the problem, without affecting the graph.

Transforming z1 »?
R,λ N2pu

p2qq by (VE) and further decomposition gives
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V1 V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

H H

tzp2qu

tu, u1, up2q, up3q, up4qu

tw,w1, wp2qu

tvu

tzp2q »?
R,λ N12pu

p4qq, wp2q »?
R,λ w

1, up3q »?
R,λ u

1, up4q »?
R,λ u

p2q, w1 »?
R,λ w,

u1 »?
R,λ u, u »

?
R,λ u

p2q, N1pN
1
2pu

p4qq, w1, u1q »?
R,λ gpN2pu

p2qq, ppvq, vqu

Again, the maximal number of possible edges to be constructed does not
change, but the serialization decreases with this rule application: The marks
for vertices V1 and V2 do not change, but it strictly decreases for V3. De-
composition further decreases the size of the problem, without affecting the
graph.

Transforming zp2q »?
R,λ N12pu

p4qq by (VE) and further decomposition gives

V1 V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

H H

H

tu, u1, up2q, up3q, up4q, up5qu

tw,w1, wp2qu

tvu

tup5q »?
R,λ u

p4q, wp2q »?
R,λ w

1, up3q »?
R,λ u

1, up4q »?
R,λ u

p2q, w1 »?
R,λ w, u

1 »?
R,λ u,

u »?
R,λ u

p2q, N1pN
1
2pu

p4qq, w1, u1q »?
R,λ gpN2pu

p2qq, ppvq, vqu

The same reasoning as for the previous step: the maximal number of possible
edges to be constructed does not change, but the serialization decreases due
to the mark at V2. Decomposition further decreases the size of the problem,
without affecting the graph.
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Transforming N1pN
1
2pu

p4qq, w1, u1q »?
R,λ gpN2pu

p2qq, ppvq, vq by (Dec) and

further decomposition of N12pu
p4qq »?

R,λ N2pu
p2qq gives

V1 V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

H H

H

tu, u1, up2q, up3q, up4q, up5qu

tw,w1, wp2qu

tvu

tup5q »?
R,λ u

p4q, wp2q »?
R,λ w

1, up3q »?
R,λ u

1, up4q »?
R,λ u

p2q, w1 »?
R,λ w, u

1 »?
R,λ u,

u »?
R,λ u

p2q, up4q »?
R,λ u

p2q, w1 »?
R,λ ppvq, u

1 »?
R,λ vu

The graph is not affected: the maximal number of possible edges to be
constructed and the serialization do not change. The size of the problem
decreases. It was 25, and became 21.

Transforming w1 »?
R,λ ppvq by (Dec) and further decomposition gives

V1 V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

H H

H

tu, u1, up2q, up3q, up4q, up5qu

tw,wp2qu

tv, v1u

tup5q »?
R,λ u

p4q, wp2q »?
R,λ N3pv

1q, up3q »?
R,λ u

1, up4q »?
R,λ u

p2q, N3pv
1q »?

R,λ w,

u1 »?
R,λ u, u »

?
R,λ u

p2q, up4q »?
R,λ u

p2q, v1 »?
R,λ v, u

1 »?
R,λ vu

The maximal number of possible edges to be constructed decreases by
one. Decomposition further decreases the size of the problem.

Transforming N3pv
1q »?

R,λ w by (Ori) decrease the number of equations
with a nonvariable left-hand side and variable right-hand side by one, without
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affecting other measures. Further, the obtained equation can be transformed
by (VE) and (Dec), getting

V1 V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

H H

H

tu, u1, up2q, up3q, up4q, up5qu

twp2qu

tv, v1, vp2qu

tup5q »?
R,λ u

p4q, wp2q »?
R,λ N3pv

1q, up3q »?
R,λ u

1, up4q »?
R,λ u

p2q, vp2q »?
R,λ v

1,

u1 »?
R,λ u, u »

?
R,λ u

p2q, up4q »?
R,λ u

p2q, v1 »?
R,λ v, u

1 »?
R,λ vu

The edges have not changed, the serialization decreased (due to the mark at
V5), and the decomposition further decreased the size.

In the final step, we apply (VE) to wp2q »?
R,λ N3pv

1q and then decompose
the result, which gives the final graph

V1 V2

V3

V4

V5 V6

H H

H

tu, u1, up2q, up3q, up4q, up5qu

H

tv, v1, vp2q, vp3qu

tup5q »?
R,λ u

p4q, vp3q »?
R,λ v

1, up3q »?
R,λ u

1, up4q »?
R,λ u

p2q, vp2q »?
R,λ v

1,

u1 »?
R,λ u, u »

?
R,λ u

p2q, up4q »?
R,λ u

p2q, v1 »?
R,λ v, u

1 »?
R,λ vu

Also here: the edges have not changed, the serialization decreased (the mark
of V5), and the decomposition further decreased the size.

The derivation stops, because the variables-only constraint is reached.
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With the termination proof done, we devote the rest of the section to
soundness and completeness properties of pre-unification.

We say that a mapping-substitution pair pΦ,νq is a solution of an equa-
tional pR, λq-configuration P ;C;µ if the following conditions hold:

• pΦ,νq is an pR, λq-solution of P ;

• Φ is an pR, λq-solution of C;

• For each x P dompµq, we have xν “ xµν (syntactic equality).

Lemma 4.2.2. 1. If P ;C;µ ùñ K by (Cla) or (Occ) rules, then P ;C;µ
does not have a solution.

2. Let P1;C1;µ1 ùñ P2;C2;µ2 be a step performed by a pre-unification
rule (except (Cla) and (Occ)). Then every solution of P2;C2;µ2 is a
solution of P1;C1;µ1.

Proof. 1. If (Cla) applies, we have an arity mismatch in an equation in P ,
which cannot be repaired by substitutions: P is not unifiable. For the
case of (Occ), the lemma follows from Lemma 4.2.1.

2. We shall prove the lemma for each non-failing rule. The nontrivial
cases are (Dec) and (VE) rules.

(Dec): P1 “ tFps1, . . . , snq »
?
R,λ Gpt1, . . . , tnqu Z P , P2 “ ts1 »

?
R,λ

t1, . . . , sn »
?
R,λ tnu Y P , C2 “ C1 Y tF «

?
R,λ Gu, µ1 “ µ2. Hence,

the information about F and G to be pR, λq-close to each other
just moves from P1 to C2. The rest does not change. Therefore,
P1;C1;µ1 and P2;C2;µ2 have the same set of solutions.

(VE): Let ξ “ tx ÞÑ t1u. Then P1 “ tx »?
R,λ tu Z P , P2 “ tt1 »?

R,λ
tu Y Pξ, C1 “ C2, and µ2 “ µ1ξ.

Note that µ2 contains x ÞÑ t1, because x R dompµ1q by the rules.
Let pΦ,νq be a solution of P2;C2;µ2. Then we have Φpxνq “
Φpt1νq. We also have Φpt1νq »R,λ Φptνq, since ν solves t1 »?

R,λ
t. Hence, Φpxνq »R,λ Φptνq and we get that pΦ,νq solves the
equation x »?

R,λ t. For an equation eq P P , we have eqν “ eqξν,
because xν “ t1ν “ xξν, and for any y ‰ x, it holds trivially that
yν “ yξν. Hence, pΦ,νq solves P as well. For a y P dompµ1q, we
have yν “ yµ2ν “ yµ1ξν “ yµ1ν. Therefore, pΦ,νq is a solution
of P1;C1;µ1.
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Theorem 4.2.2 (Soundness of pre-unification). Let s and t be two terms,
such that the pre-unification algorithm gives ts »?

R,λ tu;H; Id ùñ˚ V ;C;µ,
where V is a variable-only constraint. Let pΦ,νq be an pR, λq-solution of
V ;C;µ. Then the X-substitution Φpµνq is an pR, λq-X-unifier of ts »?

R,λ tu.

Proof. First, we show that pΦ,µνq is an pR, λq-solution of V ;C;µ. By the
construction of µ, we have (i) dompµqXVpV q “ H and (ii) µ is idempotent.
Then by (i) we have that pΦ,µνq solves V , because V µ “ V . By (ii) we have
xµν “ xµµν. By definition, these imply that pΦ,µνq is an pR, λq-solution
of V ;C;µ.

Next, from ts »?
R,λ tu;H; Id ùñ˚ V ;C;µ, by induction on the length of

the derivation, using Lemma 4.2.2, we get that pΦ,µνq is an pR, λq-solution
of ts »?

R,λ tu;H; Id .
Since s and t do not contain names, Φ has no effect on them: Φpsµνq “

sΦpµνq and Φptµνq “ tΦpµνq. From these equalities and Φpsµνq »R,λ
Φptµνq we get sΦpµνq »R,λ tΦpµνq, which implies that Φpµνq is an pR, λq-
X-solution of ts »?

R,λ tu.

Corollary 4.2.2.1. Let s and t be two terms, such that the pre-unification
algorithm gives ts »?

R,λ tu;H; Id ùñ˚ V ;C;µ. Let Φ be an pR, λq-solution
of C. Let pΦ,νq be an pR, λq-solution of V ;C;µ such that ν is name-free.
Then every substitution in SX-substspΦpµνqq is an pR, λq-unifier of s and t.

Proof. It is a consequence of Theorem 4.2.2 and the definition of SX-substs.
Note that due to the way how the C’s are constructed in pre-unification
derivations, any solution of C would map all the names in C to sets of
function symbols. This happens because for any name introduced by the
VE rule, there is a connection via « equations to a function symbol. Hence,
all names that occur in the range of µ (they all appear in C as well) are
mapped by Φ to a non-name neighborhood. Further, since ν is name-free,
SX-substspΦpµνqq is a set of substitutions, not a set of SX-substitutions,
because Φpµνq does not contain names.

The completeness theorem below is a pretty strong statement. It says
that for solvable proximity-based unification problems, the pre-unification
algorithm computes an X-substitution, from which we can obtain any unifier
of the given problem with the help of solutions of the variables-only and
neighborhood constraints computed together with the substitution. Note the
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syntactic equality in the theorem, implying that any unifier can be obtained
from the computed configuration exactly (in contrast to getting close to it).

Theorem 4.2.3 (Completeness of pre-unification). Let a substitution σ be an
pR, λq-unifier of two terms s and t and Var be the set of variables Vpsq Y Vptq.
Then any maximal derivation that starts at ts »?

R,λ tu;H; Id must end with
an equational configuration V ;C;µ where V is a variables-only constraint,
such that for some pR, λq-solution Φ of C and for some pR, λq-solution ν of
V , we have pµνq|Var “ σ|Var , where µ P substspΦpµqq.

Proof. Note that since Φpµq is name-free, substspΦpµqq is defined.
By the assumption, ts »?

R,λ tu is solvable, therefore, the derivation can-
not end with K by soundness of pre-unification. Since any equation, except
variables-only ones, can be transformed by a rule, and the algorithm ter-
minates, the final configuration should have a form V ;C;µ, where V is a
variables-only constraint.

We assume without loss of generality that σ is idempotent and show now
how to construct the desired Φ step by step, using the following proposition:

Proposition: Assume P1;C1;µ1 ùñ P2;C2;µ2 is a single step rule appli-
cation in the above mentioned derivation. Let pΦ1,ϑ1q be an idem-
potent pR, λq-solution of P1;C1;µ1 such that σ|Var “ ϑ1|Var for some
substitution ϑ1 P substspΦ1pϑ1qq. Then there exists an idempotent
pR, λq-solution pΦ2,ϑ2q of P2;C2;µ2 such that σ|Var “ ϑ2|Var for some
ϑ2 P substspΦ2pϑ2qq.

Proof of the proposition: We assume that dompσq Ď Vpsq Y Vptq “ Var .

For technical reasons, we assume that substitutions and X-substitutions
are represented in triangular form [8] as a sequential list of bindings,
e.g., rx1 ÞÑ t1; . . . ;xn ÞÑ tns, which represents the composition of n
substitutions each consisting of a single binding: tx1 ÞÑ t1utx2 ÞÑ
t2u ¨ ¨ ¨ txn ÞÑ tnu. The constructor r¨s is assumed to be flat.

Application of a neighborhood mapping to triangular X-substitutions
is defined as Φprρ1; . . . ;ρnsq “ rΦpρ1q; . . . ; Φpρ1qs. Given a triangu-
lar X-substitution τ “ rρ1; . . . ;ρi; . . . ;ρns, by replacepτ,ρi ; ρ1q we
understand the triangular X-substitution rρ1; . . . ;ρ

1; . . . ;ρns.

We consider each of the rules separately.
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(Tri): In this case we take Φ2 “ Φ1 and ϑ2 “ ϑ1.

(Dec): We have

• P1 “ tFpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ Gps1, . . . , snqu Z P ,

• P2 “ tt1 »
?
R,λ s1, . . . , tn »

?
R,λ snu Y P ,

• C2 “ tF «
?
R,λ Gu Y C1,

• µ2 “ µ1.

Then, since pΦ1,ϑ1q is an pR, λq-solution of P1;C1;µ1, it is also an
pR, λq-solution of the configuration P2;C2;µ2. So, we take Φ2 “ Φ1

and ϑ2 “ ϑ1.

(VE): We have

• P1 “ tx »
?
R,λ su Z P where there is no occurrence cycle for x and

s R V ,

• P2 “ ts
1 »?

R,λ su Y P tx ÞÑ s1u, where s1 “ ρpsq,

• C2 “ C1.

• µ2 “ rµ1;x ÞÑ s1s.

Since the pair pΦ1,ϑ1q is an pR, λq-solution of P1, we have Φ1pxϑ1q »R,λ
Φ1psϑ1q.

To construct Φ2 and ϑ2, we start from Φ1 and ϑ1 and modify them.
Since x »?

R,λ s P P1 with s R V and pΦ1,ϑ1q is a solution of P1, we
know that x P dompϑ1q. Consider posps1q. Each object in positions
from posps1q is either name or a variable. Let r “ Φ1pxϑ1q. Then
posps1q Ď posprq, because s1 is the minimal skeleton a term unifiable to
s can have. Let posN ps

1q (resp. posVps
1q) be the set of positions in s1

where names (resp. variables) occur.

Let Φ1 and ϑ1 be defined as

Φ1 :“ tN ÞÑ F | N “ s1|p, F “ r|p, p P posN ps
1
qu,

ϑ1 :“ ry1 ÞÑ t1; . . . ; yk ÞÑ tks, yi “ s1|pi , ti “ r|pi ,

tp1, . . . , pku “ posVps
1
q.
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Define Φ2 and ϑ2 as

Φ2 :“ Φ1 Y Φ1,

ϑ2 :“ rreplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u; tx ÞÑ s1uq;ϑ1s.

Φ2 is a well-defined name-neighborhood mapping, since both Φ1 and
Φ1 are name-neighborhood mappings with dompΦ1q X dompΦ1q “ H.
Note that ϑ2 is an idempotent substitution, because ϑ1 is idempotent
by assumption, and for the same reason variables in the range of ϑ1

(i.e., those from r) do not occur in the domain of ϑ1.

We have to show that

• pΦ2,ϑ2q is a solution of P2,

• Φ2 is a solution of C2,

• yϑ2 “ yµ2ϑ2 for all y P dompµ2q,

• ϑ2|Var “ σ|Var for some ϑ2 P substspΦ2pϑ2qq.

Proving pΦ2,ϑ2q is a solution of P2. From the definition of Φ2 and
ϑ2 it is clear Φ2pyϑ2q “ Φ1pyϑ1q for all y P dompϑ1qztxu. As for x,
we have Φ2pxϑ2q “ r, from s1, r and the definitions of Φ1 and ϑ1. But
at the same time we have r “ Φ1pxϑ1q. Hence, also for x we have
Φ2pxϑ2q “ Φ1pxϑ1q. Therefore, we have

Φ2pyϑ2q “ Φ1pyϑ1q for all y P dompϑ1q. (4.1)

As for those variables that belong to dompϑ2qzdompϑ1q, they are ex-
actly ty1, . . . , ynu, which form dompϑ1q. In P2, they appear only there,
where s1 has been introduced, i.e., where in P1 the variable x was lo-
cated. By definition of ϑ2, we have Φ2ps

1ϑ2q “ r. But since r “
Φ1pxϑ1q, we get

Φ2ps
1ϑ2q “ Φ1pxϑ1q. (4.2)

The set P2 differs from P1 by replacing x by s1. Since pΦ1,ϑ1q solves
P1, from (4.1) and (4.2) we obtain that pΦ2,ϑ2q solves P2.
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Proving Φ2 is a solution of C2. Trivial, since C2 “ C1, Φ1 solves
C1, and Φ2 “ Φ1 Y Φ1.

Proving yϑ2 “ yµ2ϑ2 for all y P dompµ2q. Take y P dompµ2q. First,
assume it is not x. Then we have:

yϑ2 “ yrreplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u; tx ÞÑ s1uq;ϑ1s

(Since ϑ1 affects only the new variables occurring in s1)

“ yrreplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u; tx ÞÑ s1ϑ1uqs. (4.3)

yrreplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u ; tx ÞÑ s1ϑ1uqs differs from yϑ1 only at the
places where function symbols occurring in xϑ1 have been uniquely
replaced by new names in s1ϑ1.

yµ2ϑ2 “ yµ1tx ÞÑ s1urreplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u; tx ÞÑ s1uq;ϑ1s

(By definition of substitutions in the triangular form)

“ yµ1tx ÞÑ s1ureplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u; tx ÞÑ s1uqϑ1

(Since ϑ1 affects only the new variables occurring in s1)

“ yµ1rreplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u; tx ÞÑ s1ϑ1uqs. (4.4)

Also here, the difference between yµ1rreplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u ; tx ÞÑ
s1ϑ1uqs and yµ1ϑ1 is only at the places where function symbols occurring
in xϑ1 have been uniquely replaced by new names in s1ϑ1. Therefore,
since yϑ1 “ yµ1ϑ1, from (4.3) and (4.4) we get yϑ2 “ yµ2ϑ2.

Now assume y “ x. Then we have

xϑ2 “ xrreplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u; tx ÞÑ s1uq;ϑ1s

“ xrreplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u; tx ÞÑ s1ϑ1uqs

“ s1ϑ1.

xµ2ϑ2 “ xtx ÞÑ s1urreplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u; tx ÞÑ s1uq;ϑ1s

“ xtx ÞÑ s1ϑ1ureplacepϑ1, tx ÞÑ xϑ1u; tx ÞÑ s1ϑ1uq

(By the idempotence of ϑ1 and the definition of ϑ1,

dompϑ1q X Vps1ϑ1q “ H)

“ s1ϑ1.

Hence, also for x we have xϑ2 “ xµ2ϑ2, which finished the proof of this
part.
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Proving ϑ2|Var “ σ|Var for some ϑ2 P substspΦ2pϑ2qq. We have al-
ready seen that Φ2pyϑ2q “ Φ1pyϑ1q for all y P dompϑ1q. No variable
from dompϑ1q belongs to Var , because they have been freshly intro-
duced at the current step. Hence, ϑ2|Var “ ϑ1|Var “ σ|Var .

(Ori): Straightforward.

Hence, the proposition is proved.

In the constructed derivation, the initial configuration is P0;C0;µ0 “ ts »
?
R,λ

tu;H; Id . We take Φ0 “ H and ϑ0 as the SX-version of σ. Then pΦ0,ϑ0q

solves P0, Φ0 solves C0 “ H, and for all x, we have xµ0ϑ0 “ xIdϑ0 “ xϑ0.
Hence, pΦ0,ϑ0q is an pR, λq-solution of P0;C0;µ0. Moreover, we can take ϑ0

to be σ. Then we have σ|Var “ ϑ0|Var with ϑ0 P Φ0pϑ0q.
Hence, the conditions of the proposition are satisfied. Then for the final

configuration Pn;Cn;µn “ V ;Cn;µn, by the n-fold application of the propo-
sition we can find a name-neighborhood mapping Φn and an (idempotent)
X-substitution ϑn so that

• pΦn,ϑnq solves V ;Cn;µn,

• Φn solves Cn,

• for all x P dompϑnq, xϑn “ xµnϑn, and

• there exists ϑn P substspΦnpϑnqq such that ϑn|Var “ σ|Var .

By the construction of pre-unification derivations, variables in the range
of µn appear in V . Therefore, ϑn can be represented as the composition µnν,
where ν is a solution of V . Note that dompνq may contain a variable that
does not appear in V . This may happen if the variable has been eliminated
from the derivation by the trivial rule (Tri), but it is present in ν since we
started from σ, which may contain the variable in its domain.

Hence, we get substspΦnpϑnqq “ substspΦnpµnνqq and it contains a sub-
stitution ϑn “ µν, where µ P substspΦnpµnqq and ν P substspΦnpνqq. (the
latter implies that ν is an pR, λq-solution of V .) Thus pµνq|Var “ σ|Var , and
the proof is finished.

Of course, we can always get rid of the variables-only constraint and
eliminate variables by the (VO) rule, but it has its pros and cons:
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(VO) Variables Only:

tx »?
R,λ y, xn »

?
R,λ ynu;C;µ ùñ txn »?

R,λ ynutx ÞÑ yu;C;µtx ÞÑ yu.

The advantage of permitting the (VO) rule is that we get a definite solu-
tion, a substitution, instead of a substitution-constraint pair. The disadvan-
tage is that we lose completeness which is to see with the following example:
If pa, bq P Rλ, then σ “ tx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ bu is an pR, λq-unifier of x »?

R,λ y, but
if we solve the latter by µ “ tx ÞÑ yu, then we are not able to obtain σ from
this solution, since µ is not more general than σ.

We introduce a neighborhood constraint solving algorithm in the next
subsection. Before that we illustrate the pre-unification rules with a couple
of examples:

Example 4.2.2. Let s “ ppx, y, xq and t “ qpfpaq, gpdq, yq. Then the
pre-unification algorithm gives H;C,µ, where C “ tp «?

R,λ q, N1 «
?
R,λ

f, N2 «
?
R,λ a, N3 «

?
R,λ g, N4 «

?
R,λ d, N1 «

?
R,λ N3, N2 «

?
R,λ N4u and µ “

tx ÞÑ N1pN2q, y ÞÑ N3pN4qu.
Assume that for the given λ-cut, the proximity relation consists of pairs

Rλ “ tpa, bq, pb, cq, pc, dq, pa, b1q, pb1, c1q, pc1, dq, pf, gq, pp, qqu. The constraint
C obtained above can be solved, e.g., by the name-neighborhood mappings
Φ “ rN1 ÞÑ tf, gu, N2 ÞÑ tbu,N3 ÞÑ tf, gu, N4 ÞÑ tcus and Φ1 “ rN1 ÞÑ

tf, gu, N2 ÞÑ tb1u,N3 ÞÑ tf, gu, N4 ÞÑ tc1us. From them and µ we can get the
sets Φpµq and Φ1pµq of pR, λq-unifiers of s and t.

Example 4.2.3. Let s “ ppx, xq and t “ qpfpy, yq, fpa, cqq. The pre-
unification algorithm stops with H;C;µ, where C “ tp «?

R,λ q, N1 «
?
R,λ

f, N2 «
?
R,λ a, N3 «

?
R,λ c, M «?

R,λ N2, N3 «
?
R,λ Mu and µ “ tx ÞÑ N1pN2,N3q,

y1 ÞÑ N2, y2 ÞÑ N3, y ÞÑ Mu. Let Rλ “ tpa, a1q, pa1, bq, pb, c1q, pc1, cq, pp, qqu.
Then C is solved by Φ “ rN1 ÞÑ tfu, N2 ÞÑ ta1u, M ÞÑ tbu, N3 ÞÑ tc1us
and Φpµ|VpsqYVptqq contains only one element, an pR, λq-unifier σ “ tx ÞÑ
fpa1, c1q, y ÞÑ bu of s and t. Indeed, sσ “ ppfpa1, c1q, fpa1, c1qq »R,λ
qpfpb, bq, fpa, cqq “ tσ.

This example illustrates the necessity of introducing a fresh variable for
each occurrence of a variable by the renaming function in the VE rule.
If we used the same new variable, say y1, for both occurrences of y in
fpy, yq (instead of using y1 and y2 as above), we would get the configura-
tion H; tp «?

R,λ q, N1 «
?
R,λ f, N2 «

?
R,λ a, N2 «

?
R,λ c, N2 «

?
R,λ N3u; tx ÞÑ

N1pN2,N2q, y
1 ÞÑ N2, y ÞÑ N3u. But for the given Rλ, the constraint tp «?

R,λ
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q, N1 «
?
R,λ f, N2 «

?
R,λ a, N2 «

?
R,λ c, N2 «

?
R,λ N3u does not have a solution

(because the neighborhoods of a and c do not intersect). Hence, we would
lose a unifier.

4.2.4 Rules for solving neighborhood constraints

Let Φ be a name-neighborhood mapping. The combination of two mappings
Φ and Ψ, denoted by ΦdΨ, is defined as

ΦdΨ :“ tN ÞÑ ΦpNq | N P dompΦqzdompΨqu Y

tN ÞÑ ΨpNq | N P dompΨqzdompΦqu Y

tN ÞÑ ΦpNq XΨpNq | N P dompΨq X dompΦqu.

We call Φ and Ψ compatible, if pΦdΨqpNq ‰ H for all N P dompΦdΨq.
Otherwise they are incompatible.

A constraint configuration is a pair C; Φ, where C is a set of pR, λq-
neighborhood constraints to be solved, and Φ is a name-neighborhood map-
ping (as a set of rules), representing the pR, λq-solution computed so far. We
say that Ψ is an pR, λq-solution of a constraint configuration C; Φ if Ψ is an
pR, λq-solution to C, and Ψ and Φ are compatible.

The constraint simplification algorithm CS transforms constraint config-
urations, exhaustively applying the following rules (K indicates failure):

(FFS) Function Symbols: tf «?
R,λ gu Z C; Φ; ùñ C; Φ, if Rpf, gq ě λ.

(NFS) Name vs Function Symbol:

tN «?
R,λ gu Z C; Φ ùñ C; Φd tN ÞÑ pcpg,R, λqu.

(FSN) Function Symbol vs Name:tg «?
R,λ Nu Z C; Φ ùñ tN «?

R,λ gu Y C; Φ.

(NN1) Name vs Name 1:

tN «?
R,λ Mu Z C; Φ ùñ C; Φd tN ÞÑ tfu,M ÞÑ pcpf,R, λqu,

where N P dompΦq, f P ΦpNq.

(NN2) Name vs Name 2: tM «
?
R,λ Nu Z C; Φ ùñ tN «?

R,λ Mu Y C; Φ,

where M R dompΦq, N P dompΦq.

(Fail1) Failure 1: tf «?
R,λ gu Z C; Φ ùñ K, if Rpf, gq ă λ.
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(Fail2) Failure 2: C; Φ ùñ K, if there exists N P dompΦq with ΦpNq “ H.

The NN1 rule causes branching, generating n branches where n is the
number of elements in ΦpNq. (Remember that by definition, the proximity
class of each symbol is finite.) When the derivation does not fail, the terminal
configuration has the form tN1 «

?
R,λ M1, . . . ,Nn «

?
R,λ Mnu; Φ, where for each

1 ď i ď n, Ni,Mi R dompΦq. Such a constraint is trivially solvable.

Theorem 4.2.4. The constraint simplification algorithm CS is terminating.

Proof. With each configuration C; Φ we associate a complexity measure,
which is a triple of natural numbers pn1, n2, n3q: n1 is the number of symbols
occurrences in C, n2 is the number of equations of the form g «?

R,λ N in

C, and n3 is the number of equations of the form M «?
R,λ N in C, where

M R dompΦq and N P dompΦq. Measures are compared by the lexicographic
extension of the ordering ą on natural numbers. It is a well-founded order-
ing. The rules (FFS), (NFS), (NN1) decrease n1. The rule (FSN) does not
change n1 and decreases n2. The rule (NN2) does not change n1 and n2 and
decreases n3. The failing rules cause termination immediately. Hence, each
rule reduces the measure or terminates. It implies the termination of the
algorithm.

In the statements below, we assume R and λ to be given and the problems
are to be solved with respect to them.

Lemma 4.2.3. 1. If C; Φ ùñ K by (Fail1) or (Fail2) rules, then pC,Φq
does not have an pR, λq-solution.

2. Let C1; Φ1 ùñ C2; Φ2 be a step performed by a constraint solving (non-
failing) rule. Then any pR, λq-solution of C1; Φ2 is also an pR, λq-
solution of C1; Φ1.

Proof. 1. For (Fail1), the lemma follows from the definition of pR, λq-
solution. For (Fail2), no Ψ is compatible with a Φ that maps a name
to the empty set.

2. The lemma is straightforward for (FFS), (FSN), and (NN2). To show it
for (NFS), we take Ψ, which solves C; Φ d tN ÞÑ pcpg,R, λqu. By the
definition of d, we get ΨpNq Ď pcpg,R, λq. But then Ψ is a solution
to tN «?

R,λ gu Z C; Φ. To show the lemma holds for (NN1), we take
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a solution Ψ of C; Φ d tN ÞÑ tfu,M ÞÑ pcpf,R, λqu. It implies that
ΨpNq “ tfu and ΨpMq Ď pcpf,R, λq. But then we immediately get
that Ψ solves tN «?

R,λ Mu Z C; Φ.

Theorem 4.2.5 (Soundness of CS). Let C be an pR, λq-neighborhood con-
straint such that CS produces a maximal derivation C;H ùñ˚ C 1; Φ. Then
Φ is an pR, λq-solution of CzC 1, and C 1 is a set of constraints between names
which is trivially pR, λq-satisfiable.

Proof. If a neighborhood equation is not between names, there is a rule in
CS which applies to it. Hence, a maximal derivation cannot stop with a
C 1 that contains such an equation. As for neighborhood equations between
names, only two rules deal with them: (NN1) and (NN2). But they apply
only if at least one of the involved names belongs to the domain of the
corresponding mapping. Hence, it can happen that an equation of the form
N «?

R,λ M is never transformed by CS. When the algorithm stops, such
equations remain in C 1 and are trivially solvable. We can remove C 1 from
each configuration in C;H ùñ˚ C 1; Φ without affecting any step, getting a
derivation CzC 1;H ùñ˚ H; Φ. Obviously, Φ is an pR, λq-solution of H; Φ.
By induction on the length of the derivation and Lemma 4.2.3, we get that
Φ is an pR, λq-solution of CzC 1;H and hence, it solves CzC 1.

Remark 4.2.1. When a neighborhood constraint C is produced by the pre-
unification algorithm, then every maximal CS-derivation starting from C;H
ends either in K or in the pair of the form H; Φ. This is due to the fact
that the VE rule (which introduces names in pre-unification problems) and
the subsequent decomposition steps always produce chains of neighborhood
equations of the form N1 «R,λ N2,N2 «R,λ N3, . . . ,Nn «R,λ f , n ě 1, for the
introduced N’s and for some f .

Theorem 4.2.6 (Completeness of CS). Let C be an pR, λq-neighborhood
constraint produced by the pre-unification algorithm, and Φ be one of its so-
lutions. Let dompΦq “ tN1, . . . ,Nnu. Then for each n-tuple c1 P ΦpN1q, . . . ,
cn P ΦpNnq there exists a CS-derivation C;H ùñ˚ H; Ψ with ci P ΨpNiq for
each 1 ď i ď n.

Proof. We fix c1, . . . , cn such that c1 P ΦpN1q, . . . , cn P ΦpNnq.
First, note that dompΦq coincides with N pCq. It is implied by the as-

sumption that C is produced by pre-unification, and Remark 4.2.1 above.
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The desired derivation is constructed recursively, where the important
step is to identify a single inference. To see how such a single step is made, we
consider a configuration Ci; Φi in this derivation (i ě 0, C0 “ C, Φ0 “ H).
We have dompΦiq Ď dompΦq. During construction, we will maintain the
following two invariants for each i ě 0 (easy to check that they hold for
i “ 0):

(I1) Φ is an pR, λq-solution of pCi,Φiq, and

(I2) for all 1 ď j ď n, if Nj P dompΦiq, then cj P ΦipNjq.

We consider the following cases:
• Ci contains an equation of the form f «?

R,λ g. By (I1), Rpf, gq ě
λ. Then we make the (FFS) step with f «?

R,λ g, obtaining Ci`1 “

Ciztf «
?
R,λ gu and Φi`1 “ Φi. Obviously, (I1) and (I2) hold also for

the new configuration.

• Otherwise, assume Ci contains an equation Nk «
?
R,λ g, where 1 ď k ď

n. Since Φ solves C; Φi, we have ΦipNq ‰ H for all N P dompΦiq

and there is only one choice to make the step: the (NFS) rule. It
gives Ci`1 “ CiztNk «

?
R,λ gu and Φi`1 “ Φi d tNk ÞÑ pcpg,R, λqu.

Since Φ solves, in particular, Nk «
?
R,λ g, we have ΦpNkq Ď pcpg,R, λq

and, hence, ck P pcpg,R, λq. First, assume Nk R dompΦiq. Then
Φi`1pNkq “ pcpg,R, λq and both (I1) and (I2) hold for i ` 1. Now,
assume Nk P dompΦiq. Then Φi`1pNkq “ ΦipNkqXpcpg,R, λq. Besides,
(I2) implies ck P ΦipNkq. Hence, ck P Φi`1pNkq, which implies that (I2)
holds for i ` 1. From ck P Φi`1pNkq and ck P ΦpNkq we get that Φ is
compatible with Φi`1. Moreover, Φ solves Ci, therefore, it solves Ci`1.
Hence, Φ solves Ci`1; Φi`1 and (I1) holds for i` 1 as well.

• Otherwise, assume Ci contains an equation of the form Nk «
?
R,λ Nj,

where 1 ď k, j ď n and Nk P dompΦiq. By (I1), we have Nk,Nj P

dompΦq, ΦpNkq X ΦpNjq ‰ H, and ΦpNkq X ΦipNkq ‰ H. By (I2),
we have ck P ΦipNkq. But since ck P ΦpNkq, we have ck P ΦpNkq X

ΦipNkq. We make the step with the (NN1) rule, choosing the mapping
Nk ÞÑ tcku. It gives Ci`1 “ CiztNk «

?
R,λ Nju and Φi`1 “ Φi d tNk ÞÑ

tcku, Nj ÞÑ pcpck,R, λqu.
To see that (I1) holds for i ` 1, the only nontrivial thing is to check
that Φ and Φi`1 are compatible. For this, Φi`1pNkq X ΦpNkq ‰ H and
Φi`1pNjq X ΦpNjq ‰ H should be shown.
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Proving Φi`1pNkqXΦpNkq ‰ H: By construction, Φi`1pNkq “ tcku. By
assumption, ck P ΦpNkq. Hence, Φi`1pNkq X ΦpNkq ‰ H.

Proving Φi`1pNjq X ΦpNjq ‰ H: Since Φ solves Nk «
?
R,λ Nj and

ck P ΦpNkq, we have ΦpNjq Ď pcpck,R, λq. If Nj R dompΦiq, then
Φi`1pNjq “ pcpck,R, λq and Φi`1pNjq X ΦpNjq ‰ H. If Nj P dompΦiq,
then by (I2), cj P ΦipNjq. On the other hand, cj P ΦpNjq and, there-
fore, cj P pcpck,R, λq. Since Φi`1pNjq “ ΦipNjq X pcpck,R, λq, we get
cj P Φi`1pNjq and, hence, Φi`1pNjq X ΦpNjq ‰ H.

To see that (I2) holds is easier. In fact, we have already shown above
that Φi`1pNkq “ tcku. As for Nj, we need to show that cj P Φi`1pNjq.
According to the way how we defined Φi`1pNjq, we have pcpck,R, λq Ď
Φi`1pNjq. From the proof of (I1), we know that ΦpNjq Ď pcpck,R, λq.
From these inclusions and the assumption cj P ΦpNjq we get cj P
Φi`1pNjq.

• The other cases will be dealt by the rules (FSN) and (NN2). The
invariants for them trivially hold, since these rules do not change the
problem.

By (I1), the configurations in our derivation are solvable. Therefore, the
failing rules do not apply. Hence, the derivation ends with H; Ψ for some
Ψ. By construction, dompΨq “ tN1, . . . ,Nnu. By (I2), ci P ΨpNiq for each
1 ď i ď n.

Example 4.2.4. The pre-unification derivation in Example 4.2.2 gives the
neighborhood constraint C “ tp «?

R,λ q,N1 «
?
R,λ f, N2 «

?
R,λ a, N3 «

?
R,λ

g, N4 «
?
R,λ d, N1 «

?
R,λ N3, N2 «

?
R,λ N4u. For Rλ “ tpa, bq, pb, cq, pc, dq,

pa, b1q, pb1, c1q, pc1, dq, pf, gq, pp, qqu, the algorithm CS gives four solutions:

Φ1 “ tN1 ÞÑ tfu,N2 ÞÑ tbu, N3 ÞÑ tf, gu,N4 ÞÑ tcuu

Φ2 “ tN1 ÞÑ tfu,N2 ÞÑ tb1u,N3 ÞÑ tf, gu,N4 ÞÑ tc1uu.

Φ3 “ tN1 ÞÑ tgu,N2 ÞÑ tbu, N3 ÞÑ tf, gu,N4 ÞÑ tcuu

Φ4 “ tN1 ÞÑ tgu,N2 ÞÑ tb1u,N3 ÞÑ tf, gu,N4 ÞÑ tc1uu.

Referring to the mappings Φ and Φ1 and the substitution µ in Example 4.2.2,
it is easy to observe that Φpµq Y Φ1pµq “ Φ1pµq Y Φ2pµq Y Φ3pµq Y Φ4pµq.
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4.3 Matching

In a matching equation, one side is always ground. Therefore, no chains of
proximity between terms appear, which allows us to solve the problem in
one single stage. Names are not needed anymore, and hence, the X-terms
are defined as in section 4.1.

4.3.1 Problem statement

Definition 4.3.1. An X-substitution σ is an pR, λq-X-matcher of t to s, if
every σ P substspσq is an pR, λq-matcher of t to s.

A substitution σ that matches t to s is called a relevant pR, λq-matcher
(resp. relevant syntactic matcher) of t to s if dompσq Ď Vptq. A relevant
pR, λq-X-matcher is defined analogously.

Usually one would formulate the matching problem in the fuzzy context
as follows: Given a proximity relation R, a cut value λ, and two terms t and
s, find an pR, λq-matcher of t to s.

The matching problem formulated in this way has finitely many solutions
(when proximity classes of symbols are finite, as in our case). Instead of
trying to compute all of them, we will be aiming at computing their compact
representations in the form of X-substitutions. Hence, our algorithm will
solve the following reformulated version of the problem:

Given: a proximity relation R, a cut value λ, and two terms t and s.

Find: an X-substitution σ such that each σ P substspσq is an pR, λq-matcher
of t to s.

Such a reformulation will help us compute a single X-substitution instead
of multiple matchers.

Example 4.3.1. Let the proximity relation R be defined as

Rpg1, g2q “ Rpa1, a2q “ 0.5, Rpg1, h1q “ Rpg2, h1q “ 0.6,

Rpg1, h2q “ Rpa1, bq “ 0.7, Rpg2, h2q “ Rpa2, bq “ 0.8.

Let t “ fpx, xq and s “ fpg1pa1q, g2pa2qq. Then for each of the following
X-substitution σ, the set substspσq contains all relevant pR, λq-matchers of
t to s for different values of λ:

0 ă λ ď 0.5 : σ “ tx ÞÑ tg1, g2, h1, h2upta1, a2, buqu.
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substspσq contains 12 substitutions.

0.5 ă λ ď 0.6 : σ “ tx ÞÑ th1, h2uptbuqu.

substspσq “ ttx ÞÑ h1pbqu, tx ÞÑ h2pbquu.

0.6 ă λ ď 0.7 : σ “ tx ÞÑ th2uptbuqu.

substspσq “ ttx ÞÑ h2pbquu.

0.7 ă λ ď 1 : No substitution matches t to s.

4.3.2 The algorithm

Given R, λ, t, and s (where s does not contain variables), to solve an pR, λq-
matching problem t À?

R,λ s, we create the initial pair tt À?
R,λ su;H and

apply the rules given below. They work on pairs M ;S, where M is a set of
matching problems, and S is the set of equations of the form x « s. The
rules are as follows (Z stands for disjoint union):

Dec-M: Decomposition

tfpt1, . . . , tnq À
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , snqu ZM ;S ùñM Y tti À

?
R,λ si | 1 ď i ď nu;S,

if n ě 0, Rpf, gq ě λ.

VE-M: Variable elimination

tx À?
R,λ su ZM ; S ùñM ; S Y tx « xpcps,R, λqu.

Mer-M: Merging

M ; tx « s1, x « s2u Z S ùñM ; S Y tx « s1 [ s2u, if s1 [ s2 ‰ H.

Cla-M: Clash

tfpt1, . . . , tnq À
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , smqu ZM ; S ùñ K, where Rpf, gq ă λ.

Inc-M: Inconsistency

M ; tx « s1, x « s2u Z S ùñ K, if s1 [ s2 “ H.

The matching algorithm M uses the rules to transform pairs as long as
possible, returning either K (indicating failure), or the pair H;S (indicating
success). In the latter case, each variable occurs in S at most once and from
S one can obtain an X-substitution tx ÞÑ s | x « s P Su. We call it the
computed X-substitution.

We call a substitution σ an pR, λq-solution of an M ;S pair, iff σ is an
pR, λq-matcher of M and for all x « t P S, we have xσ P termsptq. We also
assume that K has no solution.
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Lemma 4.3.1. If M1;S1 ùñ M2;S2 is a step made by M, then σ is an
pR, λq-solution of M1;S1 iff it is an pR, λq-solution of M2;S2.

Proof. For the rules Dec-M and Cla-M, the lemma follows by definition
of matcher. For Mer-M and Inc-M it is implied by definition of [. For
VE-M, by definition of xpc, we have xσ P xpcps,R, λq iff Rpxσ, sq ě λ,
which is equivalent to the fact that σ is a pR, λq-matcher of x À?

R,λ s.

In the theorems below the size of a syntactic object (term, matching
problem, set of matching problems, a set of equations) is the number of
alphabet symbols in it: sizepxq “ 1, sizepfpt1, . . . , tnqq “ 1 `

řn
i“1 sizeptiq,

sizept À?
R,λ sq “ sizept « sq “ sizeptq ` sizepsq, and sizepSq “

ř

pPS sizeppq,
where S is a set of matching problems or equations.

Theorem 4.3.1. Given an pR, λq-matching problem t À?
R,λ s, the match-

ing algorithm M terminates and computes an X-substitution σ such that
substspσq consists of all relevant pR, λq-matchers of t to s.

Proof. The theorem consists of three parts: termination, soundness, and
completeness. We prove each of them separately.

Termination. The rules Dec-M and VE-M strictly reduce the number
of symbols in M . The rule Mer-M does the same for S, without
changing M . Cla-M and Inc-M stop the algorithm immediately.
Hence, the algorithm strictly reduces the lexicographic combination
xsizepMq, sizepSqy of sizes of M and S, which implies termination.

Soundness. If σ P substspσq, then σ is a relevant pR, λq-matcher of t to s.

Let tt À?
R,λ su;H ùñ` H;S be the derivation in M that computes

σ. By definition of computed X-substitution, we can conclude that
σ P substspσq iff σ is a solution of H;S. By induction on the length
of the given derivation, using Lemma 4.3.1, we can prove that σ is an
pR, λq-matcher of t to s. In M, no new variables are created and put
in S. All variables there come from the original problem. It implies
that σ is a relevant matcher of t to s.

Completeness. If σ is a relevant pR, λq-matcher of t to s, then σ P substspσq.

Since t À?
R,λ s is solvable, we can construct a derivation tt À?

R,λ su;
H ùñ` H;S in M. This follows from the fact that for each form of
matching equation we have a rule in M, and if we have two equations
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with the same variable in S we can also transform it. Moreover, by
Lemma 4.3.1, we would never apply Cla-M and Inc-M rules, because
it would contradict the solvability of t À?

R,λ s. Hence, we can construct
the mentioned derivation, for which, again by Lemma 4.3.1, we have
that σ is a pR, λq-solution of H;S. By definitions of computed X-
substitution σ and substs, it implies that σ P substspσq.

Hence, M actually computes all relevant pR, λq-X-matchers for matching
problems.

Example 4.3.2. We illustrate the steps of the algorithm M for the matching
problem in Example 4.3.1 for λ “ 0.6 and λ “ 0.8.

λ “ 0.6 :

tfpx, xq À?
R,λ fpg1pa1q, g2pa2qqu;H ùñDec-M

tx À?
R,λ g1pa1q, x À?

R,λ g2pa2qu;H ùñVE-M

tx À?
R,λ g2pa2qu; tx « tg1, h1, h2upta1, buqu ùñVE-M

H; tx « tg1, h1, h2upta1, buq, x « tg2, h1, h2upta2, buqu ùñMer-M

H; tx « th1, h2uptbuqu.

λ “ 0.8 :

tfpx, xq À?
R,λ fpg1pa1q, g2pa2qqu;H ùñDec-M

tx À?
R,λ g1pa1q, x À?

R,λ g2pa2qu;H ùñVE-M

tx À?
R,λ g2pa2qu; tx « tg1upta1uqu ùñVE-M

H; tx « tg1upta1uq, x « tg2, h2upta2, buqu ùñInc-M

K.

If σ is a computed X-matcher of an pR, λq-matching problem t À?
R,λ s,

then we can compute the minimal and maximal approximation degrees dmin

and dmax of this solution. Intuitively, these are the minimal and maximal
distances between a solution instance of t and s. More formally:

dminpt, s,R,σq :“ mintRptσ, sq | σ P substspσqu,

dmaxpt, s,R,σq :“ maxtRptσ, sq | σ P substspσqu.
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For instance, if R is the proximity relation from Example 4.3.1, λ “ 0.4
and the matching problem is g2pxq À

?
R,λ h2pa1q, then its X-matcher is σ “

tx ÞÑ ta1, a2, buu, substspσq “ ttx ÞÑ a1u, tx ÞÑ a2u, tx ÞÑ buu and we have

• dminpt, s,R,σq “ 0.5, because Rpg2pxqtx ÞÑ a2u, h2pa1qq “ 0.5 is the
minimum.

• dmaxpt, s,R,σq “ 0.8, because Rpg2pxqtx ÞÑ a1u, h2pa1qq “ 0.8 is the
maximum.

The proximity relation R can be represented as a weighted undirected
graph, whose vertices form a (finite) subset of F and where there is an edge
of weight d between vertices f and g iff Rpf, gq “ d ą 0. When we consider
R as a graph, we represent it as a pair pVR, ERq of the sets of vertices VR
and edges ER. We denote below by |S| the number of elements in the (finite)
set S.

Graphs induced by proximity relations are sparse, since symbols of differ-
ent arities are not close to each other. Therefore, in the proofs of complexity
results below, we choose to represent the graphs by adjacency lists rather
than by adjacency matrices.

Theorem 4.3.2. Let R “ pVR, ERq be a proximity relation and M be a
matching problem with sizepMq “ n. Then the matching algorithm M needs
Opn|VR| ` n|ER|q time and Opn|VR| ` |ER|q space to compute the pR, λq-
solution to M for some cut value λ.

Proof. In the representation of the graph for R, the weight of an edge pv1, v2q
is stored at the vertex v2 in the adjacency list of v1 and vice versa [16]. From
the given matching problem t À?

R,λ s we can also construct its directed acyclic
graph (dag) representation with shared variables (see, e.g., [8]). At each node
g of s, we add a pointer to the adjacency list of g in the graph representation
of R. The nodes in the representation of t are labeled by function symbols
and variables occurring in t. In fact, we have a graph representation dagptq
of t and a tree representation treepsq of s, since there are no variables to
share in s.

During the run of the algorithm, we follow the structures top-down both
in dagptq and treepsq, comparing the node labels pairwise. Assume the label
of a nonvariable node f in dagptq is an element of the adjacency list of the
corresponding node g in treepsq, and d ě λ for the degree d stored together
with f in the adjacency list. Then the Dec-M rule is applied and we proceed
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to the successor nodes of f and g (pairwise), as usual. Otherwise we stop
(Cla-M rule).

When we reach a variable node x in dagptq and a node g in treepsq,
we check whether there already exists a pointer from x to the root h of
some tree treeh. If not, we make a copy treeg of the subtree subtreeps, gq of
treepsq rooted at g. It means that the adjacency lists of the nodes of this
subtree are also copied, not shared. We call the copies of those lists the class
labels. After that, we make a pointer from x to g in treeg, and continue
with the next unvisited node-pairs in dagptq and treepsq (VE-M rule). If
treeh to which x points already exists, we go top-down in the trees treeh and
subtreeps, gq, updating the class label at each node of treeh: if the class label
at some node in this tree is L1, and the adjacency list of the corresponding
node in subtreeps, gq is L2, we replace L1 in treeh by L1 X L2, provided that
L1 X L2 ‰ H, and continue with the next unvisited node-pair. This process
corresponds to the Mer-M rule, eagerly applied immediately after VE-M.
If either the intersection is empty, or one tree is deeper than the other, then
we stop with failure (the Inc-M rule).

First we make the space analysis. The adjacency list representation of
R needs Op|VR| ` |ER|q space [16]. The graph/tree representation of the
matching problem requires Opnq space. All the copies of trees generated by
the VE-M rule may contain in total at most n nodes, each labeled with at
most |VR| symbols, i.e., to store them we need Opn|VR|q space. Hence, the
total amount of required memory is Opn|VR| ` |ER|q.

For the runtime complexity, constructing the adjacency list needs Op|VR |̀
|ER|q time. Construction of the dag/tree representation of the matching
problem can be done in Opnq time [8]. Each node in dagptq and treepsq
is visited once. Hence, the structure traversal is done in linear time with
respect to n. Checking the membership of some vertex f from dagptq in
the adjacency list of some vertex g in treepsq, needed in the Dec-M rule,
requires Opdegreepgqq time. Since this check is performed Opnq times, and a
(rough) upper bound for vertex degrees is |ER|, we can say that the total time
needed for the adjacency list membership operation during the run of M is
Opn|ER|q. Creating the copies of trees by the VE-M rule is constant for each
symbol, thus needing Opn|VR|q time. Computation of intersections between
two proximity classes needs Op|VR|q time. We may need to perform Opnq
such intersections, hence for them we need Opn|VR|q time. It implies that
the runtime complexity of the matching algorithm is Opn|VR| ` n|ER|q.
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4.4 Anti-unification

Similarly to matching, anti-unification does not need to store information
about proximity chains between terms. We can thus solve the problem in
one single stage. For keeping the consistency in the notation, our algorithm
will work not on the terms to be generalized, but on their xpc’s.

4.4.1 Problem statement

Definition 4.4.1. An X-term t is an pR, λq-X-generalization of a term s, if
every t P termsptq is an pR, λq-generalization of s.

An X-term r is an pR, λq-X-lgg of t and s, if every r P termsprq is an
pR, λq-lgg of t and s.

Usually, the anti-unification problem for terms in a fuzzy setting is for-
mulated as follows: Given a proximity relation R, a cut value λ, and two
terms t and s, find an pR, λq-lgg of t and s.

As it was the case for matching, the anti-unification problem formulated
as above has finitely many solutions. Therefore, instead of computing all of
them, we will again be aiming at computing their compact representations,
this time in the form of X-terms. The reformulated version of the problem
solved by our algorithm will then be:

Given: a proximity relation R, a cut value λ, and two terms t and s.

Find: an X-term r such that each r P termsprq is an pR, λq-lgg of t and s.

Unlike matching, there is not a single answer to this reformulated prob-
lem. But still, we will compute fewer X-lggs than lggs. Moreover, if we
restrict ourselves to linear lggs (i.e., those with a single occurrence of gener-
alization variables), then we get a single answer.

Example 4.4.1. Let R be a proximity relation defined as

Rpa1, aq “ Rpa2, aq “ Rpb1, bq “ Rpb2, bq “ 0.5,

Rpa2, a1q “ Rpa3, a1q “ Rpb2, b1q “ Rpb3, b1q “ 0.6, Rpf, gq “ 0.7.

Let t “ fpa1, a2, a3q and s “ gpb1, b2, b3q. Then x is the syntactic lgg
of t and s. As for proximity-based generalizations, for each of the following
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X-terms r, the set termsprq contains all pR, λq-lggs of t and s for different
values of λ:

0 ă λ ď 0.5 : r1 “ tf, gupx1, x1, x3q.

termspr1q “ tfpx1, x1, x3q, gpx1, x1, x3qu.

r2 “ tf, gupx1, x2, x2q.

termspr2q “ tfpx1, x2, x2q, gpx1, x2, x2qu.

0.5 ă λ ď 0.6 : r “ tf, gupx1, x2, x2q.

termsprq “ tfpx1, x2, x2q, gpx1, x2, x2qu.

0.6 ă λ ď 0.7 : r “ tf, gupx1, x2, x3q.

termsprq “ tfpx1, x2, x3q, gpx1, x2, x3qu.

0.7 ă λ ď 1 : r “ x.

termsprq “ txu.

If we are interested only in linear generalizations, we will get a single
X-term pR, λq-lgg for each fixed λ:

0 ă λ ď 0.7 : r “ tf, gupx1, x2, x3q.

termsprq “ tfpx1, x2, x3q, gpx1, x2, x3qu.

0.7 ă λ ď 1 : r “ x.

termsprq “ txu.

4.4.2 The algorithm

Given R and λ, for solving an pR, λq-anti-unification problem between two
terms t and s, we create the anti-unification triple (AUT) x : xpcpt,R, λq fi
xpcps,R, λq where x is a fresh variable. Then we put it in the initial tuple tx :
xpcpt,R, λq fi xpcps,R, λqu;H;x, and apply the rules given below. They
work on tuples A;S; r, where A is a set of AUTs to be solved (called the AU-
problem set), S is the set consisting of AUTs already solved (called the store),
and r is the generalization X-term computed so far. The rules transform such
tuples in all possible ways as long as possible, returning H;S; r. In this case,
we call r the computed X-term. We denote the algorithm by G. The rules
are as follows:
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Dec-AU: Decomposition

tx : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi gps1, . . . , snqu Z A; S; r ùñ
ty1 : t1 fi s1, . . . , yn : tn fi snu Y A; S; rtx ÞÑ pf X gqpy1, . . . , ynqu,

where n ě 0, f X g ‰ H.

Sol-AU: Solving

tx : t fi su Z A; S; r ùñ A; tx : t fi su Y S; r,

if headptq X headpsq “ H.

Mer-AU: Merging

H; tx1 : t1 fi s1, x2 : t2 fi s2u Z S; r ùñ H; tx1 : t fi su Y S; rtx2 ÞÑ x1u,

if t “ t1 [ t2 ‰ H and s “ s1 [ s2 ‰ H.

Note that Mer-AU can be applied in different ways, which might lead
to multiple X-lggs.

One may notice that we do not have a rule for AUTs containing variables.
This is because one can treat the input variables as constants. Then AUTs
such as x : y fi y are dealt by the Dec-AU rule, and AUTs of the form
x : y fi z with y ‰ z are processed by Sol-AU.

Theorem 4.4.1. Given a proximity relation R, a cut value λ, and two terms
t and s, the anti-unification algorithm G terminates and computes X-terms
r1, . . . , rn, n ě 1, such that Yni“1termspriq consists of all pR, λq-least general
generalizations of t and s (modulo variable renaming).

Proof. Like in Theorem 4.3.1, here also we have three parts: termination,
soundness and completeness.

Termination. The algorithm obviously terminates, since the rules Dec-AU
and Sol-AU strictly reduce the number of symbols in the AU-problem
set A, and Mer-AU strictly reduces the number of symbols in the
store S.

Soundness. We will prove that if r P Yni“1termspriq, then r is an pR, λq-
generalization of t and s.

If r P Yni“1termspriq, then r P termsprjq for some 1 ď j ď n. It means
that there exists a derivation

tx : xpcpt,R, λq fi xpcps,R, λqu;H;xϑ0 ùñ
k
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H;S;xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑk, (4.5)

where ϑ0 “ Id , k ě 1 and rj “ xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑk. For reference, we denote
the tuple at step l in this derivation by Al;Sl; rl. Observe that:

• by Dec-AU rule, whenever an AUT x1 : t1 fi s1 appears in some
Al in this derivation (0 ď l ă k), then we have x1 P Vpxϑ0 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑlq,
t1 “ xpcpt,R, λq|p1 for some position p1 in xpcpt,R, λq, and s1 “
xpcps,R, λq|p1 for the same position p1 in xpcps,R, λq;

• by Sol-AU rule, the same is true for any x1 : t1 fi s1, which
appears in some Sl in this derivation (0 ď l ă k) with Al ‰ H;

• by Mer-AU rule, for any AUT x1 : t1 fi s1, which appears in
some Sl in this derivation (0 ă l ď k) with Al “ H, we have x1 P
Vpxϑ0 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑlq, termspt1q Ď termspxpcpt,R, λq|p1q for some position
p1 in xpcpt,R, λq, and termsps1q Ď termspxpcps,R, λq|p1q for the
same position p1 in xpcps,R, λq.

Coming back to the derivation (4.5), we prove that for all 0 ď i ă k, if
xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi is an pR, λq-X-generalization of t and s, then xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi`1
is an pR, λq-X-generalization of t and s. For i “ 0 it is obvious. We
assume that this statement is true for some 0 ď i ă k and show it for
i` 1. We should look at all possible ways to make the step

Ai;Si;xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi ùñ Ai`1;Si`1;xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi`1.

• The step is made by Dec-AU. It means that the problem set Ai
contains an AUT of the form xi : fipti1 , . . . , tini

q fi gipsi1 , . . . , sini
q

with fiXgi ‰ H, which is replaced in Ai`1 by new AUTs y1 : ti1 fi
si1 , . . . , yni

: tini
fi sini

, and ϑi`1 “ txi ÞÑ pfi X giqpy1, . . . , yni
qu.

There is a position p in both xpcpt,R, λq and xpcps,R, λq such
that xpcpt,R, λq|p “ fipti1 , . . . , tini

q and xpcps,R, λq|p “ gipsi1 ,
. . . , sini

q. In the same position p in t and s, we have respec-
tively tp “ fipti1 , . . . , tini

q P termspfipti1 , . . . , tini
qq and sp “ gipsi1 ,

. . . , sini
q P termspsipsi1 , . . . , sini

qq. Moreover, in the same p in the
X-term xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi we have xi and we know (by the assump-
tion) that xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi is an pR, λq-generalization of t and s. Be-
sides, by definition of X-generalization, it is obvious that xiϑi`1 “
pfi X giqpy1, . . . , yni

q is an pR, λq-generalization of fipti1 , . . . , tini
q
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and gipsi1 , . . . , sini
q. By replacing xi with xiϑi`1, we obtain that

xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑiϑi`1 is an pR, λq-generalization of t and s.

• The step is made by Sol-AU. In this case, xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi`1 “
xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi and the statement holds.

• The step is made by Mer-AU. In this case, Si contains two AUTs
xi1 : ti1 fi si1 , xi2 : ti2 fi si2 with ti1 [ ti2 ‰ H and si1 [ si2 ‰ H.
In Si`1 these AUTs are replaced by a single AUT xi1 : ti1 [ ti2 fi
si1[si2 , and ϑi`1 “ txi2 ÞÑ xi1u. There are two positions p1 and p2
in xpcpt,R, λq such that termsptijq Ď termspxpcpt,R, λq|pjq, j “
1, 2. From ti1 [ ti2 ‰ H we have termspti1qX termspti2q ‰ H and,
as a consequence, termspxpcpt,R, λq|p1qXtermspxpcpt,R, λq|p2q ‰
H. Similarly, we get termspsi1q X termspsi2q ‰ H.

Since xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi is an pR, λq-X-generalization of t and s, for any
q P termspxϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑiq there exist substitutions σt and σs such
that qσt »R,λ t and qσs »R,λ s. For σt, we have xi1σt »R,λ t|p1 and
xi2σt »R,λ t|p2 . For σs, we have xi1σs »R,λ s|p1 and xi2σs »R,λ s|p2 .

In xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi`1, we have xi1 both in position p1 and in position
p2. Let ϕt be a substitution such that dompϕtq “ dompσtqztxi2u,
xi1ϕt P termspxpcpt,R, λq|p1qXtermspxpcpt,R, λq|p2q, and yϕt “
yσt for all y P dompϕtqztxi1u. Such a ϕt exists, since we have
shown that termspxpcpt,R, λq|p1q X termspxpcpt,R, λq|p2q ‰ H.
By definition, we know that every element of the set termspxpcpt,
R, λq|p1q X termspxpcpt,R, λq|p2q is pR, λq-close to both t|p1 and
t|p2 . Hence, xi1ϕt »R,λ t|p1 and xi1ϕt »R,λ t|p2 . We can define ϕs
analogously, and by a similar reasoning conclude that xi1ϕs »R,λ
s|p1 and xi1ϕs »R,λ s|p2 . For every position other than those
where xi2 appeared in xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi, the X-terms xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi`1 and
xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi coincide. Hence, for every q P termspxϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑi`1q,
we get qϕt »R,λ t and qϕs »R,λ s, which implies that xϑ0ϑ1¨ ¨ ¨ϑi`1
is an pR, λq-X-generalization of t and s.

Hence, we proved that in the derivation (4.5), xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑk is an pR, λq-
X-generalization of t and s. Since xϑ0ϑ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϑk “ rj with r P termsprjq,
we get that r is an pR, λq-generalization of t and s, which proves sound-
ness.

Completeness. If r is an pR, λq-lgg of t and s, then there exists r1 P
Yni“1termspriq such that r and r1 are equal modulo variable renaming.
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We prove completeness by structural induction on r.

First, assume r is a variable. Since it is an pR, λq-lgg of t and s, we
have termspheadpxpcpt,R, λqqq X termspheadpxpcps,R, λqqq “ H. But
in this case we apply the rule Sol-AU and get also a variable as a
computed X-generalization, which may differ from r only by the name.

Now assume r “ hpr1, . . . , rmq. Then we have that t “ fpt1, . . . , tmq,
s “ gps1, . . . , smq, and h P f X g, where f “ xpcpf,R, λq and g “

xpcpg,R, λq. We apply Dec-AU to the AUT x : xpcpt,R, λq fi

xpcps,R, λq and obtain new AUTs yk : xpcptk,R, λq fi xpcpsk,R, λq,
1 ď k ď m. Note that each rk, 1 ď k ď m, is an pR, λq-lgg of tk and sk.
Then by the induction hypothesis, for each 1 ď k ď m we compute r1k
so that there exists r1k P termspr1kq which is a renamed copy of rk. We
combine the initial step Dec-AU with the derivations that compute r1i
to obtain a derivation which computes pf X gqpr11, . . . , r

1
mq.

However, this does not yet guarantee that pf X gqpr11, . . . , r
1
mq contains

a renamed copy of r, since by being an pR, λq-lgg, r might contain
the same variable in multiple positions (in different ri and rj), which
we have not captured yet. Let pi and pj be such positions in r, con-
taining the same variable y, but having different variables yi and yj
in pf X gqpr11, . . . , r

1
mq. Since r is a generalization of t and s, having

the same variable in pi and pj implies that termspxpcpt,R, λq|piq X
termspxpcpt,R, λq|pjq ‰ H. Therefore, we get xpcpt,R, λq|pi [ xpcpt,
R, λq|pj ‰ H. Similarly, xpcps,R, λq|pi [ xpcps,R, λq|pj ‰ H. Hav-
ing different yi and yj in positions pi and pj in pf X gqpr11, . . . , r

1
mq

implies that we have yi : xpcpt,R, λq|pi fi xpcps,R, λq|pi and yj :
xpcpt,R, λq|pj fi xpcps,R, λq|pj in the store in the derivation we just
constructed. But then we can extend this derivation by applying Mer-
AU rule for yi and yj obtaining pf Xgqpr11, . . . , r

1
i, . . . , r

2
j , . . . , r

1
mq which

reduces the difference with r in distinct variables. We can repeat these
steps as long as there are positions which contain different variables in
the generalization computed by us, and the same variable in r. In this
way, we obtain an X-generalization r1 of t and s such that there exists
r1 P termspr1q which is a renamed copy of r.

Hence, the algorithm computes pR, λq-X-lggs of the given terms. To com-
pute linear generalizations, we do not need the Mer-AU rule. In this case
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the anti-unification algorithm returns a single X-term r such that termsprq
contains all linear lggs of s and t (modulo variable renaming).

Example 4.4.2. Let R be a proximity relation defined as

Rpf, gq “ 0.7,

Rpa1, aq “ Rpa2, aq “ Rpb1, bq “ Rpb2, bq “ 0.5,

Rpa2, a1q “ Rpa3, a1q “ Rpb2, b1q “ Rpb3, b1q “ 0.6.

Let t “ fpa1, a2, a3q and s “ gpb1, b2, b3q. Then the anti-unification al-
gorithm run ends with the following pairs consisting of the store and an
pR, λq-lgg, for different values of λ:

0 ă λ ď 0.5 : store1 “ tx1 : tau fi tbu, x3 : ta3, a
1
u fi tb3, b

1
uu,

X-lgg1 “ tf, gupx1, x1, x3q.

store2 “ tx1 : ta1, au fi tb1, bu, x2 : ta1u fi tb1uu,

X-lgg2 “ tf, gupx1, x2, x2q.

0.5 ă λ ď 0.6 : store “ tx1 : ta1u fi tb1u, x2 : ta1u fi tb1uu,

X-lgg “ tf, gupx1, x2, x2q.

0.6 ă λ ď 0.7 : store “ tx1 : ta1u fi tb1u, x2 : ta2u fi tb2u,

x3 : ta3u fi tb3uu,

X-lgg “ tf, gupx1, x2, x3q.

0.7 ă λ ď 1 : store “ tx : tfpa1, a2, a3qu fi gpb1, b2, b3qu,

X-lgg “ x.

The store shows how to obtain terms which are pR, λq-close to the orig-
inal terms. For instance, when 0 ă λ ď 0.5, store1 tells us that for any
substitution σ from the set substsptx1 ÞÑ tau, x3 ÞÑ ta3, a

1uuq, the instances
of the generalizations fpx1, x1, x3qσ and gpx1, x1, x3qσ are pR, λq-close to the
original term t, i.e., fpx1, x1, x3qσ »R,λ t and gpx1, x1, x3qσ »R,λ t.

Similarly, for any substitution ϑ from the set substsptx1 ÞÑ tbu, x3 ÞÑ
tb3, b

1uuq (which is also extracted from store1), the instances of the general-
izations fpx1, x1, x3qϑ and gpx1, x1, x3qϑ are pR, λq-close to the original term
s, i.e., we have fpx1, x1, x3qϑ »R,λ s and gpx1, x1, x3qϑ »R,λ s.

Now we illustrate how the first two X-lggs have been computed. Let λ “
0.5. For the initial problem we take xpcpt,R, λq “ tf, gupta1, au, ta2, a, a1u,
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ta3, a
1uq and xpcps,R, λq “ tg, fuptb1, bu, tb2, b, b

1u, tb3, b
1uq and proceed as

follows:

tx : tf, gupta1, au, ta2, a, a
1
u, ta3, a

1
uq fi tg, fuptb1, bu, tb2, b, b

1
u, tb3, b

1
uqu;

H;x ùñDec-AU

tx1 : ta1, au fi tb1, bu, x2 : ta2, a, a
1
u fi tb2, b, b

1
u, x3 : ta3, a

1
u fi tb3, b

1
uu;

H; tf, gupx1, x2, x3q ùñSol-AUˆ3

H; tx1 : ta1, au fi tb1, bu, x2 : ta2, a, a
1
u fi tb2, b, b

1
u, x3 : ta3, a

1
u fi tb3, b

1
uu;

tf, gupx1, x2, x3q.

Now there are two alternatives: to merge either x1 and x2 or x2 and x3.
In the first case, we get

H; tx1 : tau fi tbu, x3 : ta3, a
1
u fi tb3, b

1
uu; tf, gupx1, x1, x3q.

In the second case, the result is

H; tx1 : ta1, au fi tb1, bu, x2 : ta1u fi tb1uu; tf, gupx1, x2, x2q.

These are exactly the stores and X-lggs we have seen above, at the be-
ginning of this example.

Example 4.4.3. Consider again the proximity relation and the terms from
Example 4.4.2, but this times assume we are interested in linear generaliza-
tions. Then the stores and X-lggs are the following:

0 ă λ ď 0.5 :

store “ tx1 : ta1, au fi tb1, bu, x2 : ta2, a, a
1
u fi tb2, b, b

1
u,

x3 : ta3, a
1
u fi tb3, b

1
uu.

X-lgg “ tf, gupx1, x2, x3q.

0.5 ă λ ď 0.6 :

store “ tx1 : ta1u fi tb1u, x2 : ta2, a
1
u fi tb2, b

1
u,

x3 : ta3, a
1
u fi tb3, b

1
uu.

X-lgg “ tf, gupx1, x2, x3q.

0.6 ă λ ď 0.7 :

store “ tx1 : ta1u fi tb1u, x2 : ta2u fi tb2u, x3 : ta3u fi tb3uu.
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X-lgg “ tf, gupx1, x2, x3q.

0.7 ă λ ď 1 :

store “ tx : tfpa1, a2, a3qu fi gpb1, b2, b3qu.

X-lgg “ x.

Theorem 4.4.2. Let R “ pVR, ERq be a proximity relation and λ be a cut
value. Assume t and s are terms with sizepsq ` sizeptq “ n. Then

• G needs Opn2|VR| ` |ER|q time and Opn|VR| ` |ER|q space to compute
a single pR, λq-X-lgg of t and s;

• G needs Opn|VR| ` |ER|q time and space to compute a linear pR, λq-X-
lgg of t and s.

Proof. To represent the relation R, we use adjacency lists in the same way
as we did for the matching algorithm (see the proof of Theorem 4.3.2). For
adjacency lists, the required amount of memory is Op|VR|`|ER|q. The input
can be represented as trees in Opnq space. The same amount is needed for
the store. The generalization X-term contains Opnq nodes, each labeled with
at most |VR| symbols. Hence, the total space requirement is Opn|VR|`|ER|q,
and it is independent whether we compute a single pR, λq-X-lgg or a linear
pR, λq-X-lgg.

As for the runtime complexity, constructing the adjacency list representa-
tion is done in Op|VR|` |ER|q time. Besides, whenever Dec-AU or Sol-AU
is applied, we need to compute the intersection between proximity classes of
two function symbols, which needs Op|VR|q time. Hence, applying these two
rules as long as possible requires Opn|VR|q time. It implies that the runtime
complexity for computing linear pR, λq-X-lgg of t and s is Opn|VR| ` |ER|q.

To compute an unrestricted pR, λq-X-lgg, we should further apply Mer-
AU as long as possible. This may require Opn2q steps. At each step we
perform the intersection of proximity classes which, as we have already men-
tioned, is done in Op|VR|q time. Therefore, exhaustive application of Mer-
AU for computing one pR, λq-X-lgg of t and s needs Opn2|VR|q. Together
with the complexity of maximal applications of the Dec-AU or Sol-AU
rules considered above, it gives the Opn2|VR| ` |ER|q bound for the running
time of computing a single pR, λq-X-lgg of t and s.
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4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we investigated three fundamental problems for approximate
automated reasoning: unification, matching and anti-unification, where the
approximation is expressed with fuzzy proximity relations. Fuzzy proxim-
ity is not a transitive relation, which makes these problems challenging. In
general, there is no single solution to them. The same holds for unifica-
tion, matching and anti-unification with tolerance relations, which are crisp
counterparts of proximity.

We developed algorithms that solve the mentioned problems, aiming at
computing a compact representation of solution sets. Our approach is based
on proximity classes, which relaxes certain restrictions imposed by the block-
based approach considered in the previous chapter. The class-based ap-
proach, in general, allows to solve more problems than it would be possible
by the block-based approach, and the problems might also have more solu-
tions. Therefore, a compact representation of solutions plays an important
role here. We use so called extended terms (X-terms) as such a compact
representation for a set of terms. In X-terms, instead of function symbols,
finite sets of function symbols are permitted. X-substitutions map variables
to X-terms, representing sets of substitutions.

When working with X-terms, the unification algorithm needs to keep
information about the chains of proximal terms, in order not to lose solutions.
For this purpose, we introduced copies of function symbols, called names,
and allowed them to be used in the X-terms. Our unification algorithm has
two stages. The first one - pre-unification - ends with a set of variable only
constraints, a set of neighborhood constraints, and a substitution. This stage
does not depend on the λ-cut. The second stage solves the neighborhood
constraints by computing a finite set of name-neighborhood mappings. The
composition of each such mapping with the substitution obtained in the pre-
unification and each X-unifier of the variable only constraints set leads to the
set of X-unifiers of the original problem.

Our matching algorithm computes a single X-substitution solution for
solvable proximity (and tolerance) matching problems.

Like unification, proximity/tolerance anti-unification problems, in gen-
eral, do not have a single solution even if we restrict computed least-general
generalizations to X-terms. Our anti-unification algorithm computes a finite
complete set of X-lggs. If we consider the linear variant (i.e., if generalizations
are not permitted to contain more than one occurrence of each generalization
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variable), then the problem becomes unitary in the sense that there exists
a single linear X-lgg (which still represents a finite set of lggs as standard
terms), and our algorithm computes it.

All three algorithms are terminating, sound, and complete. Time and
space complexities of the algorithms are also analyzed.

Since all algorithms work with compact representations of the terms,
we have not included the explicit computation of the actual approximation
degree of the solutions, but it is easy. Each X-solution is a set of solutions, for
which a range of approximation degrees can be computed. We could therefore
store in the tuples on which the algorithms work, also the minimum and the
maximum approximation degrees computed so far, in the way we store the
actual computed approximation degree in the next chapters.

The current chapter allows only symbols with the same arity to be prox-
imal. The next chapter extends the algorithms presented above to permit
proximal function symbols with possibly different arities, similarly to the
analogous extension of similarity-based unification described in [1].
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Chapter 5

Proximity Relations for Fully
Fuzzy Signatures

The algorithms presented until now are powerful and cover many different
cases, but there is still room for improvement, as they can be extended in
various directions. An extension we discuss in this chapter tolerates mis-
matches for functional symbols not only in their names, but also in the arity
and argument order, thus considering fully fuzzy signatures. This extension
has been investigated for similarity relations by Aı̈t-Kaci and Pasi [3], but so
far, no work has been done for proximity. This chapter covers exactly this
blank spot. Our algorithms for unification, matching, and anti-unification
generalize both our work described in the previous chapter, and the work
done for similarity, extended now to proximity. Below, we will first briefly
review the related work from in [3], followed by a detailed description of our
contribution in the rest of the chapter.

5.1 Notions and terminology

Argument relations and mappings. Given two sets N “ t1, . . . , nu and
M “ t1, . . . ,mu, a binary argument relation over NˆM is a (possibly empty)
subset of N ˆM . We denote argument relations by ρ.

An argument mapping is an argument relation that is a partial injective
function. In other words, an argument mapping π from N “ t1, . . . , nu to
M “ t1, . . . ,mu is a function π : In ÞÑ Im, where In Ď N , Im Ď M and
|In| “ |Im|. Note that it can be also the empty mapping: π : H ÞÑ H.
Usually, for π : In ÞÑ Im we write π “ ti ÞÑ πpiq | i P Inu. The inverse of an
argument mapping is again an argument mapping.

An argument relation ρ Ď N ˆM is (i) left-total if for all i P N there
exists j P M such that pi, jq P ρ; (ii) right-total if for all j P M there exists
i P N such that pi, jq P ρ. Correspondence relations are those that are both
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left- and right-total.
Given a proximity relation R over F , we assume in this chapter that

for each pair of function symbols f and g with Rpf, gq “ α ą 0, where
f is n-ary and g is m-ary, there is also given an argument relation ρ over
t1, . . . , nu ˆ t1, . . . ,mu. We use the notation f „ρR,α g. These argument
relations satisfy the following conditions: ρ is the empty relation if f or g is

a constant; ρ is the identity if f “ g; f „ρR,α g iff g „ρ
´1

R,α f , where ρ´1 is the
inverse of ρ.

Proximity relations over terms. Recall that each proximity relation R
considered in this thesis is defined on F Y V such that Rpf, xq “ 0 for all
f P F and x P V , and Rpx, yq “ 0 for all x ‰ y, x, y P V . It is assumed that
for each f P F , its pR, λq-proximity class tg | Rpf, gq ě λu is finite for any
R and λ.

We extended such an R to terms from T pF ,Vq. In order to include our
newly defined argument relations, we extend it further in this chapter as
follows:

(a) Rpt, sq :“ 0 if Rpheadptq, headpsqq “ 0;

(b) Rpt, sq :“ 1 if t “ s and t, s P V ;

(c) Rpt, sq :“ Rpf, gq ^ Rpti1 , sj1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ Rptik , sjkq, if t “ fpt1, . . . , tnq,
s “ gps1, . . . , smq, f „

ρ
R,λ g, and ρ “ tpi1, j1q, . . . , pik, jkqu.

If Rpt, sq ě λ, we write t »R,λ s.

5.2 Related work: similarity-based symbolic

techniques in fully fuzzy signatures

Unification for similarity relations in fully fuzzy signatures. First,
we review the unification rules introduced by Aı̈t-Kaci and Pasi in [2]. They
work on configurations of the form P ;σ;α, where P is a unification problem
to be solved, σ is a substitution computed so far, and α is the unification
approximation degree computed so far.

Tri-U-AKP: Trivial

tx »?
R,λ xu Z P ;σ;α ùñ P ;σ;α.
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Dec-U-AKP: Decomposition

tfpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , smqu Z P ;σ;α ùñ

P Y tti »
?
R,λ sρpiq | 1 ď i ď nu;σ;α^ β,

where 0 ď n ď m, f „ρR,β g, and β ě λ.

Elim-U-AKP: Variable elimination

tx »?
R,λ tu Z P ;σ;α ùñ P tx ÞÑ tu;σtx ÞÑ tu;α, where x R Vptq.

Ori1-U-AKP: Orient 1

tt »?
R,λ xu Z P ;σ;α ùñ tx »?

R,λ tu Z P ;σ;α, where t is not a variable.

Ori2-U-AKP: Orient 2

tgps1, . . . , smq »
?
R,λ fpt1, . . . , tnqu Z P ;σ;α ùñ

tfpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , smqu Z P ;σ;α

where 0 ď n ă m.

As usual, to (R, λ)-unify t and s for a given similarity relation R and the
cut value λ, one creates the initial unification problem tt »?

R,λ su and applies
the rules as long as possible. The computed most general unifier σ together
with its approximation degree α is collected from the final configuration
H;σ;α, if such a configuration is reached. Otherwise, the process ends with
the failure K, indicating that the given terms are not (R, λ)-unifiable.

Example 5.2.1. We illustrate similarity-based unification in fully fuzzy sig-
natures using an example taken from [2]. Let a, b, c, d be constants, f, g, l
be binary function symbol, h be a ternary function symbols and the relation
R be defined as a „R,0.7 b, c „R,0.6 d, f „

tp1,2q,p2,1qu
R,0.9 g, g „

tp1,2q,p2,1qu
R,0.9 f , and

l „
tp1,2q,p2,3qu
R,0.8 h. We take the cut value λ “ 0.6. The algorithm performs the

following steps to unify hpx, gpy, bq, fpy, cqq and lpfpa, zq, gpd, cqq:

thpx, gpy, bq, fpy, cqq »?
R,0.6 lpfpa, zq, gpd, cqqu; Id ; 1 ùñOri2-U-AKP

tlpfpa, zq, gpd, cqq »?
R,0.6 hpx, gpy, bq, fpy, cqqu; Id ; 1 ùñDec-U-AKP

tfpa, zq »?
R,0.6 gpy, bq, gpd, cq »

?
R,0.6 fpy, cqu; Id ; 0.8 ùñDec-U-AKP

ta »?
R,0.6 b, z »

?
R,0.6 y, gpd, cq »

?
R,0.6 fpy, cqu; Id ; 0.8 ùñDec-U-AKP

tz »?
R,0.6 y, gpd, cq »

?
R,0.6 fpy, cqu; Id ; 0.7 ùñElim-U-AKP

tgpd, cq »?
R,0.6 fpy, cqu; tz ÞÑ yu; 0.7 ùñDec-U-AKP
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td »?
R,0.6 c, c »

?
R,0.6 yu; tz ÞÑ yu; 0.7 ùñDec-U-AKP

tc »?
R,0.6 yu; tz ÞÑ yu; 0.6 ùñOri-U-AKP

ty »?
R,0.6 cu; tz ÞÑ yu; 0.6 ùñElim-U-AKP

H; tz ÞÑ c, y ÞÑ cu; 0.6.

To verify, we have

hpx, gpy, bq, fpy, cqqtz ÞÑ c, y ÞÑ cu “

hpx, gpc, bq, fpc, cqq »R,0.6 lpfpa, cq, gpd, cqq “

lpfpa, zq, gpd, cqqtz ÞÑ c, y ÞÑ cu.

Anti-unification for similarity relations in fully fuzzy signatures.
The anti-unification rules given in [2] are formulated differently from those
that we show below. We chose to present them in the notation that is closer
to ours. There are a couple of other differences in the presentation, namely:

• we do not show rules that deal with variables occurring in the input
terms. They can be easily modeled by constants that are proximal only
to themselves;

• we assume the λ-cut given and compare the symbol proximity degrees
to λ, while in [2] there is no such cut and the rules proceed if the
proximity between symbols is positive.

The rules are the following (the name abbreviations are combined with
AU for anti-unification and with AKP for the last names of the authors of
[2], although the rules do not follow their notation):

DL-AU-AKP: Decomposition left

tx : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi gps1, . . . , smqu Z A;S; r;α ùñ
tyi : ti fi sρpiq | 1 ď i ď nu Y A;S; rtx ÞÑ fpy1, . . . , ynqu;α^ β,

where f „ρR,β g, β ą λ, and 0 ď n ď m.

DR-AU-AKP: Decomposition right

tx : fpt1, . . . , tnq fi gps1, . . . , smqu Z A;S; r;α ùñ
tyi : tρpiq fi si | 1 ď i ď mu Y A;S; rtx ÞÑ gpy1, . . . , ymqu;α^ β,

where g „ρR,β f , β ą λ, and 0 ď m ď n.
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Sol-AU-AKP: Solve

tx : t fi su Z A;S; r;α ùñ A; tx : t fi su Y S; r;α^ β,

where Rpheadptq, headpsqq ă λ.

Mer-AU-AKP: Merge

A;S Z tx1 : t1 fi s1, x2 : t2 fi s2u; r;α ùñ
A; tx1 : t1 fi s1u Y S; rtx2 ÞÑ x1u;α^ β1 ^ β2,

where Rpt1, t2q “ β1 ě λ and Rps1, s2q “ β2 ě λ.

To anti-unify t and s, as usual, one creates the initial configuration
tx : t fi su;H;x; 1 and applies the rules as long as possible. The termi-
nal configuration has the form H;S; r;α, from which one can extract

• the generalization r of t and s,

• the substitutions σt and σs that match r respectively to t and s, defined
as σt “ ty ÞÑ t1 | y : t1 fi s1 P Su and σs “ ty ÞÑ s1 | y : t1 fi s1 P Su,

• and the generalization degree α

such that rσt »R,α t and rσs »R,α s.

Example 5.2.2. We illustrate the described anti-unification algorithm with
an example which is a modified version of a similar example from [2]. Assume
a, b, c, d, e are constants, f , g, and l are binary function symbols, and h
is a ternary function symbol. Let the similarity relation R be defined as
a „R,0.7 b, c „R,0.6 d, f „

tp1,1q,p2,2qu
R,0.8 g, g „

tp1,1q,p2,2qu
R,0.8 f , and l „

tp1,1q,p2,2qu
R,0.9 h. Let

the cut value be λ “ 0.5. Then the algorithm performs the following steps to
pR, λq-anti-unify the terms t “ hpgpb, eq, fpe, cq, eq and s “ lpfpa, dq, gpc, cqq:

tx : hpgpb, eq, fpe, cq, eq fi lpfpa, dq, gpc, cqqu;H;x; 1 ùñDR-AU-AKP

ty1 : gpb, eq fi fpa, dq, y2 : fpe, cq fi gpc, cqu;H; lpy1, y2q; 0.9 ùñDL-AU-AKP

tz1 : b fi a, z2 : e fi d, y2 : fpe, cq fi gpc, cqu;H;

lpgpz1, z2q, y2q; 0.8 ùñDL-AU-AKP

tz2 : e fi d, y2 : fpe, cq fi gpc, cqu;H; lpgpb, z2q, y2q; 0.7 ùñSol-AU-AKP

ty2 : fpe, cq fi gpc, cqu; tz2 : e fi du; lpgpb, z2q, y2q; 0.7 ùñDL-AU-AKP

tu1 : e fi c, u2 : c fi cu; tz2 : e fi du; lpgpb, z2q, fpu1, u2qq; 0.7 ùñSol-AU-AKP

tu2 : c fi cu; tz2 : e fi d, u1 : e fi cu; lpgpb, z2q, fpu1, u2qq; 0.7 ùñDL-AU-AKP
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H; tz2 : e fi d, u1 : e fi cu; lpgpb, z2q, fpu1, cqq; 0.7 ùñMer-AU-AKP

H; tu1 : e fi cu; lpgpb, u1q, fpu1, cqq; 0.6.

Hence, the computed generalization is lpgpb, u1q, fpu1, cqq. We extract the
substitutions σt “ tu1 ÞÑ eu and σs “ tu1 ÞÑ cu from the computed store
tu1 : e fi cu. The computed approximation degree is 0.6. We have:

• lpgpb, u1q, fpu1, cqqσt “ lpgpb, eq, fpe, cqq »R,0.6 t “ hpgpb, eq, fpe, cq, eq:
Note that lpgpb, eq, fpe, cqq »R,0.6 hpgpb, eq, fpe, cq, eq holds because of
Rplpgpb, eq, fpe, cqq, hpgpb, eq, fpe, cq, eqq “ 0.9 ě 0.6;

• lpgpb, u1q, fpu1, cqqσs “ lpgpb, cq, fpc, cqq »R,0.6 s “ lpfpa, dq, gpc, cqq:
Note that lpgpb, cq, fpc, cqq »R,0.6 lpfpa, dq, gpc, cqq holds because of
Rplpgpb, cq, fpc, cqq, lpfpa, dq, gpc, cqqq “ 0.6.

5.3 Unification in fully fuzzy signatures

In this section we assume that all argument relations are correspondence
relations. First, we formulate two technical lemmas that will be useful later,
when we discuss the algorithm.

Lemma 5.3.1. If all argument relations in R are correspondence relations,
then for any λ-cut: (a) t »R,λ s implies Vptq “ Vpsq; (b) no term is pR, λq-
close to its proper subterm.

Proof. We prove (a) by structural induction for terms. If both t and s are
variables, then t »R,λ s implies t “ s. If they are nonvariable terms t “
fpt1 . . . , tnq and s “ gps1, . . . , snq with f „ρR,λ g, then the correspondence
property of ρ implies the following: for each ti there is sj such that ti »R,λ sj
and, hence, by the induction hypothesis Vptiq “ Vpsjq, and vice versa: for
each sj there is ti such that sj »R,λ ti and, hence, by the induction hypothesis
Vpsjq “ Vptiq. Therefore, Vptq “ Yni“1Vptiq “ Ymj“1Vpsjq “ Vpsq.

To prove (b), by the definition of correspondence relations, a non-constant
term cannot be pR, λq-close to a constant. According to the definition of
proximity, no nonvariable term is pR, λq-close to a variable. By structural
induction over terms we get that no term is pR, λq-close to its proper subterm.
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A set of pR, λq-equations tx »R,λ su Z P contains an occurrence cycle
for x if s R V and there exist term-pairs px0, s0q, px1, s1q, . . . , pxn, snq such
that x0 “ x, s0 “ s, and for each 0 ď i ď n the set P contains an equation
xi »R,λ si or si »R,λ xi with xi`1 P Vpsiq, where xn`1 “ x0.

Lemma 5.3.2. Let all argument relations in R be correspondence relations.
If a set of pR, λq-equations P contains an occurrence cycle for some variable,
then P has no solution.

Proof. By Lemma 5.3.1, no term can be pR, λq-close to its proper subterm.
Therefore, equations containing an occurrence cycle cannot have a solution.

5.3.1 Unification rules

Now we formulate a unification algorithm in a rule-based way. The rules
work, as usual, on unification configurations, which here are triples P ;σ;α,
where P is a unification problem, σ is the substitution computed so far, and
α is the approximation degree, also computed so far.

Tri-U: Trivial

tx »?
R,λ xu Z P ;σ;α ùñ P ;σ;α.

Dec-U: Decomposition

tfpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , smqu Z P ;σ;α ùñ

P Y tti »
?
R,λ sj | pi, jq P ρu;σ;α^ β,

where n,m ě 0, f „ρR,β g, and β ě λ.

Cla-U: Clash

tfpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , smqu Z P ;σ;α ùñ K, if Rpf, gq ă λ.

Ori-U: Orient

tt »?
R,λ xu Z P ;σ;α ùñ P Y tx »?

R,λ tu;σ;α, if t is not a variable.

Occ-U: Occurrence check

tx »?
R,λ gps1, . . . , snqu Z P ;σ;α ùñ K,

if tx »?
R,λ gps1, . . . , snqu Z P has an occurrence cycle for x.
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Var-E-U: Variable elimination

tx »?
R,λ gps1, . . . , snqu Z P ;σ;α ùñ PϑY tvi »

?
R,λ sj | pi, jq P ρu;σϑ;α^ β,

where:

tx »?
R,λ gps1, . . . , snqu Z P does not contain an occurrence cycle for x,

ϑ “ tx ÞÑ fpv1, . . . , vmqu with fresh variables v1, . . . , vm,

f „ρR,β g with β ě λ,

n,m ě 0.

Given a unification problem P , we create the initial system P ; Id ; 1 and
start applying the unification rules in all possible ways, generating a complete
tree of derivations in the standard way. The Var-E-U rule causes branching,
since there can be multiple f ’s satisfying the condition there. No rule applies
to K or to a variables-only configuration tx1 »

?
R,λ y1, . . . , xn »

?
R,λ ynu. In the

latter case we say that α is the computed approximation degree, σ|VpP q is the
computed substitution, and tx1 »R,λ y1, . . . , xn »R,λ ynu is the computed
constraint. We denote the obtained unification algorithm by Ufull .

5.3.2 Examples

In the examples below it is assumed that Rpsym1, sym2q “ 0 for any pair
of distinct symbols sym1 and sym2 except those for which the proximity is
explicitly given.

Example 5.3.1. Let f , h be binary, and g unary function symbols, and let
a, b, c be constants with:

f „
tp1,1q,p2,1qu
R,0.6 g,

f „
tp1,1q,p2,2qu
R,0.7 h,

a „R,0.5 b.

b „R,0.4 c.

Let the unification problem be P “ tfpx, xq »R,0.4 fpgpaq, hpa, cqqu. Then
the algorithm Ufull starts with decomposition:

tfpx, xq »?
R,0.4 fpgpaq, hpa, cqqu; Id ; 1 ùñDec-U
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tx »?
R,0.4 gpaq, x »

?
R,0.4 hpa, cqu; Id ; 1.

From here there are two ways to proceed by Var-E-U on x »?
R,0.4 gpaq:

by choosing the variable eliminating substitution either tx ÞÑ gpvqu or tx ÞÑ
fpv1, v2qu. The former one leads to failure, since Rpg, hq “ 0. Therefore, we
show here only the second derivation:

tx »?
R,0.4 gpaq, x »

?
R,0.4 hpa, cqu; Id ; 1 ùñVar-E-U

tv1 »
?
R,0.4 a, v2 »

?
R,0.4 a, fpv1, v2q »

?
R,0.4 hpa, cqu; tx ÞÑ fpv1, v2qu; 0.6.

Here we have two alternatives by Var-E-U, on each of v1 and v2. The
alternatives for v1, both tv1 ÞÑ au, and tv1 ÞÑ bu, may lead to success.
For v2, the first alternative chooses tv2 ÞÑ au, and ends up in failure since
Rpa, cq “ 0, while the second alternative, tv2 ÞÑ bu, is successful.

From all possible 4 branches, we directly present the final configuration
obtained on the branch with tv1 ÞÑ b, v2 ÞÑ bu, and show here only the other
successful derivation, for tv1 ÞÑ a, v2 ÞÑ bu:

tv1 »
?
R,0.4 a, v2 »

?
R,0.4 a, fpv1, v2q »

?
R,0.4 hpa, cqu;

tx ÞÑ fpv1, v2qu; 0.6 ùñ2
Var-E-U

tfpa, bq »?
R,0.4 hpa, cqu; tx ÞÑ fpa, bq, v1 ÞÑ a, v2 ÞÑ bu; 0.5 ùñDec-U

ta »?
R,0.4 a, b »

?
R,0.4 cu; tx ÞÑ fpa, bq, v1 ÞÑ a, v2 ÞÑ bu; 0.5 ùñ2

Dec-U

H; tx ÞÑ fpa, bq, v1 ÞÑ a, v2 ÞÑ bu; 0.4.

The substitution computed in this derivation is σ1 “ tx ÞÑ fpa, bqu. It
solves P , because fpfpa, bq, fpa, bqq »R,0.4 fpgpaq, hpa, cqq.

On the branch where we take tv1 ÞÑ b, v2 ÞÑ bu we get σ2 “ tx ÞÑ
fpb, bqu and α “ 0.4. It also solves P , because fpfpb, bq, fpb, bqq »R,0.4
fpgpaq, hpa, cqq.

If we took the λ ą 0.4, there would be no solution.

This example is, in fact, a matching problem since variables did not ap-
pear in the right side. Now we consider a case when variables appear in both
sides.

Example 5.3.2. Assume p is a unary function symbol, q, g, and h are binary,
f is ternary, and a, b, c are constants such that:

p „
tp1,1q,p1,2qu
R,0.7 q,
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f „
tp1,1q,p2,2q,p3,1qu
R,0.6 g,

f „
tp1,2q,p2,1q,p3,2qu
R,0.5 h,

b „HR,0.4 c.

Consider the unification problem P “ tppxq »?
R,0.4 qpgpu, yq, hpz, uqqu.

Then Ufull stops with the configuration S;σ;α where:

S “ tv1 »
?
R,0.4 u, v2 »

?
R,0.4 y, v2 »

?
R,0.4 z, v3 »

?
R,0.4 uu,

σ “ tx ÞÑ fpv1, v2, v3qu,

α “ 0.5.

For illustration, we take three unifiers of P : ϑ1, ϑ2, and ϑ3 together with
their approximation degrees β1, β2, and β3, and show how they can be
obtained from S;σ:

1. ϑ1 “ tx ÞÑ fpu, z, uq, y ÞÑ zu and β1 “ 0.5.

The instance of S;σ under ϕ “ ty ÞÑ z, v1 ÞÑ u, v2 ÞÑ z, v3 ÞÑ uu:
Sϕ “ tu »?

R,0.4 u, z »
?
R,0.4 zu and σϕ “ tx ÞÑ fpu, z, uq, y ÞÑ z, v1 ÞÑ

u, v2 ÞÑ z, v3 ÞÑ uu.

Sϕ is solved and pσϕq|VpP q “ ϑ1. Besides, α ě β1.

2. ϑ2 “ tx ÞÑ fpu, b, uq, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ bu and β2 “ 0.5.

The instance of S;σ under ϕ “ ty ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ b, v1 ÞÑ u, v2 ÞÑ b, v3 ÞÑ uu:
Sϕ “ tu »?

R,0.4 u, b »
?
R,0.4 bu and σϕ “ tx ÞÑ fpu, b, uq, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ

b, v1 ÞÑ u, v2 ÞÑ b, v3 ÞÑ uu.

Sϕ is solved and pσϕq|VpP q “ ϑ2. Besides, α ě β2.

3. ϑ3 “ tx ÞÑ fpu, c, uq, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ cu and β3 “ 0.4.

The instance of S;σ under ϕ “ tv1 ÞÑ u, v2 ÞÑ c, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ c, v3 ÞÑ uu:
Sϕ “ tu »?

R,0.4 u, c »
?
R,0.4 b, c »

?
R,0.4 cu and σϕ “ tx ÞÑ fpu, c, uq, v1 ÞÑ

u, v2 ÞÑ c, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ c, v3 ÞÑ uu.

Sϕ is solved, and pσϕq|VpP q “ ϑ3. Besides, α ě β3.
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This example explains why Ufull stops at variables-only configuration. If
it went further from S;σ;α as usual and eliminated y, v1, v2, v3 by ty ÞÑ
z, v1 ÞÑ u, v2 ÞÑ z, v3 ÞÑ uu, we would end up with the configuration H; tx ÞÑ
fpu, z, uq, y ÞÑ z, v1 ÞÑ u, v2 ÞÑ z, v3 ÞÑ uu, computing the unifier ϑ1 as above,
but it would not be more general than the unifier ϑ3. (Recall: more generality
is defined by equality, not by proximity.)

5.3.3 Properties of algorithm Ufull

Theorem 5.3.1. The decision problem of pR, λq-unifiability with arity mis-
match is NP-hard.

Proof. By reduction from positive 1-in-3-SAT. Consider the argument cor-
respondence relations1 ρ1 “ tp1, 1q, p2, 2q, p3, 3qu, ρ2 “ tp1, 3q, p2, 1q, p3, 2qu,
ρ3 “ tp1, 2q, p2, 3q, p3, 1qu, and assume hi »

ρ1
R,λ f and hi »

ρi
R,λ g for each

1 ď i ď 3. Then each positive 3-SAT clause x1_x2_x3 can be encoded as two
proximity equations y »?

R,λ fpx1, x2, x3q and y »?
R,λ gp1, 0, 0q, where 1 and 0

are constants. Their unifiers force exactly one x to be mapped to 1, and the
other two to 0 (ty ÞÑ h1p1, 0, 0q, x1 ÞÑ 1, x2 ÞÑ 0, x3 ÞÑ 0u, ty ÞÑ h2p0, 1, 0q,
x1 ÞÑ 0, x2 ÞÑ 1, x3 ÞÑ 0u, and ty ÞÑ h3p0, 0, 1q, x1 ÞÑ 0, x2 ÞÑ 0, x3 ÞÑ 1u).
The reduction is polynomial and preserves solvability in both directions.

Below we state the properties of the algorithm Ufull .

Theorem 5.3.2. Ufull terminates for any input.

Proof. According to [41], for a syntactic unification problem P , the maximal
depth of terms in an mgu of P does not exceed the size of P (i.e., the
number of symbols in P , denoted by sizepP q). Due to the definition of
proximity between terms, no proximal mgu can be deeper than a syntactic
mgu. Therefore, the same bound applies to pR, λq-unification problems.

Given a variable v and a substitution σ, let mdσpvq be the natural number
that denotes the maximal depth at which this variable occurs in the range of
σ. If v does not appear in the range of σ, then mdσpvq “ 0.

To an pR, λq-unification configuration Pi;σi;αi, we associate the multiset
Mi :“ ttmdσipvq | v P VpPiquu. Then, for the initial configuration P0;σ0;α0,
where σ0 “ Id , we have M0 “ tt0, . . . , 0uu with |M0| “ |VpP0q|. These mul-
tisets are ordered by the multiset extension ămul of the standard natural

1Actually, these relations are total bijective functions.
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number ordering, defined in [18] as follows: for two multisets M and M 1, we
say that M 1 ămul M if M 1 “ pMzXqYY , where X and Y are multisets such
that H ‰ X ĎM , and for all y P Y there exists x P X with y ă x.

When Var-E-U transforms Pi;σi;αi into Pi`1;σi`1;αi`1 with the sub-
stitution σi`1 “ σitx ÞÑ fpv1, . . . , vmqu, we get VpPi`1q “

`

VpPiqztxu
˘

Y

tv1, . . . , vmu and mdσi`1
pv1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ mdσi`1

pvmq “ 1 ` mdσipxq. Hence, we
have Mi`1 “

`

Mizttmdσipxquu
˘

Y ttmdσi`1
pv1q, . . . ,mdσi`1

pvmquu. Therefore,
Mi ămul Mi`1 after the application of Var-E-U.

On the other hand, occurrence cycle check in Var-E-U prevents an un-
controlled growth of the multisets. Thus, with each derivation we get the
chain M0 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Mi1 ămul Mi1`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Mi2 ămul Mi2`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ ămul

ttsizepP q ` 1uu, where i1, i2 . . . are the steps when Var-E-U is used. Since the
chain is bounded, Var-E-U cannot be applied infinitely often.

From the other rules, Tri-U and Dec-U do not affect the multisets and
strictly decrease sizepP q. Var-E-U may increase the size but, as we said above,
it may be applied only finitely many times. Therefore, Tri-U and Dec-U
cannot be applied infinitely often. Ori-U does not change the multisets and
the size, but strictly decreases the number of equations of the form t »?

R,λ x,
where t is not a variable. The number of such equations may grow after the
application of Dec-U or Var-E-U, but it can happen only finitely many times.
Therefore, Ori-U cannot be applied infinitely often either. The failure rules
stop immediately. Hence, Ufull is terminating.

Lemma 5.3.3. Given R, λ, and an pR, λq-unification problem P :

1. If P ;σ;α ùñ K in Ufull , then P has no solution.

2. If P ;σ;α ùñ P 1;σϑ;α ^ β in Ufull and ϕ is a solution of P 1 with the
approximation degree γ, then ϑϕ is a solution of P with the approxi-
mation degree β^ γ.

Proof. In 1), if the step is made by the Cla-U rule, then it is obvious that
P has no solution. If the Occ-U rule is used, then the theorem follows from
Lemma 5.3.2.

To prove 2), we shall consider each non-failing rule. The nontrivial cases
are Dec-U and Var-E-U.

In Dec-U, the transformation is tfpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , smqu Z P ;

σ;α ùñ P Y tti »
?
R,λ sj | pi, jq P ρu;σ;α ^ β, where n,m ě 0, f „ρR,β g,

and β ě λ. If ϕ is a solution of P Y tti »
?
R,λ sj | pi, jq P ρu, we have
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degpPϕq^
Ź

pi,jqPρRptiϕ, sjϕq “ γ ě λ. But then degpPϕq^Rpfpt1, . . . , tnqϕ,
gps1, . . . , smqϕq “ β ^ γ. Hence, ϕ is a solution of tfpt1, . . . , tnq »

?
R,λ

gps1, . . . , smqu Z P with the approximation degree β^ γ ě λ.
In Var-E-U, the step is tx »?

R,λ gps1, . . . , snquZP ;σ;α ùñ PϑYtvi »
?
R,λ

sj | pi, jq P ρu; σϑ;α^β, where ϑ “ tx ÞÑ fpv1, . . . , vmqu with v1, . . . , vm fresh
variables, and f „ρR,β g with β ě λ. If ϕ solves PϑYtvi »

?
R,λ sj | pi, jq P ρu,

we have degpPϑϕq ^
Ź

pi,jqPρRpviϕ, sjϕq “ γ ě λ. But then degpPϑϕq ^

Rpxϑϕ, gps1, . . . , snqϑϕq “ degpPϑϕq ^ Rpfpv1, . . . , vmqϕ, gps1, . . . , snqϕq “
β ^ γ, and thus, ϕ is a solution of tx »?

R,λ gps1, . . . , snqu Z P with the
approximation degree β^ γ ě λ.

Theorem 5.3.3 (Soundness of Ufull). Let P ; Id ; 1 ùñ˚ S;σ;α be a derivation
in Ufull where S;σ;α is a variables-only configuration. Let ϕ be a unifier of
S with the approximation degree β. Then σϕ is a unifier of P with the
approximation degree α^ β.

Proof. Induction on the derivation length, using Lemma 5.3.3.

Theorem 5.3.4 (Completeness of Ufull). Let P be an pR, λq-unification prob-
lem and ϑ be its unifier with the approximation degree β. Then there ex-
ists a derivation P ; Id ; 1 ùñ˚ S;σ;α in Ufull , where S;σ;α is a variables-
only configuration with α ě β and there exists a unifier ϕ of S such that
pσϕq|VpP q “ ϑ|VpP q.

Proof. The existence of a derivation in Ufull that ends in a variables-only con-
figuration follows from Theorem 5.3.2, Lemma 5.3.3 and from the assumption
that P is solvable.

We now construct recursively the desired derivation and the substitution
ϕ using ϑ. For the initial configuration P ; Id ; 1 we take σ “ Id , α “ 1,
ϕ “ ϑ. Then α ě β and pσϕq|VpP q “ ϑ|VpP q hold. Next, we take C0 “

tt »?
R,λ su Z P0;σ0;α0 and assume that ϕ0 is a unifier of tt »?

R,λ su Z P0

such that pσ0ϕ0q|VpP q “ ϑ|VpP q and α0 ě β. We prove that there exists a
configuration C1 “ P1;σ1;α1 and a unifier ϕ1 of P1 such that C0 ùñ C1,
pσ1ϕ1q|VpP q “ ϑ|VpP q and α1 ě β.

From the four non-failing rules that can perform the step C0 ùñ C1

only Var-E-U with t “ x and s “ gps1, . . . , snq is non-trivial. Since ϕ0

solves tx »?
R,λ gps1, . . . , snqu Z P0, we have xϕ0 “ fpr1, . . . , rmq for an f

with f „ρR,β1
g and ri »R,λ sj for all pi, jq P ρ. Note that β1 ě β. Then

P1 “ tvi »
?
R,λ sj | pi, jq P ρuYP0ψ, σ1 “ σ0ψ where ψ “ tx ÞÑ fpv1, . . . , vmqu,
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and α1 “ α0 ^ β1. Take ϕ1 “ νϕ0, where ν “ tvi ÞÑ ri | 1 ď i ď mu. Then
ϕ1 solves P1, since (i) yϕ1 “ yϕ0 for all y P VpP0qztxu; (ii) vkϕ1 “ rk for
all 1 ď k ď m; and (iii) viϕ1 »R,λ sj for those vi’s for which pi, jq P ρ.
Moreover, pσ1ϕ1q|VpP q “ pσ0ψνϕ0q|VpP q “ pσ0tx ÞÑ xϕ0uνϕ0q|VpP q “ pσ0tx ÞÑ
xϕ0uϕ0νq|VpP q “ pσ0ϕ0νq|VpP q “ pσ0ϕ0q|VpP q “ ϑ|VpP q. Finally, α1 ě β,
because α0 ě β, β1 ě β, and α1 “ α0 ^ β1.

5.4 Matching in fully fuzzy signatures

For the matching with arity mismatch problem we do not need restrictions on
argument relations. This leads to a peculiarity, namely the matchers do not
have to be ground substitutions. For instance, if f is binary, and g and h are
unary symbols with f „

tp2,1qu
R,0.7 g and f „

tp2,1qu
R,0.6 h, then σ “ tx ÞÑ fpy, aqu is a

matcher of fpx, xq ÀR,0.5 fpgpaq, hpaqq with the degree 0.6. In fact, σ is more
general than any other solution of this problem. Analogously to unification,
we will use the notion of most general solution for matching problems and
write pR, λq-mgm for most general pR, λq-matchers.

In this section we need to extend the definition of the pR, λq-proximity
class pcR,λpsq of a term s, to also include the argument relations, as follows:

pcR,λpxq :“ txu.

pcR,λpgps1, . . . , smqq :“
 

fpt1, . . . , tnq
ˇ

ˇ

g „ρR,β f, β ě λ, f is n-ary, and for each 1 ď j ď n,

tj P pcR,λpsiq, if pi, jq P ρ,

or tj “ v, if for no i, 1 ď i ď m, pi, jq P ρ,

where v is a fresh variable
(

.

We will also need the operation \ of merging two terms, defined as:

(i) x\ t “ t\ x :“ t for any variable x and term t;

(ii) fpt1, . . . , tnq\ fps1, . . . , snq :“ fpt1 \ s1, . . . , tn \ snq, n ě 0;

(iii) t\ s is undefined in any other case.

5.4.1 Matching rules

To solve a matching problem t À?
R,λ s, we create the triple tt À?

R,λ su;H; 1
and apply the rules below. They work on triples M ;S;α, where M is a set
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of matching equations to be solved, S is the set of solved equations of the
form x « s, and α is the approximation degree computed so far.

The matching rules are the following:

Dec-M: Decomposition

tfpt1, . . . , tnq À
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , smqu ZM ;S;α ùñ

M Y tti À
?
R,λ sj | pi, jq P ρu;S;α^ β,

if n,m ě 0 and f „ρR,β g with β ě λ.

Var-E-M: Variable elimination

tx À?
R,λ su ZM ;S;α ùñM ;S Y tx « tu;α^ β,

where t P pcR,λpsq and Rpt, sq “ β ě λ.

Mer-M: Merging

M ; tx « t, x « su Z S;α ùñM ;S Y tx « t\ su;α, if t\ s is defined.

Cla-M: Clash

tfpt1, . . . , tnq À
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , smqu ZM ;S;α ùñ K, if Rpf, gq ă λ.

Inc-M: Inconsistency

M ; tx « t, x « su Z S;α ùñ K, if t\ s is undefined.

The matching algorithm Mfull uses these rules to transform triples as
long as possible, returning either K (indicating failure), orH;S;α (indicating
success). In the latter case, each variable occurs in S at most once. Therefore,
from S one can obtain a substitution σS :“ tx ÞÑ s | x « s P Su. We call it
the computed substitution.

We call a substitution σ an pR, λq-solution of an M ;S pair, iff σ is an
pR, λq-matcher of M and for all x « t P S, we have xσ “ t. We also assume
that K has no solution.

5.4.2 Example

Example 5.4.1. Assume p, g and h are unary symbols, q is binary, f is
ternary, and a, b, and c are constants such that:

p „
tp1,1q,p1,2qu
R,0.7 q,

f „
tp1,1qu
R,0.6 g,

f „
tp3,1qu
R,0.5 h,
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b „HR,0.4 c.

We consider the matching problem ppxq À?
R,0.4 qpgpaq, hpcqq and show

only the successful derivations. They start with:

tppxq À?
R,0.4 qpgpaq, hpcqqu;H; 1 ùñDec-M

tx À?
R,0.4 gpaq, x À?

R,0.4 hpcqu;H; 0.7 ùñVar-E-M

tx À?
R,0.4 hpcqu; tx « fpa, v1, v2qu; 0.6

and then continue by Var-E-M in two different ways:

1: H; tx « fpa, v1, v2q, x « fpv3, v4, cqu; 0.5 ùñMer-M

H; tx « fpa, v1, cqu; 0.5.

2: H; tx « fpa, v1, v2q, x « fpv3, v4, bqu; 0.4 ùñMer-M

H; tx « fpa, v1, bqu; 0.4.

The computed substitutions tx ÞÑ fpa, v1, cqu and tx ÞÑ fpa, v1, bqu are
matchers of the original problem with the approximation degrees 0.5 and
0.4, respectively.

5.4.3 Properties of algorithm Mfull

Remark 5.4.1. In Theorem 5.3.1, we proved the NP-hardness of unification.
NP-hardness can be also shown for well-moded unification problems. They
are special unification problems in which the equations can be ordered as
t0 »R,λ s0, . . . , tn »R,λ sn, with s0 ground and Vpsiq Ď Yi´1j“0Vptjq, 1 ď i ď n.

Hence, t0 »R,λ s0 is actually a matching problem t0 À?
R,λ s0. If we solve

these equations from left to right, the s’s get ground as we move. Thus,
we will encounter only matching equations. The encoding in the proof of
Theorem 5.3.1 can be expressed as a well-moded unification problem, written
as matching equations y À?

R,λ gp1, 0, 0q, fpx1, x2, x3q À?
R,λ y. Hence, the

decision problem for well-moded proximity unification is NP-hard.

Lemma 5.4.1. Let M1;S1;α ùñ M2;S2;α^ β be a step made by Mfull . If
ϑ is an pR, λq-solution of M2;S2 with the approximation degree γ, then ϑ is
an pR, λq-solution of M1;S1 with the approximation degree β^ γ.

Proof. By the definition of a solution, the lemma holds for Dec-M and Cla-
M. The definition of \ implies it for Mer-M and Inc-M. For Var-E-M, by the
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definition of pc, we have xϑ P pcR,λpsq iff Rpxϑ, sq “ β ě λ, which implies
that ϑ with xϑ “ t is an pR, λq-matcher of x À?

R,λ s with the degree β.
Therefore ϑ is a solution of M1;S1 with the degree β^ γ.

Theorem 5.4.1. Given an pR, λq-matching problem t À?
R,λ s, the matching

algorithm Mfull terminates and computes a substitution σ that is an pR, λq-
matcher of t to s.

Proof. We prove termination and soundness separately.

Termination. The rules Dec-M and Var-E-M strictly reduce the size of M .
Mer-M does the same for S, without changing M . Cla-M and Inc-M stop
immediately. Hence, Mfull strictly reduces the lexicographic combination
xsizepMq, sizepSqy of sizes of M and S, which implies termination.

Soundness. Let tt À?
R,λ su;H; 1 ùñ` H;S;α be the derivation in Mfull that

computes σ. Then σ is a solution of H;S. By induction on the length of the
derivation, using Lemma 5.4.1, we can prove that σ is an pR, λq-matcher of
t to s.

Theorem 5.4.2. Given an pR, λq-matching problem M and its solution ϑ,
the algorithm Mfull computes a substitution σ such that xϑ\xσ “ xϑ for all
x in M .

Proof. This theorem essentially says that for an x occurring in the matching
problem, if r1 “ xϑ and r2 “ xσ, then r1 and r2 have exactly same structure
(otherwise r1\ r2 would not be defined) and they may differ from each other
only at those positions where r2 contains a variable.

We need to construct a derivation that computes σ. The construction will
be guided by ϑ. The only steps in the derivation that take into account ϑ
are Var-E-M steps. When we transform tx À?

R,λ suZM ;S;α to M ;SYtx «
tu;α^β, we will construct t based on xϑ: if p is a position in t where by the
definition of pcR,λpsq we should have a function symbol, then this symbol
is chosen as the one that appears in xϑ at position p. The fact that ϑ is a
solution for M ensures that the chosen symbol is included in pcR,λpsq. When
t does not need to have a function symbol in p, it will have a variable, and
such positions do not play a role in the proximity of t with s. All equations
for the same x in S are constructed in this way. Mer-M merges them by
replacing some variables by terms in xϑ. Therefore, if a subterm r occurring
at position p in xσ differs from the subterm at the same position p in xϑ,
then r is a variable. Hence, xϑ\ xσ “ xϑ for all x in M .
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Corollary 5.4.2.1. Given an pR, λq-matching problem M and its solution
ϑ, the algorithm Mfull computes a substitution σ such that xσ ÀR,λ xϑ for
all x in M .

5.5 Anti-unification in fully fuzzy signatures

Computing an pR, λq-generalization of some terms t and s, with fully fuzzy
signatures, raises some unattainable challenges – as it will be seen below – if
we formulate the problem as we did in the previous chapters. Therefore, we
will consider in the following section slightly modified variants of the problem,
that allow us to generalize the terms. We start with extending some of the
notions that were previously used.

5.5.1 Additional notions

In this section we extend the set of variables V , with a special symbol (the
anonymous variable). The set of fixed arity function symbols F stays the
same. The set of non-anonymous variables Vzt u is denoted by V´. When
the set of variables is not explicitly specified, we mean V .

The set of terms T pF ,Vq over F and V is defined in the standard way,
with being included in V . Terms over T pF ,V´q are defined similarly, except
that all variables are taken from V´. For a term t, Vptq remains the notation
for the set of all variables, while V´ptq denotes the set of all non-anonymous
variables appearing in t. By default, variable means an element of V and
term means an element of T pF ,Vq. We will make it explicit when we will be
talking about variables from V´ and terms from T pF ,V´q. A term is called
linear in this context if no non-anonymous variable occurs in it more than
once.

The deanonymization operation deanon replaces each occurrence of the
anonymous variable in a term by a fresh variable. For instance, we have
deanonpfp , x, gp qqq “ fpy1, x, gpy2qqq, where y1 and y2 are fresh. Hence,
deanonptq P T pF ,V´q is unique up to variable renaming for all t P T pF ,Vq.
If t is linear, then deanonptq is linear as well and vice versa.

We restrict the definition of a substitution as being a mapping from V´ to
T pF ,V´q (i.e., without anonymous variables), which is the identity almost
everywhere. We also extend the definition for the application of a substitution
σ to a term t, by adding the case σ :“ .
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5.5.2 Generalizations

In the new context, which includes the anonymous variable, we have to adjust
some of the definitions regarding generalizations.

Given R and λ, a term r is an pR, λq-generalization of (alternatively,
pR, λq-more general than) a term t, written as r ÀR,λ t, if there exists a
substitution σ such that deanonprqσ »R,λ deanonptq. The strict part of ÀR,λ
is denoted by ăR,λ, i.e., r ăR,λ t if r ÀR,λ t and not t ÀR,λ r.

Example 5.5.1. Given a proximity relation R, a cut value λ “ 0.3, constants
a „HR,0.4 b and b „HR,0.5 c, binary function symbols f and h, and a unary

function symbol g such that h „
tp1,1q,p1,2qu
R,0.5 f and h „

tp1,1qu
R,0.6 g, we have

• hpx, q ÀR,λ hpa, xq, because hpx, x1qtx ÞÑ a, x1 ÞÑ xu “ hpa, xq »R,λ
hpa, xq.

• hpx, q ÀR,λ hp , xq, because hpx, x1qtx ÞÑ y1, x1 ÞÑ xu “ hpy1, xq »R,λ
hpy1, xq.

• hpx, xq ÂR,λ hp , xq, because hpx, xq ÂR,λ hpy
1, xq.

• hpx, q ÀR,λ fpa, cq, because hpx, x1qtx ÞÑ bu “ hpb, x1q »R,λ fpa, cq,
since Rphpb, x1q, fpa, cqq “ 0.4.

• hpx, q ÀR,λ gpcq, because hpx, x1qtx ÞÑ cu “ hpc, x1q »R,λ gpcq, since
Rphpc, x1q, gpcqq “ 0.6.

As a reminder, the notion of syntactic generalization of a term is a special
case of pR, λq-generalization for λ “ 1. We write r À t to indicate that r is
a syntactic generalization of t. Its strict part is denoted by ă.

Recall that R is assumed to be strict : for all w1, w2 P FYV , if Rpw1, w2q “

1, then w1 “ w2. When λ “ 1, the relation »R,λ does not depend on R due
to strictness of the latter and is just the syntactic equality “. Since R is
strict, r À t is equivalent to deanonprqσ “ deanonptq for some σ (note the
syntactic equality here).

Theorem 5.5.1. If r À t and t ÀR,λ s, then r ÀR,λ s.

Proof. r À t implies deanonprqσ “ deanonptq for some σ, while from t ÀR,λ s
we have deanonptqϑ »R,λ deanonpsq for some ϑ. Then deanonprqσϑ »R,λ
deanonpsq, which implies r ÀR,λ s.
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Note that r ÀR,λ t and t ÀR,λ s, in general, do not imply r ÀR,λ s due
to non-transitivity of »R,λ. A simple counterexample: a ÀR,0.3 b, b ÀR,0.3 c,
but not a ÀR,0.3 c.

Ideally, the precise formulation of anti-unification problem would be like
in the previous chapters: Given R, λ, t1 and t2, find an pR, λq-lgg r of t1
and t2, some substitutions σ1 and σ2, and the approximation degrees α1 and
α2 such that Rprσ1, t1q “ α1 and Rprσ2, t2q “ α2. A minimal and com-
plete algorithm to solve this problem would compute exactly the elements of
pR, λq-mcsg of t1 and t2 together with their approximation degrees. However,
as we see below, it is problematic to solve the problem in this form. Therefore,
we will consider a slightly modified variant, taking into account anonymous
variables in generalizations and relaxing bounds on approximation degrees.

We assume that the terms to be generalized are ground. It is not a
restriction because we can treat variables in them as constants that are close
only to themselves.

Recall that the proximity class of any alphabet symbol is finite. Also,
the symbols are related to each other by finitely many argument relations.
One may think that it leads to finite proximity classes of terms, but this
is not the case. Consider, e.g., R and λ, where h »

tp1,1qu
R,λ f with binary h

and unary f . Then the pR, λq-proximity class of fpaq is infinite: tfpaqu Y
thpa, tq | t P T pF ,Vqu. Also, the pR, λq-mcsg for fpaq and fpbq is infinite:
tfpxqu Y thpx, tq | t P T pF ,Hqu.

Definition 5.5.1. Given the terms t1, . . . , tn, n ě 1, a position p in a term
r is called irrelevant for pR, λq-generalizing (resp. for pR, λq-proximity to)
t1, . . . , tn if rrssp ÀR,λ ti (resp. rrssp »R,λ ti) for all 1 ď i ď n and for all
terms s.

We say that r is a relevant pR, λq-generalization (resp. relevant pR, λq-
proximal term) of t1, . . . , tn if r ÀR,λ ti (resp. r »R,λ ti) for all 1 ď i ď n
and r|p “ for all positions p in r that is irrelevant for generalizing (resp.
for proximity to) t1, . . . , tn. The pR, λq-relevant proximity class of t is

rpcR,λptq :“ ts | s is a relevant pR, λq-proximal term of tu.

In the example above, position 2 in hpx, tq is irrelevant for generalizing
fpaq and fpbq, and hpx, q is one of their relevant generalizations. Note that
fpxq is also a relevant generalization of fpaq and fpbq, since it contains no
irrelevant positions. More general generalizations like, e.g., x, are relevant
as well. Similarly, position 2 in hpa, tq is irrelevant for proximity to fpaq
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and rpcR,λpfpaqq “ tfpaq, hpa, qu. Generally, rpcR,λptq is finite for any t
due to the finiteness of proximity classes of symbols and argument relations
mentioned above.

Definition 5.5.2 (Minimal complete set of relevant pR, λq-generalizations).
Given R, λ, t1, and t2, a set of terms T is a complete set of relevant pR, λq-
generalizations of t1 and t2 if

(a) every element of T is a relevant pR, λq-generalization of t1 and t2, and

(b) if r is a relevant pR, λq-generalization of t1 and t2, then there exists
r1 P T such that r À r1.

The minimality property is defined as usual (see Definition 2.3.3).

This definition directly extends to relevant generalizations of finitely many
terms. We use pR, λq-mcsrg as an abbreviation for minimal complete set of
relevant pR, λq-generalization. Like relevant proximity classes, mcsrg’s are
also finite.

Lemma 5.5.1. For given R and λ, if all argument relations are correspon-
dence relations, then pR, λq-mcsg’s and pR, λq-proximity classes for all terms
are finite.

Proof. Under correspondence relations no term contains an irrelevant posi-
tion for generalization or for proximity.

Hence, for correspondence relations the notions of mcsg and mcsrg coin-
cide, as well as the notions of proximity class and relevant proximity class.

For a term r, we define its linearized version linprq as a term obtained from
r by replacing each occurrence of a non-anonymous variable in r by a fresh
one. Linearized versions of terms are unique modulo variable renaming. For
instance, linpfpx, , gpy, x, aq, bqq “ fpx1, , gpy1, x2, aq, bq, where x1, x2, and y1

are fresh variables.

Definition 5.5.3 (Generalization degree upper bound). Given two terms r
and t, a proximity relation R, and a λ-cut, the pR, λq-generalization degree
upper bound of r and t, denoted by gdubR,λpr, tq, is defined as follows:

Let α :“ maxtRplinprqσ, tq | σ is a substitutionu. Then

gdubR,λpr, tq “

"

α, if α ě λ,
0, otherwise.
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Intuitively, gdubR,λpr, tq “ α means that no instance of r can get closer
than α ě λ to t in R. From the definition it follows that if r ÀR,λ t, then
0 ă λ ď gdubR,λpr, tq ď 1 and if r ÂR,λ t, then gdubR,λpr, tq “ 0. The upper
bound computed by gdub is more relaxed than it would be if the linearization
function were not used, but this is what we will be able to compute in our
algorithms later.

Example 5.5.2. Let Rpa, bq “ 0.6, Rpb, cq “ 0.7, and λ “ 0.5. Then:

gdubR,λpfpx, bq, fpa, cqq “ 0.7 and

gdubR,λpfpx, xq, fpa, cqq “ gdubR,λpfpx, yq, fpa, cqq “ 1.

It is not difficult to see that if σ is a substitution such that rσ »R,λ t,
then Rprσ, tq ď gdubR,λpr, tq. In Example 5.5.2, for σ “ tx ÞÑ bu we have
Rpfpx, xqσ, fpa, cqq “ Rpfpb, bq, fpa, cqq “ 0.6 ă gdubR,λpfpx, xq, fpa, cqq “
1.

Given r ĺR,λ t, we can compute gdubR,λpr, tq as follows:

• If r is a variable, then gdubR,λpr, tq “ 1.

• Otherwise, if headprq „ρR,β headptq, then

gdubR,λpr, tq “ β^
ľ

pi,jqPρ

gdubR,λpr|i, t|jq.

• Otherwise, gdubR,λpr, tq “ 0.

5.5.3 Term set consistency

The notion of term set consistency plays an important role in the computation
of proximal generalizations. Intuitively, a set of terms is pR, λq-consistent if
all the terms in the set have a common pR, λq-proximal term. In this section,
we discuss this notion and the corresponding algorithms.

Definition 5.5.4 (Consistent set of terms). A finite set of terms T is pR, λq-
consistent if there exists a term s such that s »R,λ t for all t P T .

pR, λq-consistency of a finite term set T is equivalent to
Ş

tPT pcR,λptq ‰
H, but we cannot use this property to decide consistency, since proximity
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classes of terms can be infinite (when the argument relations are not re-
stricted). For this reason, we introduce the operation [ on terms as follows:
(i) t[ “ [ t “ t, (ii) fpt1, . . . , tnq [ fps1, . . . , snq “ fpt1[ s1, . . . , tn[ snq,
n ě 0. Obviously, [ is associative (A), commutative (C), idempotent (I),
and has as its unit element (U). It can be extended to sets of terms:
T1 [ T2 :“ tt1 [ t2 | t1 P T1, t2 P T2u. It is easy to see that [ on sets
also satisfies the ACIU properties with the set t u playing the role of the unit
element.

Lemma 5.5.2. A finite set of terms T is pR, λq-consistent if and only if
Ű

tPT rpcR,λptq ‰ H.

Proof. pñq If s »R,λ t for all t P T , then st P rpcR,λptq, where st is obtained
from s by replacing all subterms that are irrelevant for the pR, λq-proximity
to t by the anonymous variable. Assume T “ tt1, . . . , tnu. Then we have
st1 [ ¨ ¨ ¨ [ stn P

Ű

tPT rpcR,λptq.
pðq Obvious, since for s P

Ű

tPT rpcR,λptq we have s »R,λ t for all t P
T .

Now we design an algorithm C that computes
Ű

tPT rpcR,λptq without ac-
tually computing rpcR,λptq for each t P T . A special version of the algorithm
can be used to decide the pR, λq-consistency of T .

The algorithm is rule-based. The rules work on states, that are pairs
T; s, where s is a term and T is a finite set of expressions of the form x in T ,
where T is a finite set of terms. R and λ are given. There are two rules (Z
stands for disjoint union):

Rem: Removing the empty set

tx in Hu ZT; s ùñ T; stx ÞÑ u.

Red: Reduce a set to new sets

tx in tt1, . . . , tmuu ZT; s ùñ
ty1 in T1, . . . , yn in Tnu YT; stx ÞÑ hpy1, . . . , ynqu,

where m ą 1, h is an n-ary function symbol such that h „ρkR,γk headptkq with
γk ě λ for all 1 ď k ď m, and Ti :“ ttk|j | pi, jq P ρk, 1 ď k ď mu, 1 ď i ď n,
is the set of all those arguments of the terms t1, . . . , tm that are supposed to
be pR, λq-proximal to the i’s argument of h.

To compute
Ű

tPT rpcR,λptq, the algorithm C starts with tx in T u;x and
applies the rules as long as possible. Red cause branching. A state of the
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form H; s is called a success state. A failure state is a state of the form T; s
to which no rule applies and T ‰ H. In the full derivation tree, each leaf is
a either success or a failure state.

Theorem 5.5.2. Given a finite set of terms T , the algorithm C always ter-
minates starting from the state tx in T u;x (where x is a fresh variable). If
S is the set of success states produced at the end, we have ts | H; s P Su “
Ű

tPT rpcR,λptq.

Proof. Termination: Associate to each state tx1 in T1, . . . xn in Tnu; s the
multiset td1, . . . , dnu, where di is the maximum depth of terms occurring
in Ti. di “ 0 if Ti “ H. Compare these multisets by the Dershowitz-Manna
ordering [18]. Each rule strictly reduces them, which implies termination.

By the definitions of rpcR,λ and [, hps1, . . . , snq P
Ű

tPtt1,...,tmu
rpcR,λptq

iff h „ρkR,γk headptkq with γk ě λ for all 1 ď k ď m and si P
Ű

tPTi
rpcR,λptq,

where Ti “ ttk|j | pi, jq P ρk, 1 ď k ď mu, 1 ď i ď n. It makes sure that in the
Rem rule, the instance of x (which is hpy1, . . . , ynq) is in

Ű

tPtt1,...,tmu
rpcR,λptq

iff for each 1 ď i ď n we can find an instance of yi that is in
Ű

tPTi
rpcR,λptq.

If Ti is empty, it means that the i’s argument of h is irrelevant for terms in
tt1, . . . , tmu and can be replaced by . (The rule Rem will take care of it in
a subsequent step.) Hence, in each success branch of the derivation tree, the
algorithm C computes one element of

Ű

tPT rpcR,λptq. Branching at Red help
produce all elements of

Ű

tPT rpcR,λptq.

It is easy to see how to use C to decide the pR, λq-consistency of T : it is
enough to find one successful branch in the C-derivation tree for tx in T u;x.
If there is no such branch, then T is not pR, λq-consistent. In fact, during
the derivation we can even ignore the second component of the states. Only
the first one matters.

Example 5.5.3. Assume a, b, c are constants, g, f, h are function symbols
with the arities respectively 1, 2, and 3. Let λ be given and R be defined so
that Rpa, bq ě λ, Rpb, cq ě λ, h „

tp1,1q,p1,2qu
R,β f , h „

tp2,1qu
R,γ g with β ě λ and

γ ě λ. Then

rpcR,λpfpa, cqq “ tfpa, cq, fpb, cq, fpa, bq, fpb, bq, hpb, , qu,

rpcR,λpgpaqq “ tgpaq, gpbq, hp , a, q, hp , b, qu,
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and rpcR,λpfpa, cqq [ rpcR,λpgpaqq “ thpb, a, q, hpb, b, qu. We show how to
compute this set using C:

x in tfpa, cq, gpaqu; x ùñRed

ty1 in ta, cu, y2 : tau, y3 in Hu; hpy1, y2, y3q ùñRem

ty1 in ta, cu, y2 : tauu; hpy1, y2, q ùñRed ty2 in tauu; hpb, y2, q.

Here we have two ways to apply Red to the last state, leading to two elements
of rpcR,λpfpa, cqq [ rpcR,λpgpaqq:

ty2 in tauu; hpb, y2, q ùñRed H; hpb, a, q.

ty2 in tauu; hpb, y2, q ùñRed H; hpb, b, q.

5.5.4 Solving generalization problems

Now we can reformulate the anti-unification problem that will be solved in
the remaining part of the section.

Given: a proximity relation R, a cut value λ, and the ground terms t1, . . . , tn,
n ě 2.

Find: a set S of tuples pr, σ1, . . . , σn,α1, . . . ,αnq such that

• tr | pr, . . .q P Su is a minimal complete set of relevant pR, λq-generali-
zations of t1, . . . , tn,

• rσi »R,λ ti and αi “ gdubR,λpr, tiq, 1 ď i ď n, for each pr, σ1, . . . , σn,
α1, . . . ,αnq P S.

(Note that when n “ 1, this is a problem of computing a relevant prox-
imity class of a term.)

Below we solve the anti-unification problem for four versions of argument
relations:

1. The most general (unrestricted) case; see algorithm A1
full below, the

computed set of generalizations is an mcsrg;

2. Correspondence relations: using the same algorithm A1
full , the com-

puted set of generalizations is an mcsg;
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3. Argument mappings: using a dedicated algorithm A2
full , the computed

set of generalizations is an mcsrg;

4. Correspondence mappings (bijections): using the algorithm A2
full , the

computed set of generalizations is an mcsg.

Each of them has also the corresponding linear variant, computing min-
imal complete sets of (relevant) linear pR, λq-generalizations. They are de-
noted A1

full-lin and A2
full-lin , respectively.

For simplicity, we formulate the algorithms for the case n “ 2. They can
be extended for arbitrary n straightforwardly.

The main data structure in these algorithms is an anti-unification triple
(AUT) x : T1 fi T2, where T1 and T2 are finite consistent sets of ground
terms. The idea is that x is a common generalization of all terms in T1Y T2.

A configuration is a tuple A;S; r;α1;α2, where A is a set of AUTs to be
solved, S is a set of solved AUTs (the store), r is the generalization computed
so far, and the α’s are the current approximations of generalization degree
upper bounds of r for the input terms.

Before formulating the algorithms, we discuss one peculiarity of general-
izations in fully fuzzy signatures.

Example 5.5.4. For a given R and λ, assume Rpa, bq ě λ, Rpb, cq ě λ,

h „
p1,1q,p1,2q
R,α f and h „

p1,1q
R,β g, where f is binary, g, h are unary, α ě λ and

β ě λ. Then

• hpbq is an pR, λq-generalization of fpa, cq and gpaq.

• x is the only pR, λq-generalization of fpa, dq and gpaq. One may be
tempted to have h as the head of the generalization, e.g., hpxq, but x
cannot be instantiated by any term that would be pR, λq-close to both
a and d, since in the given R, d is pR, λq-close only to itself. Hence,
there would be no instance of hpxq that is pR, λq-close to fpa, dq. Since
there is no other alternative (except h) for the common neighbor of f
and g, the generalization should be a fresh variable x.

This example shows that generalization algorithms should take into ac-
count not only the heads of the terms to be generalized, but also should
look deeper, to make sure that the arguments grouped together by the given
argument relation have a common neighbor. This justifies the requirement
of consistency of a set of arguments, used in the decomposition rules in the
algorithms below.
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Anti-unification for unrestricted argument relations

Algorithms A1
full-lin and A1

full use the rules below to transform configurations
into configurations. Given R, λ, and the ground terms t1 and t2, we create
the initial configuration tx : tt1u fi tt2uu;H;x; 1; 1 and apply the rules as
long as possible. Note that the rules preserve consistency of AUTs. The
process generates a finite complete tree of derivations, whose terminal nodes
have configurations with the first component empty. We will show how from
these terminal configurations one collects the result as required in the anti-
unification problem statement.

Tri: Trivial

tx : H fiHu Z A; S; r; α1;α2 ùñ A; S; rtx ÞÑ u; α1;α2.

Dec: Decomposition

tx : T1 fi T2u Z A;S; r;α1;α2 ùñ

tyi : Qi1 fi Qi2 | 1 ď i ď nuYA;S; rtx ÞÑ hpy1, . . . , ynqu;α1^β1;α2^β2,

where T1 Y T2 ‰ H; h is n-ary with n ě 0; y1, . . . , yn are fresh; and for
j “ 1, 2, if Tj “ tt

j
1, . . . , t

j
mj
u, then

• h „
ρ
j
k

R,γjk
headptjkq with γjk ě λ for all 1 ď k ď mj and βj “ γ

j
1^¨ ¨ ¨^γ

j
mj

(note that βj “ 1 if mj “ 0),

• for all 1 ď i ď n, Qij “ Y
mj

k“1tt
j
k|q | pi, qq P ρ

j
ku and is pR, λq-consistent.

Sol: Solving

tx : T1 fi T2u Z A; S; r; α1;α2 ùñ A; tx : T1 fi T2u Y S; r; α1;α2,

if Tri and Dec rules are not applicable. (It means that at least one Ti ‰ H
and either there is no h as it is required in the Dec rule, or at least one Qij

from Dec is not consistent.)
Let expand be an expansion operation defined for sets of AUTs as

expandpSq :“ tx :
ę

tPT1

rpcR,λptq fi
ę

tPT2

rpcR,λptq | x : T1 fi T2 P Su.

Exhaustive application of the three rules above leads to configurations of the
form H;S; r;α1;α2, where r is a linear term. These configurations are fur-
ther postprocessed, replacing S by expandpSq. We will use the letter E for
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expanded stores. Hence, terminal configurations obtained after the exhaus-
tive rule application and expansion have the form H;E; r;α1;α2, where r is
a linear term.2 This is what Algorithm A1

full-lin stops with.
To an expanded store E “ ty1 : Q11 fi Q12, . . . , yn : Qn1 fi Qn2u we

associate two sets of substitutions ΣLpEq and ΣRpEq, defined as follows:
σ P ΣLpEq (resp. σ P ΣRpEq) iff dompσq “ ty1, . . . , ynu and yiσ P Qi1 (resp.
yiσ P Qi2) for each 1 ď i ď n. We call them the sets of witness substitutions.

Configurations containing expanded stores are called expanded configura-
tions. From each expanded configuration C “ H;E; r;α1;α2, we construct
the set SpCq :“ tpr, σ1, σ2,α1,α2q | σ1 P ΣLpEq, σ2 P ΣRpEqu.

Given an anti-unification problem R, λ, t1 and t2, the answer computed
by Algorithm A1

full-lin is the set S :“ Ymi“1SpCiq, where C1, . . . , Cm are all of
the final expanded configurations reached by A1

full-lin for R, λ, t1, and t2.
3

Algorithm A1
full is obtained by further transforming the expanded config-

urations produced by A1
full-lin . This transformation is performed by applying

the Merge rule below as long as possible. Intuitively, its purpose is to make
the linear generalization obtained by A1

full-lin less general by merging some
variables.

Mer: Merge

H; tx1 : R11 fi R12, x2 : R21 fi R22u Z E; r; α1; α2 ùñ

H; ty : Q1 fi Q2u Y E; rσ; α1; α2,

where

• Qi “ pR1i [R2iq ‰ H, i “ 1, 2,

• y is fresh and σ “ tx1 ÞÑ y, x2 ÞÑ yu.

The answer computed by A1
full is defined analogously to the answer com-

puted by A1
full-lin .

Example 5.5.5. Assume a, b, c and d are constants with b „HR,0.5 c, c „
H

R,0.6
d, and f , g and h are respectively binary, ternary and quaternary function
symbols with h „

tp1,1q,p3,2q,p4,2qu
R,0.7 f and h „

tp1,1q,p3,3qu
R,0.8 g. For the proximity

2Note that no side of the AUTs in E in those configurations is empty due to the
condition at the Decomposition rule requiring the Qij ’s to be pR, λq-consistent.

3If we are interested only in linear generalizations without witness substitutions, there
is no need in computing expanded configurations in A1

full-lin .
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relation R given in this way and λ “ 0.5, Algorithms A1
full-lin and A1

full perform
the following steps to anti-unify fpa, bq and gpa, c, dq:

tx : tfpa, bqu fi tgpa, c, dquu;H;x; 1; 1 ùñDec

tx1 : tau fi tau, x2 : H fiH, x3 : tbu fi tdu,

x4 : tbu fiHu;H;hpx1, x2, x3, x4q; 0.7; 0.8 ùñDec

tx2 : H fiH, x3 : tbu fi tdu, x4 : tbu fiHu;

H;hpa, x2, x3, x4q; 0.7; 0.8 ùñTri

tx3 : tbu fi tdu, x4 : tbu fiHu;

H;hpa, , x3, x4q; 0.7; 0.8 ùñDec

tx4 : tbu fiHu;H;hpa, , c, x4q; 0.5; 0.6.

Here Dec applies in two different ways, with the substitutions tx4 ÞÑ bu and
tx4 ÞÑ cu, leading to two final configurations(both A1

full-lin and A1
full would

give them):

H;H;hpa, , c, bq; 0.5; 0.6, H;H;hpa, , c, cq; 0.5; 0.6.

The witness substitutions are the identity substitutions. We have Rphpa, ,
c, bq, fpa, bqq “ 0.5, Rphpa, , c, bq, gpa, c, dqq “ 0.6, Rphpa, , c, cq, fpa, bqq “
0.5, and Rphpa, , c, cq, gpa, c, dqq “ 0.6.

If we had h „
tp1,1q,p1,2q,p4,2qu
R,0.7 f , then the algorithm would perform only the

Sol step, because in the attempt to apply Dec to the initial configuration,
the set Q11 “ ta, bu is inconsistent: rpcR,λpaq “ tau, rpcR,λpbq “ tb, cu, and,
hence, rpcR,λpaq X rpcR,λpbq “ H.

Example 5.5.6. Assume a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2 are constants and f, g, h are ter-
nary function symbols. Let λ “ 0.4 and the proximity relation R be defined
by a1 „

H

R,0.5 b1, b1 „
H

R,0.5 c1, a2 „
H

R,0.6 b2, b2 „
H

R,0.6 c2, h „
tp1,1q,p1,2q,p2,2q,p3,3qu
R,0.7 f

and h „
tp1,1q,p2,2q,p3,2q,p3,3qu
R,0.8 g. To anti-unify fpa1, b1, c1q and gpa2, b2, c2q, we

would start with the following steps:

tx : tfpa1, b1, c1qu fi tgpa2, b2, c2quu;H;x; 1; 1 ùñDec

tx1 : ta1, b1u fi ta2u, x2 : tb1u fi tb2u,

x3 : tc1u fi tb2, c2uu;H;hpx1, x2, x3q; 0.7; 0.8 ùñ3
Sol

H; tx1 : ta1, b1u fi ta2u, x2 : tb1u fi tb2u,

x3 : tc1u fi tb2, c2uu;hpx1, x2, x3q; 0.7; 0.8.
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Here we expand the final store, obtaining

H; tx1 : ta1, b1u fi ta2, b2u, x2 : ta1, b1, c1u fi ta2, b2, c2u,

x3 : tb1, c1u fi tb2, c2uu; hpx1, x2, x3q; 0.7; 0.8.

Algorithm A1
full-lin would stop here. From the computed store, one can

extract 144 pairs of witness substitutions. For each of them, the generaliza-
tion degrees do not exceed the computed ones. For instance, for σ1 “ tx1 ÞÑ
a1, x2 ÞÑ b1, x3 ÞÑ c1u and σ2 “ tx1 ÞÑ a2, x2 ÞÑ b2, x3 ÞÑ c2u we have

Rphpx1, x2, x3qσ1, fpa1, b1, c1qq “ Rphpa1, b1, c1q, fpa1, b1, c1qq “ 0.5 ď 0.7,

Rphpx1, x2, x3qσ2, gpa2, b2, c2qq “ Rphpa2, b2, c2q, gpa2, b2, c2qq “ 0.6 ď 0.8.

Algorithm A1
full would perform two more merging steps:

H; tx1 : ta1, b1u fi ta2, b2u, x2 : ta1, b1, c1u fi ta2, b2, c2u,

x3 : tb1, c1u fi tb2, c2uu; hpx1, x2, x3q; 0.7; 0.8 ùñ2
Mer

H; ty : tb1u fi tb2uu; hpy, y, yq; 0.7; 0.8

Taking the pair of two witness substitutions σ1 “ ty ÞÑ b1u and σ2 “
ty ÞÑ b2u, we get:

Rphpy, y, yqσ1, fpa1, b1, c1qq “ Rphpb1, b1, b1q, fpa1, b1, c1qq “ 0.5 ď 0.7,

Rphpy, y, yqσ2, gpa2, b2, c2qq “ Rphpb2, b2, b2q, gpa2, b2, c2qq “ 0.6 ď 0.8.

Example 5.5.7. Assume a, b are constants, f1, f2, g1, and g2 are unary
function symbols, p is a binary function symbol, and h1 and h2 are ternary
function symbols. Let λ be a cut value and R be defined as fi „

tp1,1qu
R,αi

hi and

gi „
tp1,2qu
R,βi

hi with αi ě λ, βi ě λ, i “ 1, 2. To generalize ppf1paq, g1pbqq and
ppf2paq, g2pbqq, we can use A1

full . The derivation starts as

tx : tppf1paq, g1pbqqu fi tppf2paq, g2pbqquu; H; x; 1; 1 ùñDec

ty1 : tf1paqu fi tf2paqu, y2 : tg1pbqu fi tg2pbquu; H; ppy1, y2q; 1; 1 ùñ2
Sol

H; ty1 : tf1paqu fi tf2paqu, y2 : tg1pbqu fi tg2pbquu; ppy1, y2q; 1; 1.

At this stage, we expand the store, obtaining

H; ty1 : tf1paq, h1pa, , qu fi tf2paq, h2pa, , qu,
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y2 : tg1pbq, h1p , b, qu fi tg2pbq, h2p , b, quu; ppy1, y2q; 1; 1.

If we had the standard intersectionX in the Mer rule, we would not be able
to merge y1 and y2, because the obtained sets in the corresponding AUTs are
disjoint. However, Mer uses[: we have tfipaq, hipa, , qu[tgipbq, hip , b, qu “
thipa, b, qu, i “ 1, 2 and, therefore, can make the step

H; ty1 : tf1paq, h1pa, , qu fi tf2paq, h2pa, , qu,

y2 : tg1pbq, h1p , b, qu fi tg2pbq, h2p , b, quu; ppy1, y2q; 1; 1 ùñMer

H; tz : th1pa, b, qu fi th2pa, b, quu; ppz, zq; 1; 1.

Indeed, if we take the witness substitutions σi “ tz ÞÑ hipa, b, qu, i “ 1, 2,
and apply them to the obtained generalization, we get

ppz, zqσ1 “ pph1pa, b, q, h1pa, b, qq »R,λ ppf1paq, g1pbqq,

ppz, zqσ2 “ pph2pa, b, q, h2pa, b, qq »R,λ ppf2paq, g2pbqq.

Theorem 5.5.3. Given R, λ, and the ground terms t1 and t2, Algorithm
A1

full terminates for the initial configuration tx : tt1u fi tt2uu;H;x; 1; 1 and
computes an answer set S such that

1. the set tr | pr, σ1, σ2,α1,α2q P Su is an pR, λq-mcsrg of t1 and t2,

2. for each pr, σ1, σ2,α1,α2q P S we have Rprσi, tiq ď αi “ gdubR,λpr, tiq,
i “ 1, 2.

Proof. Termination: Define the depth of an AUT x : tt1, . . . , tmu fi ts1, . . . ,
snu as the depth of the term fpgpt1, . . . , tmq, hps1, . . . , snqq. The rules Tri,
Dec, and Sol strictly reduce the multiset of depths of AUTs in the first
component of the configurations. Mer strictly reduces the number of distinct
variables in generalizations. Hence, these rules cannot be applied infinitely
often and A1

full terminates.

In order to prove 1), we need to verify three properties:

• Soundness: If pr, σ1, σ2,α1,α2q P S, then r is a relevant pR, λq-genera-
lization of t1 and t2.

• Completeness: If r1 is a relevant pR, λq-generalization of t1 and t2, then
there exists pr, σ1, σ2,α1,α2q P S such that r1 À r.
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• Minimality: If r and r1 belong to two tuples from S such that r ‰ r1,
then neither r ăR,λ r

1 nor r1 ăR,λ r.

Soundness: We show that each rule transforms an pR, λq-generalization
into an pR, λq-generalization. Since we start from a most general pR, λq-
generalization of t1 and t2 (a fresh variable x), at the end of the algorithm
we will get an pR, λq-generalization of t1 and t2. We also show that in this
process all irrelevant positions are abstracted by anonymous variables, to
guarantee that each computed generalization is relevant.

Dec: The computed h is pR, λq-close to the head of each term in T1YT2.
Qij’s correspond to argument relations between h and those heads, and each
Qij is pR, λq-consistent, i.e., there exists a term that is pR, λq-close to each
term in Qij. It implies that xσ “ hpy1, . . . , ynq pR, λq-generalizes all the
terms from T1 Y T2. Note that at this stage, hpy1, . . . , ynq might not yet be
a relevant pR, λq-generalization of T1 and T2: if there exists an irrelevant
position 1 ď i ď n for the pR, λq-generalization of T1 and T2, then in the new
configuration we will have an AUT yi : H fiH.

Tri: When Dec generates y : H fi H, the Tri rule replaces y by in the
computed generalization, making it relevant.

Sol does not change generalizations.

Mer merges AUTs whose terms have nonempty intersection of rpc’s.
Hence, we can reuse the same variable in the corresponding positions in
generalizations, i.e., Mer transforms a generalization computed so far into a
less general one.

Completeness: We prove a slightly more general statement. Given two
finite consistent sets of ground terms T1 and T2, if r1 is a relevant pR, λq-
generalization for all t1 P T1 and t2 P T2, then starting from tx : T1 fi

T2u;H;x; 1; 1, Algorithm A1
full computes a pr, σ1, σ2,α1,α2q such that r1 À r.

We may assume w.l.o.g. that r1 is a relevant pR, λq-lgg. Due to the
transitivity of À, completeness for such an r1 will imply it for all terms more
general than r1.

We proceed by structural induction on r1. If r1 is a (named or anonymous)
variable, the statement holds. Assume r1 “ hpr11, . . . , r

1
nq, T1 “ tu1, . . . , umu,

and T2 “ tw1, . . . , wlu. Then h is such that h „ρiR,βi
headpuiq for all 1 ď i ď m

and h „
µj
R,γj headpwjq for all 1 ď j ď l. Moreover, each r1k is a relevant

pR, λq-generalization of Qk1 “ Y
m
i“1tui|q | pk, qq P ρiu and Qk2 “ Y

l
j“1twj|q |

pk, qq P µju and, hence, Qk1 and Qk2 are pR, λq-consistent. Therefore, we
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can perform a step by Dec, choosing hpy1, . . . , ykq as the generalization term
and yi : Qi1 fi Qi2 as the new AUTs. By the induction hypothesis, for each
1 ď i ď n we can compute a relevant pR, λq-generalization ri for Qi1 and Qi2

such that r1i À ri.
If r1 is linear, then the combination of the current Dec step with the

derivations that lead to those ri’s computes a tuple pr, . . .q P S, where r “
hpr1, . . . , rnq and, hence, r1 À r.

If r1 is non-linear, assume w.l.o.g. that all occurrences of a shared variable
z appear as the direct arguments of h: z “ r1k1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ r1kp for 1 ď k1 ă
¨ ¨ ¨ ă kp ď n. Since r1 is an lgg, Qki1 and Qki2 cannot be generalized by a
non-variable term, thus, Tri and Dec are not applicable. Therefore, the AUTs
yi : Qki1 fi Qki2 would be transformed by Sol. Since all pairs Qki1 and Qki2,
1 ď i ď p, are generalized by the same variable, we have [tPQj

rpcR,λptq ‰ H,
where Qj “ Y

p
i“1Qkij, j “ 1, 2. Additionally, r1k1 , . . . , r

1
kp

are all occurrences
of z in r1. Hence, the condition of Mer is satisfied and we can extend our
derivation with p´1-fold application of this rule, obtaining r “ hpr1, . . . , rnq
with z “ rk1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ rkp , implying r1 À r.

Minimality: Alternative generalizations are obtained by branching in Dec
or Mer. If the current generalization r is transformed by Dec into two
generalizations r1 and r2 on two branches, then r1 “ h1py1, . . . , ymq and
r2 “ h2pz1, . . . , znq for some h’s, and fresh y’s and z’s. It may happen
that r1 ÀR,λ r2 or vice versa (if h1 and h2 are pR, λq-close to each other),
but neither r1 ăR,λ r2 nor r2 ăR,λ r1 holds. Hence, the set of generaliza-
tions computed before applying Mer is minimal. Mer groups AUTs together
maximally, and different groupings are not comparable. Therefore, variables
in generalizations are merged so that distinct generalizations are not ăR,λ-
comparable. Hence, 1) is proven.

As for 2), for i “ 1, 2, from the construction in Dec follows Rprσi, tiq ď αi.
Mer does not change αi, thus, αi “ gdubR,λpr, tiq also holds, since the way
how αi is computed corresponds exactly to the computation of gdubR,λpr, tiq:
r ÀR,λ ti and only the decomposition changes the degree during the compu-
tation.

Corollary 5.5.3.1. Given R, λ, and the ground terms t1 and t2, Algorithm
A1

full-lin terminates for the initial configuration tx : tt1u fi tt2uu;H;x; 1; 1 and
computes an answer set S such that

1. the set tr | pr, σ1, σ2,α1,α2q P Su is a minimal complete set of relevant
linear pR, λq-generalizations of t1 and t2,
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2. for each pr, σ1, σ2,α1,α2q P S we have Rprσi, tiq ď αi “ gdubR,λpr, tiq,
i “ 1, 2.

Anti-unification with correspondence argument relations

Correspondence relations make sure that for a pair of proximal symbols, no
argument is irrelevant for proximity. Left- and right-totality of those relations
guarantee that each argument of a term is close to at least one argument of
its proximal term and the inverse relation remains a correspondence relation.
Consequently, in the Dec rule of A1

full , the sets Qij never get empty. There-
fore, the Tri rule becomes obsolete and no anonymous variable appears in
generalizations. As a result, the pR, λq-mcsrg and the pR, λq-mcsg coincide,
and the algorithm computes a solution from which we get an pR, λq-mcsg for
the given anti-unification problem. The linear version A1

full-lin works analo-
gously.

Anti-unification with argument mappings

When the argument relations are mappings, we are able to design a more
constructive method for computing generalizations and their degree bounds.
(Recall that our mappings are partial injective functions, which guarantees
that their inverses are also partial mappings.) The configurations stay the
same as in Algorithm A1

full , but the AUTs in A will contain only empty or
singleton sets of terms. In the store, we may still get (after expansion) AUTs
with term sets containing more than one element. Only the Dec rule differs
in A2

full (and in its linear variant A2
full-lin):

Dec: Decomposition

tx : T1 fi T2u Z A;S; r;α1;α2 ùñ

tyi : Qi1 fi Qi2 | 1 ď i ď nu Y A;S;
rtx ÞÑ hpy1, . . . , ynqu;α1 ^ β1;α2 ^ β2,

where T1 Y T2 ‰ H; h is n-ary with n ě 0; y1, . . . , yn are fresh; for j “ 1, 2
and for all 1 ď i ď n,

• if Tj “ ttju, then h „
πj
R,βj

headptjq, Qij “ ttj|πjpiqu,

• if Tj “ H, then βj “ 1 and Qij “ H.

This Dec rule is equivalent to the special case of Dec in A1
full for mj ď 1.

The new Qij’s contain at most one element (due to mappings) and, thus,
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are always pR, λq-consistent. Various choices of h in Dec and alternatives in
grouping AUTs in Mer cause branching in the same way as in A1

full . It is easy
to see that the counterpart of Theorem 5.5.3 holds for A2

full and A2
full-lin as

well.
A special case of this fragment of anti-unification is anti-unification for

similarity relations in full fuzzy signatures from [2] (described earlier in 5.2).
The position mappings in [2] can be modeled by our argument mappings,
requiring them to be total for symbols of the smaller arity and to satisfy the
similarity-specific consistency restrictions from [2].

Anti-unification with correspondence argument mappings

Correspondence argument mappings are bijections between arguments of
function symbols of the same arity. For such mappings, if h »πR,λ f and
h is n-ary, then f is also n-ary and π is a permutation of p1, . . . , nq. Hence,
A2

full combines in this case the properties of A1
full for correspondence rela-

tions and of A2
full for argument mappings: all generalizations are relevant,

computed answer gives an mcsg of the input terms, and the algorithm works
with term sets of cardinality at most 1.

5.5.5 Remarks about the complexity

The proximity relation R can be represented as a weighted undirected graph,
where the vertices are function symbols and an edge between them indicates
that they are proximal. Graphs induced by proximity relations are usually
sparse. Therefore we choose to represent the graphs by (sorted) adjacency
lists rather than by adjacency matrices. In the adjacency lists, we also ac-
commodate the argument relations and proximity degrees. For instance, if
we have h „ρR,γ f where f is n-ary and h is m-ary (n,m ě 0), then the adja-
cency list for f contains both xf, tp1, 1q, . . . , pn, nqu, 1y and xh, ρ,γy, and the
adjacency list for h contains both xh, tp1, 1q, . . . , pm,mqu, 1y and xf, ρ´1,γy.

In the rest of this section we use the following notation:

• n: the size of the input (number of symbols) of the corresponding
algorithms,

• ∆: the maximum degree of R considered as a graph,

• a: the maximum arity of function symbols that occur in R.
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• m‚n: a function defined on natural numbers m and n such that 1‚n “ n
and m‚n “ mn for m ‰ 1.

We assume that the given anti-unification problem is represented as a
completely shared directed acyclic graph (dag). Each node of the dag has a
pointer to the adjacency list (with respect to R) of the symbol in the node.4

Theorem 5.5.4. Time complexities of C and the linear versions of the gen-
eralization algorithms are as follows:

• C for argument relations and A1
full-lin: Opn ¨∆ ¨∆‚a‚nq,

• C for argument mappings and A2
full-lin: Opn ¨∆ ¨∆‚nq.

The time complexities for algorithms A1
full, and A2

full are the following:

• for A1
full: O

´

`

a‚n

ta‚n{2u

˘

¨∆‚2a‚n ¨ a‚n ¨ n
¯

,

• for A2
full: O

´

`

n
tn{2u

˘

¨∆‚2n ¨ n2
¯

.

Proof. In C, in the case of argument relations (unrestricted or correspon-
dence), an application of the Red rule to a state T; s replaces one element of
T of size m by at most a new elements, each of them of size m ´ 1. Hence,
one branch in the search tree for C, starting from a singleton set T of size
n, will have the length at most l “

řn´1
i“0 ai. At each node of it there are at

most ∆ choices of applying Red with different h’s, which gives the total size
of the search tree to be at most

řl´1
i“0 ∆i, i.e., the number of steps performed

by C is in the worst case Op∆‚a‚nq. Those different h’s are obtained by in-
tersecting the proximity classes of the heads of terms tt1, . . . , tmu in the Red
rule. In our graph representation of the proximity relation, proximity classes
of symbols are exactly the adjacency lists of those symbols which we assume
are sorted. Their maximal length is ∆. Hence, the work to be done at each
node of the search tree of C is to find the intersection of at most n sorted
lists, each containing at most ∆ elements. It needs Opn ¨ ∆q time. It gives
the time complexity Opn ¨∆ ¨∆‚a‚nq of C for the relation case.

4We assume that all pointers require constant space and all basic operations on them
can be done in constant time. Also that all symbols can be represented in constant space
and all basic operations on them are done in constant time. These assumptions, although
not very accurate, are popular in the literature, see a remark in [10, p. 304].
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In the mapping case, an application of the Red rule of C to a state T; s
replaces one element of T of size m by at most a new elements of the total size
m´ 1. Therefore, the maximal length of a branch is n, the branching factor
is ∆, and the amount of work at each node, like above, is Opn ¨∆q. Hence,
the number of steps in the worst case is Op∆‚nq and the time complexity of
C is Opn ¨∆ ¨∆‚nq.

The fact that consistency check is incorporated in the Dec rule in A1
full

and A1
full-lin can be used to guide the application of this rule, using the values

memoized by the previous applications of Red. The very first time, the
appropriate h in Dec is chosen arbitrarily. In any subsequent application of
this rule, h is chosen according to the result of the Red rule that has already
been applied to the arguments of the current AUT for their consistency check,
as required by the condition of Dec. To reduce nondeterminism, when Dec
triggers the application of C to Q1 and Q2 coming from an AUT y : Q1 fi Q2,
we can apply Red to y in Q1 and y in Q2 concurrently, using the same new h
in Red for both Q1 and Q2, memoizing those applications, and continuing to
the next step, again working with the pairs of problems. If in this process C
fails in one of elements of some pair, Sol is applied instead of the triggering
Dec. If at some step of C no common h is found for both elements of some
pair, we stop (suspend) the application of C marking that pair of consistency
problems as failure, and apply Dec along the just obtained sequence of Red
steps as long as possible until reaching that failure step. In this way, the
applications of Dec and Sol will correspond to the applications of Red. There
is a natural correspondence between the applications of Rem and Tri rules.
Therefore, the search tree for A1

full-lin will have the same structure as the
search tree for C (together with the intersection computations at each node).
Hence its complexity of A1

full-lin is Opn ¨∆ ¨∆‚a‚nq.

For A1
full , we first need to expand the store, which would correspond to

resuming C to the suspended pair of consistency problems, but this time
separately for each of them, not concurrently. Still, the search space for this
case is the same as for C, and the time required for the algorithm including
the expansion is A1

full-lin is Opn ¨ ∆ ¨ ∆‚a‚nq. Next, we should apply Mer
exhaustively. The number of AUTs in the store is Opa‚nq. A normal form of
the store with respect to this rule corresponds to partitioning the store into
maximal disjoint subsets so that no partition is covered by another one. By

Sperner’s theorem [72], the number of all such partitioning is O
´

`

a‚n

ta‚n{2u

˘

¯

.

In the computation of each such partition, we intersect Opa‚nq unsorted sets
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of terms, where two terms can be compared in Opnq time. The size of the sets
is Op∆‚a‚nq. It gives Op∆‚2a‚n ¨ a‚n ¨nq, which leads to the overall complexity

O
´

`

a‚n

ta‚n{2u

˘

¨∆‚2a‚n ¨ a‚n ¨ n
¯

.

A2
full-lin does not call the consistency check, but does the same work as C

and, hence, has the same complexity Opn ¨∆ ¨∆‚nq.
For A2

full , by reasoning similar to that for A1
full we get the complexity

O
´

`

n
tn{2u

˘

¨∆‚2n ¨ n2
¯

.

5.5.6 An extended example

Assume a, b, c, d are constants, f and h are binary function symbols, and
g is a unary function symbol. Let R be defined as a „HR,0.6 b, b „

H

R,0.7 c,

f „
tp1,1q,p2,1qu
R,0.8 h, and h „

tp1,1qu
R,0.9 g.

Take λ “ 0.5 and consider the anti-unification problem between the terms
fpfpfpa, cq, fpa, cqq, gpgpaqqq and fpgpgpbqq, fpfpb, cq, fpb, cqqq. The dag rep-
resentation of the problem is shown in Fig. 5.1.

Each subgraph of this graph is a compact representation of a set of
terms that form the proximity class of the corresponding subterm in the
problem. For instance, the subgraph at node 3 is a compact represen-
tation of the proximity class of the subterm fpfpa, cq, fpa, cqq. The label
txf, tp1, 1q, p2, 2qu, 1y, xh, tp1, 1q, p1, 2qu, 0.8yu of 3 is the adjacency list of f
in R (containing the argument relation and the proximity degree for each
symbol proximal to f).

Algorithm A1
full-lin starts with the configuration

tx : tfpfpfpa, cq, fpa, cqq, gpgpaqqqu fi tfpgpgpbqq, fpfpb, cq, fpb, cqqquu;

H; x; 1; 1

The attempt to apply the Dec rule involves checking whether the labels
at nodes 1 (i.e., the adjacency list of f) and 2 (the adjacency list of the same
f) have a common symbol. There are actually two: f (with the argument
relation tp1, 1q, p2, 2qu) and h (with the argument relation tp1, 1q, p1, 2qu).

The next step is the consistency check. For the case of f , we should
check whether the set of terms at nodes 3 (corresponds to Q11 in the Dec
rule), 5 (Q12), 4 (Q21), and 6 (Q22) are consistent. All these checks are
successful. In the process, we can do even more: perform the consistency
check concurrently for 3 and 5, and for 4 and 6 (as these pairs come from
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0: fi

1: txf, tp1, 1q, p2, 2qu, 1y, xh, tp1, 1q, p1, 2qu, 0.8yu 2: txf, tp1, 1q, p2, 2qu, 1y, xh, tp1, 1q, p1, 2qu, 0.8yu

3:
txf, tp1, 1q, p2, 2qu, 1y,
xh, tp1, 1q, p1, 2qu, 0.8yu

4:
txg, tp1, 1qu, 1y,
xh, tp1, 1qu, 0.9yu

1 2

6:
txf, tp1, 1q, p2, 2qu, 1y,
xh, tp1, 1q, p1, 2qu, 0.8yu

5:
txg, tp1, 1qu, 1y,
xh, tp1, 1qu, 0.9yu

21

7:
txf, tp1, 1q, p2, 2qu, 1y,
xh, tp1, 1q, p1, 2qu, 0.8yu

1 2

8:
txg, tp1, 1qu, 1y,
xh, tp1, 1qu, 0.9yu

1

10:
txf, tp1, 1q, p2, 2qu, 1y,
xh, tp1, 1q, p1, 2qu, 0.8yu

1 2

9:
txg, tp1, 1qu, 1y,
xh, tp1, 1qu, 0.9yu

1

11:
txa,H, 1y,
xb,H, 0.6yu

12:
txb,H, 1y,
xa,H, 0.6y,
xc,H, 0.7yu

13:
txc,H, 1y
xb,H, 0.7yu

21 211 1

Figure 5.1: Dag representation of the anti-unification problem between
fpfpfpa, cq, fpa, cqq, gpgpaqqq and fpgpgpbqq, fpfpb, cq, fpb, cqqq.

the same AUTs), and use the same new function symbol in each pair when
applying the Red rule. (For instance, we can use h for 3 and 5 as it appears
in both nodes.). Repeatedly apply this concurrent check to the children of
the involved nodes in the process of showing consistency. Memoize common
function symbols as they will be useful in the subsequent applications of Dec.
After applying this process as long as possible, in the cash we will have:5

3 and 5 are consistent and have the common symbol h,

4 and 6 are consistent and have the common symbol h,

7 and 9 are consistent and have the common symbol h,

8 and 10 are consistent and have the common symbol h,

11Y 13 and 12 are consistent and have the common symbol b,

11 and 12Y 13 are consistent and have the common symbol b.

It is important to notice that if the consistency check failed for at least
one node, e.g., for 9, then the condition of Dec would fail and this rule would
not be applicable for 1 and 2 using f . Then we should try h. If the same

5By “3 is consistent” we actually mean “the set of terms at node 3 is consistent”, etc.
Consistency of 11Y 13 means that the union of term sets at 11 and at 13 is consistent.
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thing happens for h as well, then Dec is not applicable to 1 and 2 at all and
we have to use Sol. Another important thing is to see what would happen
if a pair of consistent nodes did not have a common symbol: for instance,
if 5 and 6 are consistent but do not have a common symbol. In this case,
we would cash this info and would not continue to check consistency of the
successors of these nodes, i.e., we would not check whether 8 and 10, and 11
and 12Y 13 are consistent.

Coming back to the derivation, we have a new configuration

ty1 : tfpfpa, cq, fpa, cqqu fi tgpgpbqqu, y2 : tgpgpaqqu fi tfpfpb, cq, fpb, cqquu;

H; fpy1, y2q; 1; 1.

We select the first AUT and apply Dec. It should check whether nodes
3 and 5 have a common symbol. But we already did it in the consistency
check and cashed the value. It is h. (If the cashed result told us there is no
such common symbol, we would use Sol instead of Dec.) Subsequently, since
in 3 the h comes with ρ “ tp1, 1q, p1, 2qu, we need to check whether the set of
the first and second successors of 3 is consistent (the set Q11 in Dec). As one
can see from the shared representation of the graph, this set is just 7. We
already know that it is consistent, because we checked its consistency when
we showed that 3 is consistent. Similarly, 9 is consistent (the set Q12 in Dec).
As for Q21 and Q22, they both are empty because the second argument of h
does not appear in the ρ’s at 3 and at 5. Therefore, the new configuration is

tz1 : tfpa, cqu fi tgpbqu, z2 : H fiH, y2 : tgpgpaqqu fi tfpfpb, cq, fpb, cqquu;

H; fphpz1, z2q, y2q; 0.8; 0.9.

By the Tri rule, we can remove z2:

tz1 : tfpa, cqu fi tgpbqu, y2 : tgpgpaqqu fi tfpfpb, cq, fpb, cqquu;

H; fphpz1, q, y2q; 0.8; 0.9.

Now we apply Dec to the first AUT. It should check whether the nodes
that correspond to the terms in this AUT (i.e., 7 and 9) have a common
symbol. But again, we can retrieve it from the cash. It is h. Based on the
ρ’s of h in these nodes, we need to check whether the set of the first and
second successors of 7, i.e., 11 Y 13, is consistent (the set Q11 in Dec), and
the successor of 9, i.e., 12, is consistent (the set Q12 in Dec). We again reuse
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the cashed info that we got when we checked the consistency of 3. Hence,
the new configuration is

tu1 : ta, cu fi tbu, u2 : H fiH, y2 : tgpgpaqqu fi tfpfpb, cq, fpb, cqquu;

H; fphphpu1, u2q, q, y2q; 0.8; 0.9.

By the Tri rule, we can remove u2:

tu1 : ta, cu fi tbu, y2 : tgpgpaqqu fi tfpfpb, cq, fpb, cqquu;

H; fphphpu1, q, q, y2q; 0.8; 0.9.

Applying Dec to the first AUT, we check what is the common symbol
between the nodes that correspond the terms there: 11 Y 13 and 12. The
cashed result tells us that it is b. No further consistency checks are needed
because of the empty ρ it has. We get

ty2 : tgpgpaqqu fi tfpfpb, cq, fpb, cqquu; H; fphphpb, q, q, y2q; 0.6; 0.9

and continue in the similar manner:

ty2 : tgpgpaqqu fi tfpfpb, cq, fpb, cqquu; H; fphphpb, q, q, y2q; 0.6; 0.9 ùñDec

tv1 : tgpaqu fi tfpb, cqu, v2 : H fiHu; H;

fphphpb, q, q, hpv1, v2qq; 0.6; 0.8 ùñTri

tv1 : tgpaqu fi tfpb, cquu; H; fphphpb, q, q, hpv1, qq; 0.6; 0.8 ùñDec

tw1 : tau fi tb, cu, w2 : H fiHu; H;

fphphpb, q, q, hphpw1, w2q, qq; 0.6; 0.8 ùñTri

tw1 : tau fi tb, cuu; H; fphphpb, q, q, hphpw1, q, qq; 0.6; 0.7 ùñDec

H; H; fphphpb, q, q, hphpb, q, qq; 0.6; 0.7.

This is the first terminal configuration. Remember that in the first de-
composition step, we had an alternative in choosing h instead of f . Exploring
it, we start with the step:

tx : tfpfpfpa, cq, fpa, cqq, gpgpaqqqu fi tfpgpgpbqq, fpfpb, cq, fpb, cqqquu;

H; x; 1; 1 ùñDec

ty1 : tfpfpa, cq, fpa, cqq, gpgpaqqu fi tgpgpbqq, fpfpb, cq, fpb, cqqu,

y2 : H fiHu;H; hpy1, y2q; 0.8; 0.8.
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(To perform this step, we had to make sure that both 3 Y 4 and 5 Y 6 are
pR, λq-consistent.) Continuing further, we reach the next terminal configu-
ration:

ty1 : tfpfpa, cq, fpa, cqq, gpgpaqqu fi tgpgpbqq, fpfpb, cq, fpb, cqqu,

y2 : H fiHu;H; hpy1, y2q; 0.8; 0.8 ùñ˚

H; H; hphphpb, q, q, q; 0.6; 0.7.

Hence, we got two answers computed by A1
full-lin :

fphphpb, q, q, hphpb, qqq; 0.6; 0.7, hphphpb, q, q, q, 0.6, 0.7.

A1
full gives the same answers, since the store is empty: no merging is needed.

5.6 Concluding remarks

We designed class-based unification, matching, and anti-unification algo-
rithms for proximity relations in fully fuzzy signatures, where mismatches
are permitted not only in symbol names but also in their arities, and proved
their termination, soundness, and completeness.

Proximity between arguments of distinct function symbols is expressed
by argument relations. The diagram below illustrates connections between
versions of argument relations. These connections are also reflected in the
problems that use these relations. The arrows in the diagram indicate the
direction from more general cases to more specific ones.

unrestricted relations

unrestricted mappings

correspondence relations

correspondence mappings

For unification, we require the argument relations to be correspondence
relations in order not to have arguments skipped. The results are naturally
valid for correspondence mappings as well, i.e., we covered the right column
in the diagram. For matching, there is no restriction: we can use arbitrary
argument relations (and, in particular, mappings).

To compare with related work, we note that on one hand, our unification
and matching results can be seen as more general than those from [2] because
we relax the similarity relation to proximity and do not require the argument
relations to be necessarily mappings. On the other hand, for unification
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we have correspondence relations, that are left- and right-total, while in [2]
the argument relations are total only on the smaller side. However, the
requirement of using correspondence relations is not really a restriction since
any argument relation can be turned into a correspondence by adding dummy
arguments. Moreover, these results also extend those from Section 4.2 and
Section 4.3, where the argument relations are the identity relations.

The anti-unification algorithms illustrate more fine-grained distinction
depending on the used relations. For the unrestricted cases (left column),
we compute mcsrg’s. For correspondence relations and correspondence map-
pings (right column), we compute mcsg’s. (In fact, for them, the notions of
mcsrg and mcsg coincide). The algorithms for relations (upper row) are more
involved than those for mappings (lower row): Those for relations deal with
AUTs containing arbitrary sets of terms, while for mappings, those sets have
cardinality at most one, thus simplifying the conditions in the rules. More-
over, the two cases in the lower row generalize the existing anti-unification
problems:

• the unrestricted mappings case generalizes the problem from [2] by
extending similarity to proximity and relaxing the smaller-side-totality
restriction;

• the correspondence mappings case generalizes the problem from Section
4.4 by allowing permutations between arguments of proximal function
symbols.

Moreover, the described anti-unification algorithms are modular and can
be used to compute linear generalizations by just skipping the merging rule.

All our algorithms (unification, matching, anti-unification) can be easily
turned into the corresponding algorithms for crisp tolerance relations by tak-
ing lambda-cuts and ignoring the computation of the approximation degrees.

We did not consider cases when two symbols can be related to each other
by more than one argument relation, or whether a function symbol can be
related to itself with a relation other than the identity. Our results can
be extended to them, thus opening a way towards approximate unification,
matching, and anti-unification modulo background theories specified by shal-
low collapse-free axioms. Note that the corresponding crisp unification has
been studied quite intensively, see, e.g., [71, 15]. Another interesting direction
of future work would be extending our results to quantitative algebras [52]
that also deal with quantitative extensions of equality.
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Chapter 6

Proximity Relations in
Rule-Based Programming

In this chapter we describe an extension of a rule-based programming for-
malism ρLog with proximity relations. The extension combines the power of
conditional transformation rules with approximate unranked pattern match-
ing. The obtained calculus, called ρLog-prox, is suitable for nondeterministic
computations in both crisp and fuzzy settings, controlled by strategies.

6.1 Introduction to ρLog

ρLog [55] is a calculus for conditional transformation of sequences of ex-
pressions, controlled by strategies. It originated from experiments aiming at
extending the language of symbolic computation system Mathematica [80]
by a rule-based programming package [54, 56]. Meanwhile there are some
tools based on or influenced by ρLog, such as its implementation in Math-
ematica [53], an extension of Prolog, called PρLog [25], or an extension of
Maple, called symbtrans [11].

The language of ρLog is richer than what we considered in the previous
chapters. ρLog objects are logic terms that are built from function symbols
without fixed arity and four different kinds of variables: for individual terms,
for finite sequences of terms (hedges), for function symbols, and for contexts
(special unary higher-order functions). Rules transform finite sequences of
terms, when the given conditions are satisfied. They are labeled by strategies,
providing a flexible mechanism for combining and controlling their behavior.
ρLog programs are sets of rules. The inference system is based on SLDNF-
resolution [51]. Program meaning is characterized by logic programming
semantics. Rules and strategies are formulated as clauses.

ρLog-based/inspired tools have been used in the extraction of frequent
patterns from data mining workflows [60], for automatic derivation of mul-
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tiscale models of arrays of micro- and nanosystems [81], modeling rewriting
strategies [22], etc.

At the core of ρLog there is a powerful pattern matching algorithm [44].
Matching with hedge and context variables is finitary: problems might have
finitely many different solutions. In many situations, it can replace recursion,
leading to pretty compact and intuitive code. Nondeterministic computations
are modeled naturally by backtracking.

The computational mechanism of ρLog is based on the assumption that
the provided information is precise and the problems can be solved exactly.
However, in many cases, especially in the areas related to applications of ar-
tificial intelligence, one has to deal with vague information, which increases
the demand for the corresponding reasoning and computing techniques. Sev-
eral approaches to this problem propose methods and tools that integrate
fuzzy logic or probabilistic reasoning with declarative programming, see, e.g.,
[30, 59, 58, 27, 50, 69, 65, 32, 33].

ρLog-prox, described in this chapter, is an attempt to address this prob-
lem by combining approximate reasoning and strategic rule-based program-
ming. It extends ρLog with capabilities to process imprecise information
represented by proximity relations. We develop a matching algorithm that
solves the problem of approximate equality between terms that may contain
variables for terms, hedges, function symbols and contexts. A particular
difficulty is related to the fact that proximity relations are not transitive.
We prove that our matching algorithm is terminating, sound, and complete,
and integrate it in the ρLog-prox calculus. The integration is transparent:
approximate equality is expressed explicitly, no hidden fuzziness is assumed.
Multiple solutions to matching problems are explored by nondeterministic
computations in the inference mechanism.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.2 we introduce
the additional terminology and define our language. Section 6.3 is about the
basics of ρLog-prox: its syntax, semantics, and an illustrative example are
presented. In Section 6.4, we develop an algorithm for solving proximity
matching problems and prove its properties. Section 6.5 is the conclusion.

6.2 Notions and terminology

In this section, we introduce the additional notions needed in the rest of the
chapter.
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Terms, hedges, contexts, substitutions

The alphabet A consists of the following pairwise disjoint sets of symbols:

• VT: term variables, denoted by x, y, z, . . .,

• VS: hedge variables, denoted by x, y, z, . . .,

• VF: function variables, denoted by X, Y, Z, . . .,

• VC: context variables, denoted by X,Y , Y , . . .,

• F : unranked function symbols, denoted by f, g, h, . . ..

Besides, A also contains auxiliary symbols such as parenthesis and comma,
and a special constant ˝, called hole. A variable is an element of the set
V “ VT Y VS Y VF Y VC. A functor, denoted by F , is a common name for a
function symbol or a function variable.

We define terms, hedges, contexts, and other syntactic categories over A
as follows:

t ::“ x | fps̃q | Xps̃q | Xptq Term

t̃ ::“ t1, . . . , tn pn ě 0q Term sequence

s ::“ t | x Hedge element

s̃ ::“ s1, . . . , sn pn ě 0q Hedge

C ::“ ˝ | fps̃1, C, s̃2q | Xps̃1, C, s̃2q | XpCq Context

Hence, hedges are sequences of hedge elements, hedge variables are not
terms, term sequences do not contain hedge variables, contexts (which are not
terms either) contain a single occurrence of the hole. We do not distinguish
between a singleton hedge and its sole element.

We denote the set of terms by T pF ,Vq, hedges by HpF ,Vq, and contexts
by CpF ,Vq. Ground (i.e., variable-free) subsets of these sets are denoted by
T pFq, HpFq, and CpFq, respectively.

We make a couple of conventions to improve readability. We put paren-
theses around hedges, writing, e.g., pfpaq, x, bq instead of fpaq, x, b. The
empty hedge is written as pq. The terms of the form apq and Xpq are ab-
breviated as a and X, respectively, when it is guaranteed that terms and
symbols are not confused. For hedges s̃ “ ps1, . . . , snq and s̃1 “ ps11, . . . , s

1
mq,
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the notation ps̃, s̃1q stands for the hedge ps1, . . . , sn, s
1
1, . . . , s

1
mq. We use s̃ and

r̃ for arbitrary hedges, while t̃ is reserved for term sequences.
Below we will also need anonymous variables for each variable category.

They are variables without name, well-known in declarative programming.
We write just for an anonymous term and function variable, and for an
anonymous hedge and context variable. The set of anonymous variables is
denoted by VAn.

A syntactic expression (or, just an expression) is an element of the set
F Y V Y T pF ,Vq YHpF ,Vq Y CpF ,Vq. We denote expressions by E.

We also introduce two notations: VpEq denotes the set of variables oc-
curring in expression E, and VpE, tp1, ..., pnuq, where pi’s are positions in
E, is defined as VpE, tp1, ..., pnuq “ Yni“1VpE|piq, where E|pi is the standard
notation for a subexpression of E at position pi.

Contexts can apply to contexts or terms. This meta-operation is denoted
by C1rC2s or C1rts and is obtained from C1 by replacing the hole in it by C2

or t, respectively. Thus, C1rC2s is a context and C1rts is a term.
Substitution is a mapping σ from V to T pF ,Vq YHpF ,Vq Y CpF ,Vq Y

F Y VF, defined as

σpxq P T pF ,Vq, σpxq P HpF ,Vq,
σpXq P F Y VF, σpXq P CpF ,Vq,

such that σpvq “ v for all but finitely many term, hedge, and function vari-
ables v, and X “ Xp˝q for all but finitely many context variables X.

Substitutions are denoted by Greek letters σ, ϑ, ϕ. The identity substi-
tution is denoted by Id .

A substitution σ may be extended to elements of the set T pF ,Vq Y
HpF ,Vq Y CpF ,Vq Y F Y VF in the following way:

xσ “ σpxq, F ps̃qσ “ pFσqps̃σq, Xptqσ “ σpXqrtσs,

xσ “ σpxq, ps1, . . . , snqσ “ ps1σ, . . . , snσq, Xσ “ σpXq, fσ “ f,

˝ σ “ ˝, F ps̃1, C, s̃2qσ “ pFσqps̃1σ,Cσ, s̃2σq, XpCqσ “ σpXqrCσs.

Proximity relations

Given a proximity relation R defined on F , we extend it to FYVYT pF ,VqY
HpF ,Vq Y CpF ,Vq:

• For variables, V P V :
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– RpV, V q “ 1.

• For terms, t, t1 P T pF ,Vq:

– If t “ F ps̃q and t1 “ F 1ps̃1q, then Rpt, t1q “ RpF, F 1q ^Rps̃, s̃1q.

• For hedges, s, s1 P HpF ,Vq:

– If s̃ and s̃1 have the same number of elements, e.g., s̃ “ ps1, . . . , snq
and s̃1 “ ps11, . . . , s

1
nq, then Rps̃, s̃1q “ Rps1, s11q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^Rpsn, s1nq.

• For contexts, C,C 1 P CpF ,Vq:

– Rp˝, ˝q “ 1.

– If C and C 1 have the same number of arguments and their context
arguments appear in the same position, e.g., C “ F ps̃1, C1, s̃2q
and C 1 “ F 1ps̃11, C

1
1, s̃

1
2q, then RpC,C 1q “ RpF, F 1q ^ Rps̃1, s̃11q ^

RpC1, C
1
1q ^Rps̃2, s̃12q.

• In all other cases, RpE,E 1q “ 0 for two syntactic expressions E,E 1 P
V Y T pF ,Vq YHpF ,Vq Y CpF ,Vq.

When R is strict on F , its extension to F Y V Y T pF ,Vq YHpF ,Vq Y
CpF ,Vq is also strict.

The notion of proximity class extends to elements of F Y V Y T pF ,Vq Y
HpF ,Vq Y CpF , Vq. It is easy to see that each proximity class in this set is
also finite.

6.3 The syntax of ρLog-prox

Syntactic matching and proximity matching problems

The extensions of syntactic matching and proximity matching to the expres-
sions defined in this chapter are straightforward.

Example 6.3.1. The syntactic matching atom

pXpaq, x, Y pXpx, yqq, zq ! pfpaq, gpb, fpbq, fpa, fpbqqq, b, cq

has two solutions:

σ1 “ tX ÞÑ f, x ÞÑ pq, Y ÞÑ gpb, ˝, fpa, fpbqqq, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ pb, cqu

σ2 “ tX ÞÑ f, x ÞÑ pq, Y ÞÑ gpb, fpbq, fpa, ˝qq, y ÞÑ b, z ÞÑ pb, cqu
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Example 6.3.2. Let the proximity relation R be given by the following:

Rpg1, h1q “ Rpg2, h1q “ 0.4

Rpg1, h2q “ Rpg2, h2q “ 0.5

Rpg2, h3q “ Rpg3, h3q “ 0.6

Rpa, bq “ 0.7

Let the proximity atom be

P “ fpx, x, Y pxq, zq !R,λ fpg1paq, g2pbq, fpg3paqqq.

Consider the approximation levels Λ “ t0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7u. We get the
following solutions to P : (In all cases, the proximity degrees of solutions
coincide with λ.)

λ “ 0.4 :

σ1 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h1paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3paqqu

σ2 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3paqqu

σ3 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h1pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3paqqu

σ4 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3paqqu

σ5 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h1paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3pbqqu

σ6 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3pbqqu

σ7 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h1pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3pbqqu

σ8 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3pbqqu

σ9 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h1paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3paqqu

σ10 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3paqqu

σ11 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h1pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3paqqu

σ12 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3paqqu

σ13 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h1paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3pbqqu

σ14 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3pbqqu

σ15 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h1pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3pbqqu

σ16 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3pbqqu

σ17 “ tx ÞÑ g1paq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu
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σ18 “ tx ÞÑ g1paq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ19 “ tx ÞÑ g1pbq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ20 “ tx ÞÑ g1pbq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ21 “ tx ÞÑ h1paq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ22 “ tx ÞÑ h1paq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ23 “ tx ÞÑ h1pbq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ24 “ tx ÞÑ h1pbq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ25 “ tx ÞÑ h2paq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ26 “ tx ÞÑ h2paq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ27 “ tx ÞÑ h2pbq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ28 “ tx ÞÑ h2pbq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

λ “ 0.5 :

σ1 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3paqqu

σ2 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3paqqu

σ3 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3pbqqu

σ4 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fpg3pbqqu

σ5 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3paqqu

σ6 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3paqqu

σ7 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2paq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3pbqqu

σ8 “ tx ÞÑ pq, x ÞÑ h2pbq, Y ÞÑ ˝, z ÞÑ fph3pbqqu

σ9 “ tx ÞÑ g1paq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ10 “ tx ÞÑ g1paq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ11 “ tx ÞÑ g1pbq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ12 “ tx ÞÑ g1pbq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ13 “ tx ÞÑ h2paq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ14 “ tx ÞÑ h2paq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ15 “ tx ÞÑ h2pbq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ16 “ tx ÞÑ h2pbq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu
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λ “ 0.6 :

σ1 “ tx ÞÑ g1paq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ2 “ tx ÞÑ g1paq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ3 “ tx ÞÑ g1pbq, x ÞÑ h3paq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

σ4 “ tx ÞÑ g1pbq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu

λ “ 0.7 : No solutions.

Note that because of strictness, syntactic matching can be seen as special
proximity matching for an arbitrary R with the lambda-cut equal to 1.

ρLog-prox programs and proximity relations

ρLog-prox programs consist of conditional rules for hedge transformations. A
transformation is an atomic formula (an atom) of the form ùñ pt, xs̃1y, xs̃2yq,
where ùñ is a ternary predicate symbol and x¨y is a function symbol (which
appears neither in t nor in s̃1 and s̃2). Such an atom is usually written as
t :: s̃1 ùñ s̃2. Intuitively, it means that the hedge s̃1 is transformed into the
hedge s̃2 by the strategy t. Atoms are denoted by A and B.

A ρLog-prox query is a conjunction of atoms, written as B1, . . . , Bn. A
ρLog-prox clause has a form AÐ Q, where Ð is the inverse implication sign,
A is an atom, called the head of the clause, and Q is a query, called the body
of the clause. ρLog-prox programs are finite sets of ρLog-prox clauses.

We assume that for each program there is an associated proximity relation
defined on the set of function symbols. For such a relation R, the set of pf, gq
pairs with Rpf, gq ą 0 is finite.

Moreover, with each query, a global cut value ω P p0, 1s is provided. The
meaning of this value is that it sets the lower bound of the approximation
degrees of computed answers.

For working with proximity relations, we introduced a special predefined
strategy prox, which takes a single argument, a number from the real interval
r0, 1s. The atom proxpλq :: s̃1 ùñ s̃2 is true iff the proximity matching
problem s̃2 !R,maxpλ,ωq s̃1 is solvable for the given R. When λ “ 1, prox
coincides with the identity strategy id of the original ρLog [55] (the strictness
assumption is important here). When λ “ 0, matching is done by taking into
account only the global cut value ω. For brevity, we may skip the argument
in this case and write prox :: s̃1 ùñ s̃2 instead of proxp0q :: s̃1 ùñ s̃2.
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Providing λ as the argument of prox gives a flexibility to the user to
require the approximation degree for some problems higher than what ω
would guarantee: note maxpλ,ωq in the matching problem for prox. On
the other hand, the same maxpλ,ωq makes sure that a lower value of λ is
overridden by a higher value of ω.

For the original version of ρLog, semantics of programs can be defined
in the same way as it is done for logic programming [5, 51]. Having defined
proximity strategies as ρLog-prox atoms, we can do the same for our version
of ρLog-prox programs.

Note that the same strategy can be defined by several clauses, which are
treated as alternatives.

Now we introduce the inference system of ρLog-prox calculus with prox-
imity relations. It has two rules: resolution and proximity factoring. A
program, a proximity relation R, and the lower bound ω for the answer
approximation are given.

Resolution takes a query with an atom selected in it and a copy of a program
clause with renamed variables and performs the inference step, producing a
new query as follows:

strq :: lhsq ùñ rhsq,Q strp :: lhsp ùñ rhsp Ð Body

pBody , prox(1) :: rhsp ùñ rhsq, Qqσ
,

where σ is a solution of the proximity matching problem tstrp !R,1 strq,
lhsp !R,1 lhsqu. The strategy strq does not have the form prox(λ).

Proximity factoring takes a query, in which an atom with the proximity
strategy is selected, and produces a new query:

proxpλq :: lhsq ùñ rhsq, Q

Qσ
,

where σ is a solution of the pR,maxpλ,ωqq-proximity matching problem
trhsq!R,maxpλ,ωqlhsqu.

A derivation of a query Q from a program P (with respect to a proximity
relation R) with the approximation degree at least ω is a sequence of triples
xQ0, ϑ0, δ0y, xQ1, ϑ1, δ1y, . . ., where

• Q0 “ Q, ϑ0 “ Id , and δ0 “ 1;
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• Qi is a query obtained from Qi´1 by resolution or proximity factoring;

• ϑi “ ϑi´1σ and δi “ δi´1^α, where σ is computed at the application of
resolution or proximity factoring when obtaining Qi from Qi´1, and α
is the approximation degree of σ. (For resolution, α “ 1. For proximity
factoring, α ě maxpλ,ωq.)

A derivation is successful if it ends with xQn, ϑn, δny, where Qn is the
empty query. Then the answer computed for Q via P by this derivation is the
pair pϑ, δq, where ϑ is the restriction of ϑn to the variables of Q and δ “ δn.
(Sometimes we refer only to the substitution as the computed answer.) By
construction, δ ě ω. A derivation is failed, if none of the inference rules
can apply to the last query. Like for the original ρLog, the inference system
is sound: the computed answers are also correct with respect to declarative
semantics. It is not complete in general due to the leftmost query selection
strategy. Completeness is ensured for queries with terminating derivations.

We can allow negations of atoms in queries and clause bodies, as in normal
logic programs [5, 51, 6]. Literal is a common name for an atom and its
negation. We use the letter L to denote them. To deal with negative literals,
the inference system can be extended by the well-known negation-as-failure
rule.

In order to guarantee that inference in ρLog-prox is performed by match-
ing and not unification (because the latter problems may have infinitely many
solutions [42, 21]), we work with well-moded programs and queries.

Definition 6.3.1 (Well-moded clauses, programs, queries). Let C be a (nor-
mal) clause

str 0 :: r̃0 ùñ s̃n`1 Ð L1, . . . , Ln,

where for each 1 ď i ď n, the literal Li is either an atom str i :: s̃i ùñ r̃i or a
negation of an atom str i :: s̃i zùñr̃i. C is well-moded if for all 1 ď i ď n` 1,
we have

• Vpstr iq Y Vps̃iq Ď Vpstr 0q Y
Ťi´1
j“0 Vpr̃qzVAn, and

• if Li is a negative literal, then Vpr̃iq Ď Vpstr 0q Y
Ťi´1
j“0 Vpr̃q Y VAn.

A (normal) ρLog-prox program is well-moded if all clauses in it all well-
moded.

A (normal) query L1, . . . , Ln is well-moded if the clause AÐ L1, . . . , Ln
is well-moded, where A is a dummy ground atom.
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Example 6.3.3. In this rather extended example we illustrate ρLog-prox
clauses, strategies, and evaluation mechanism. We borrow the material
from [25] and adapt it to ρLog-prox.

An instance of a transformation is finding duplicated elements in a hedge
and removing one of them. Let us call this process duplicates merging. The
following strategy implements the idea:

merge duplicates :: px, x, y, x, zq ùñ px, x, y, zq.

merge duplicates is the strategy name. The clause is obviously well-
moded. It says that if the hedge in lhs contains duplicates (expressed by
two copies of the variable x) somewhere, then from these two copies only
the first one should be kept in rhs . That “somewhere” is expressed by three
hedge variables, where x stands for the subhedge before the first occurrence
of x, y takes the subhedge between two occurrences of x, and z matches the
remaining part. These subhedges remain unchanged in the rhs .

One does not need to code the actual search process of duplicates ex-
plicitly. The matching algorithm is supposed to do the job instead, looking
for an appropriate instantiation of the variables. There can be several such
instantiations.

Now one can ask, e.g., to merge duplicates in a hedge pa, b, c, b, aq:

merge duplicates :: pa, b, c, b, aq ùñ x.

To this query, ρLog-prox returns two answers: tx ÞÑ pa, b, c, bqu and
tx ÞÑ pa, b, c, aqu. Both are obtained from pa, b, c, b, aq by merging one pair
of duplicates.

Now we generalize merge duplicates allowing merging of approximate du-
plicates:

merge duplicates :: px, x, y, y, zq ùñ px, x, y, zq Ð prox :: x ùñ y.

This clause (which is well-moded) removes y from the given hedge, if
the hedge contains an x such that x and y are close to each other with
respect to the given proximity relation. Note that prox does not have an
argument (equivalent to proxp0q), which means that the lower bound of the
approximation degree will be taken from the query.

Assume now that in the proximity relation R, we have Rpa, eq “ 0.6 and
Rpb, dq “ 0.7. Let ω “ 0.8. Then the query

merge duplicates :: pa, b, c, d, eq ùñ x
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fails, because pa, b, c, d, eq does not contain elements which are close to each
other with the proximity degree at least 0.8. If we take ω “ 0.7, we get a
single answer: tx ÞÑ pa, b, c, equ with the computed approximation degree
0.7. Decreasing ω further to 0.6 will lead via backtracking to the following
two answers: tx ÞÑ pa, b, c, dqu (with degree 0.6) and tx ÞÑ pa, b, c, equ (with
degree 0.7).

A duplicates-free hedge is a normal form of the single-step transforma-
tion merge duplicates. ρLog-prox has a predefined strategy for computing
normal forms, denoted by nf , and we can use it to define a new strategy
merge all duplicates in the following clause:

merge all duplicates :: x ùñ y Ð nfpmerge duplicatesq :: x ùñ y.

The effect of nf is that it applies merge duplicates to x, repeating this
process iteratively as long as it is possible, i.e., as long as duplicates can be
merged in the obtained hedges. When merge duplicates is no more applica-
ble, it means that the normal form of the transformation is reached. It is
returned in y.

Now, for ω “ 0.6 and the query

merge all duplicates :: pa, b, c, d, eq ùñ x.

we get a single answer tx ÞÑ pa, b, cqu with degree 0.6. However, procedu-
rally, this answer can be computed multiple times (via backtracking). To
avoid such multiple computations, we can use another predefined strategy
first one:

merge all duplicates :: x ùñ y Ð

first onepnfpmerge duplicatesqq :: x ùñ y.

first one applies to a sequence of strategies, finds the first one among
them, which successfully transforms the input hedge, and gives back just
one result of the transformation. Here it has a single argument strategy
nfpmerge duplicatesq and returns (by instantiating y) only one result of its
application to x.

ρLog-prox is good not only in selecting arbitrarily many subexpressions in
“horizontal direction” (by hedge variables), but also in working in “vertical
direction”, selecting subterms at arbitrary depth. Context variables provide
this flexibility, by matching the context above the subterm to be selected.
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With the help of context and function variables, from the merge duplicates
strategy it is pretty easy to define a transformation that merges neighboring
branches in a tree, which are approximately the same:

merge duplicate branches :: XpY pxqq ùñ XpY pyqq Ð

merge duplicates :: x ùñ y.

Now, we can ask to merge neighboring branches in a given tree, which are
at least 0.6-approximate of each other (for the same R as above) by setting
ω “ 0.6 and evaluating the query

merge duplicate branches ::

fpgpa, b, e, hpc, cqq, hpcq, gpa, b, d, hpcqqq ùñ x.

ρLog-prox computes three answers together with their approximation de-
grees:

tx ÞÑ fpgpa, b, hpc, cqq, hpcq, gpa, b, d, hpcqqqu, 0.6,

tx ÞÑ fpgpa, b, e, hpcqq, hpcq, gpa, b, d, hpcqqqu, 1,

tx ÞÑ fpgpa, b, e, hpc, cqq, hpcq, gpa, b, hpcqqqu, 0.7.

To obtain the first one, ρLog-prox matched the context variable X to
the context fp˝, hpcq, gpa, b, d, hpcqqq, the function variable Y to the func-
tion symbol g, and the hedge variable x to the hedge pa, b, e, hpc, cqq. Then
merge duplicates transformed pa, b, e, hpc, cqq to pa, b, hpc, cqq. The other re-
sults have been obtained by taking different contexts and respective sub-
branches.

The right hand side of transformations in the queries need not be a vari-
able. One can have an arbitrary hedge there. For instance, we may be
interested in trees that contain hpc, cq (with ω “ 0.6):

merge duplicate branches ::

fpgpa, b, e, hpc, cqq, hpcq, gpa, b, d, hpcqqq ùñ Xphpc, cqq.

We get here two answers, which show instantiations of X by the relevant
contexts:

tX ÞÑ fpgpa, b, ˝q, hpcq, gpa, b, d, hpcqqqu, 0.6,
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tX ÞÑ fpgpa, b, e, ˝q, hpcq, gpa, b, hpcqqqu, 0.7.

Similar to merging all duplicates in a hedge above, we can also define
a strategy that merges all approximately duplicate branches in a tree re-
peatedly. Naturally, the built-in strategy for normal forms plays a role also
here:

merge all duplicate branches :: x ùñ y Ð

first onepnfpmerge duplicate branchesqq :: x ùñ y.

For the query (with ω “ 0.6)

merge all duplicate branches ::

fpgpa, b, e, hpc, cqq, hpcq, gpa, e, b, hpcqqq ùñ x.

we get a single answer tx ÞÑ fpgpa, b, hpcqq, hpcqqu with degree 0.6.

Example 6.3.4. Due to the non-transitivity of proximity relations and the
way how matchers are computed from left to right, rearranging the sequence
elements in the query for merge all duplicates from the previous example
affects the computed answers. For instance, if Rpa, bq “ 0.7, Rpb, cq “ 0.6
and ω “ 0.5, then for the query

merge all duplicates :: pa, b, cq ùñ x

ρLog-prox computes the answer tx ÞÑ pa, cqu with the approximation degree
0.7. If we take

merge all duplicates :: pb, c, aq ùñ x,

then the answer is tx ÞÑ bu with the approximation degree 0.6. See also [20]
for similar examples.

6.4 Solving proximity matching problems

As one could see in the previous section, the inference rules of ρLog-prox
heavily rely on solving proximity matching problems. Well-modedness guar-
antees that only proximity matching problems with ground right hand side
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arise during derivations of queries from ρLog-prox programs. Resolving nega-
tive literals reduces to the problem of testing whether two ground expressions
are in the given proximity relation with respect to the given cut value.

We describe in this section an algorithm Mρ, based on the matching
algorithm M from section 4.3. Mρ computes not only solutions to proximity
matching problems, but also the degrees of proximity for the solutions. They
can be used to report the proximity degree of a query instance that is proved
from the program.

We say that a set of equations tV1 « E1, . . . , Vn « Enu is in

• matching pre-solved form, if the E’s are ground,

• matching solved form, if it is in matching pre-solved form and each
variable Vi appears in the set only once.

If S is a solved form, we define an associated substitution σS :“ tVi ÞÑ
Ei | Vi « Ei P Su.

While in M we have rules that compute the solutions in a compact form,
as proximity classes, the rules of Mρ, as they are defined bellow, will generate
through branching all individual solutions, as well as their proximity degrees.
We have six success and four failure rules:

RFS: Removing function symbols

tfps̃q !R,λ gpt̃qu ZM ; S; α ùñM Y ts̃ !R,λ t̃u; S; α^ β,

where Rpf, gq “ β ě λ.

Dec: Decomposition

tpt, s̃q !R,λ pt
1, t̃qu ZM ; S; α ùñM Y tt !R,λ t

1, s̃ !R,λ t̃u; S; α,

where s̃ ‰ pq and t̃ ‰ pq.

FVE: Function variable elimination

tXps̃q !R,λ gpt̃qu ZM ; S; α ùñM Y ts̃ !R,λ t̃u; S Y tX « g1u; α^ β,

where Rpg1, gq “ β ě λ.

CVE: Context variable elimination

tXpt1q !R,λ Cpt2qu ZM ; S; α ùñM Y tt1 !R,λ t2u; S Y tX « C 1u; α^ β,

where RpC 1, Cq “ β ě λ.
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TVE: Term variable elimination

tx !R,λ tu ZM ; S; α ùñM ; S Y tx « t1u; α^ β,

where Rpt1, tq “ β ě λ.

HVE: Hedge variable elimination

tpx, s̃q !R,λ pt̃1, t̃2qu ZM ; S; α ùñM Y ts̃ !R,λ t̃2u; S Y tx « t̃11u; α^ β,

where Rpt̃11, t̃1q “ β ě λ.

Cla1: Clash 1

tfps̃q !R,λ gpt̃qu ZM ; S; α ùñ K, if Rpf, gq ă λ.

Cla2: Clash 2

tpt, s̃q !R,λ pqu ZM ; S; α ùñ K.

Cla3: Clash 3

tpq !R,λ pt, t̃qu ZM ; S; α ùñ K.

Inc: Inconsistency

M ; S; α ùñ K,

if S contains two equations with the same variable in the left hand side.

For solving a proximity matching problem M , we create the initial con-
figuration M ;H; 1 and start applying the rules exhaustively. If the same
configuration can be transformed by multiple rules, they are applied concur-
rently, except when one of the rules is Inc: in this case only Inc applies. Each
elimination rule instantiates a variable not exactly with the corresponding
expression in the right hand side, but with its approximate expression. Since
proximity classes of objects are finite, these choices cause only finite branch-
ing. The other source of branching is the choice of a hedge and a context
from the right hand side in CVE and HVE rules. Also here, there are finitely
many ways to branch. The described process defines the algorithm Mρ.

Theorem 6.4.1 (Termination). The proximity matching algorithm Mρ ter-
minates. Each final configuration has the form either K or H;S;α, where S
is in matching solved form.

Proof. Let sizepEq denote the number of symbols in an expression E. By
MsizepMq we denote the multiset tsizepE2q | E1 !R,λ E2 PMu. To each con-
figuration M ;S;α we associate the complexity measure, the pair xMsizepMq,
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varoccpMqy, where varoccpMq is the number of variable occurrences in M .
The measures are compared lexicographically, where the used orderings for
the components are multiset ordering [18] and the standard ordering on nat-
ural numbers. The RFC and Dec rules decrease the first component of the
measure. (Note that for Dec the decrease is ensured by the requirement that
s̃ and t̃ are not empty hedges.) The elimination rules do not increase the first
component and decrease the second one. The failure rules stop immediately,
since K is not transformed further. Hence, the algorithm terminates.

Since for each possible shape of a proximity matching problem there is a
corresponding rule, the process stops either with K or with a configuration
of the form H;S;α. In the latter case, S should be in solved form, otherwise
Inc would transform it into K.

From each final configuration H;S;α, we can extract the corresponding
substitution σS. These substitutions are called computed answers.

We say that σ is a solution of a (pre-solved) set of equations tV1 «
E1, . . . , Vn « Enu iff Viσ “ Ei for each 1 ď i ď n. A solution of a pair M ;S,
where M is a proximity matching problem and S a set of equations in pre-
solved form, is a substitution σ that solves both M and S. The configuration
K has no solutions.

Theorem 6.4.2 (Soundness). Let M be a proximity matching problem and
σ be its computed answer with the proximity degree α. Then σ is a solution
of M with the proximity degree α.

Proof. Let M1;S1;α1 ùñR M2;S2;α2 be the step made by R, where R is one
of the rules above. We show that if σ is a solution of M2 (with the degree
α2) and S2, then σ is a solution of M1 (with the same degree α2) and S1.

R is RFS. Then α2 “ α1 ^ β, where Rpf, gq “ β ě λ. Obviously, if
Rps̃σ, t̃q ě α1 ^ β, then Rpfps̃qσ, gpt̃qq ě α1 ^ β. Hence, in this case σ is a
solution of M1 with the degree α2 and S1 (which is the same as S2).

R is FVE. Then α2 “ α1 ^ β where Rpg1, gq “ β. Besides, g1 “ Xσ.
Therefore, if Rps̃σ, t̃q ě α1 ^ β, then RpXps̃qσ, gpt̃qq ě α1 ^ β, and if σ
solves S2, then it solves also S1. Hence, also in this case σ is a solution of
M1 with the degree α2 and S1.

For the other success rules the proof is similar or easier.
To prove the soundness theorem, we just need to proceed by induction on

the length of a successful derivation, using the single-step soundness result
we have just established.
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Lemma 6.4.1. If M ;S;α ùñ K, then M ;S has no solution.

Proof. Assume M is an pR, λq-matching problem and analyze the rules that
lead to K. For the Cla1 rule, M is unsolvable, because Rppfs̃qqσ, gpt̃qq “
Rpfps̃σq, gpt̃qq “ Rpf, gq ^Rps̃σ, t̃q ď Rpf, gq ă λ. In Cla2 and Cla3 rules,
unsolvability of M follows from the fact that a nonempty hedge cannot be
approximated by the empty hedge. In the Inc rule, if we have two equations
with the same variable in the left hand side, it means that their right hand
sides are different. Since equations in S are solved syntactically, it implies
that S has no solution.

Theorem 6.4.3 (Completeness). Let M be a proximity matching problem
and σ be its solution with the proximity degree α. Then there exists a deriva-
tion in Mρ ending with a configuration M ;H; 1 ùñ˚ H;S;α, such that
σ “ σS.

Proof. We construct the desired derivation under the guidance of σ. At each
variable elimination step, we choose the proximal object of the variable ex-
actly as σ does. This will guarantee that proximity degrees at each such
step will be also in accordance to σ. Applying RFS and Dec steps will not
lower the proximity degree under α, because σ is a solution. No clashing
and inconsistency step will be performed, because by Lemma 6.4.1 it would
contradict the solvability of M . Hence, if β1, . . . ,βn are all β’s in the deriva-
tion, then β1^¨ ¨ ¨^βn “ α. Since we start from the proximity degree 1, the
computed proximity degree will be 1^ β1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ βn “ α. By construction,
σS “ σ.

Example 6.4.1. We use the proximity relation and problem from Exam-
ple 6.3.2. The relation R is

Rpg1, h1q “ Rpg2, h1q “ 0.4

Rpg1, h2q “ Rpg2, h2q “ 0.5

Rpg2, h3q “ Rpg3, h3q “ 0.6

Rpa, bq “ 0.7

The proximity matching problem is

fpx, x, Y pxq, zq !R,λ fpg1paq, g2pbq, fpg3paqqq.
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We take the cut λ “ 0.6 and show how Mρ computes one of the solutions
of this problem, namely σ3 “ tx ÞÑ g1pbq, x ÞÑ h3pbq, Y ÞÑ fp˝q, z ÞÑ pqu:

tfpx, x, Y pxq, zq !R,0.6 fpg1paq, g2pbq, fpg3paqqqu;H; 1 ùñRFS

tpx, x, Y pxq, zq !R,0.6 pg1paq, g2pbq, fpg3paqqqu;H; 1 ùñHVE

tpx, Y pxq, zq !R,0.6 pg2pbq, fpg3paqqqu; tx « g1pbqu; 0.7 ùñTVE

tpY pxq, zq !R,0.6 pfpg3paqqqu; tx « g1pbq, x « h3pbqu; 0.6 ùñCVE

tpx, zq !R,0.6 pg3paqqu; tx « g1pbq, x « h3pbq, Y « fp˝qu; 0.6 ùñTVE

tz !R,0.6 pqu; tx « g1pbq, x « h3pbq, Y « fp˝qu; 0.6 ùñHVE

H; tx « g1pbq, x « h3pbq, Y « fp˝q, z « pqu; 0.6.

6.5 Conclusion

We extended the ρLog calculus with the capabilities of working with strict
proximity relations. This extension, called ρLog-prox, can process both crisp
and fuzzy data. With the help of the corresponding strategies, the user has
full control on how fuzzy (proximity) relations are used. There are no hidden
assumptions about fuzziness.

We showed that matching modulo proximity can be naturally embed-
ded in the strategy-based transformation rule framework of ρLog-prox. We
developed a proximity matching algorithm for expressions involving four dif-
ferent kinds of variables (for terms, for hedges, for function symbols, and for
contexts), and proved its termination, soundness, and completeness.
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Chapter 7

Multiple Similarity Relations

7.1 Introduction

While the previous chapters were all about symbolic techniques for proximity
relations, here we move the focus onto similarity. Reasoning with similarity
relations requires solving similarity-based constraints, which is the central
computational mechanism for such inferences. Several approaches to unifica-
tion modulo similarity have been proposed, see, e.g., [40, 59, 28, 1, 2, 29, 69,
27, 78, 79, 34, 26]. The techniques studied in these papers usually assume a
single fuzzy similarity relation. However, in many practical situations, one
needs to deal with several similarities between the objects from the same set,
see, e.g. [76, 77], where examples about building online fashion compatibil-
ity representation and understanding visual similarities are considered in the
context of learning image embeddings.

Multiple similarities pose challenges to constraint solving, since we can
not rely on the transitivity property anymore. Note that proximity relations
are not transitive either, but their unification methods have some limitations
in dealing with multiple similarities simultaneously.

In this chapter, we address this problem, proposing an algorithm for
solving constraints over multiple similarity relations. A simple example below
illustrates the problem together with the results of different approaches, and
motivates the development of a dedicated technique for it.

Example 7.1.1. Let white-circle,white-ellipse, gray-circle and gray-ellipse
be four symbols and R1 and R2 be two similarity relations, where R1 stands
for “similar color, same shape” and R2 denotes “same color, similar shape”.
They are defined as

• R1pwhite-circle, gray-circleq “ R1pwhite-ellipse, gray-ellipseq “ 0.5,

• R2pwhite-circle,white-ellipseq “ R2pgray-circle, gray-ellipseq “ 0.7.

169
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Assume we want to find an object X such that from the color point of
view, it is at least 0.4-similar to white-circle and from the shape point of
view, it is at least 0.5-similar to gray-ellipse. The corresponding constraint
is X »R1,0.4 white-circle and X »R2,0.5 gray-ellipse. The expected answer is
X “ gray-circle. But it is problematic to compute it by the existing fuzzy
unification techniques.

The direct approach, trying to solve each equation separately by the weak
unification algorithm from [69] leads to no solution in this case, because
white-circle and gray-ellipse are not similar to each other by any of the
given relations.

An alternative way could be to consider the constraint over the relation
R1 YR2, which is a proximity, not a similarity, since transitivity is not sat-
isfied. However, the proximity unification algorithm from [33] gives no solu-
tion. We can try to use the algorithm for solving proximity constraints from
Section 4.2, but it would give two answers instead of one: X “ gray-circle
and X “ white-ellipse. On the other hand, the algorithm proposed in this
chapter computes the right solution X “ gray-circle. Its similarity degrees
are 0.5 for the relation R1 and 0.7 for R2.

It should be mentioned that there exists a so called multi-adjoint frame-
work [40, 59] that is flexible enough to accommodate multiple similarities.
It is a logic programming-based approach, where one needs to extend pro-
grams by fuzzy similarity axioms for each alphabet symbol and use classical
unification. The authors show how to encode Sessa’s algorithm [69] in this
framework.

We take a different approach. We develop the solving algorithm directly,
without being dependent on the implementation or application preferences.
It can be incorporated in a modular way in the constraint logic programming
schema, can be used for constrained rewriting, querying, or similar purposes.
It combines three parts: solving syntactic equations, solving similarity prob-
lems for one relation, and solving mixed problems. We permit not only
variables for terms, but also variables for function symbols, since they are
necessary in the process of finding an “intermediate object” between terms
in different similarity relations.

Before going into the details of our algorithm we will digress by looking
at how Sessa’s algorithm [69] for a single similarity relation works. It is
an elegant generalization of the syntactic unification algorithm [57, 67] to
similarity relations.
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7.1.1 Related work: Sessa’s weak unification

Sessa’s weak unification algorithm [69] originally contained five rules, putting
variable elimination and occurrence check into one. We bring here a slight
reformulation of the algorithm that fits better to the framework we follow
in this thesis. The rules work on triples P ;σ;α, where P is the similarity
unification problems to be solved, σ is the substitution computed so far, and
α is the proximity degree, also computed so far. Remember that terms in
this algorithm are the standard first-order terms, with the similarity relation
extended to them in the usual way.

We give the rules the names, prefixed with weak-: tri for trivial, dec for
decomposition, ori for orient, elim for variable elimination, cla for clash, and
occ for occurrence check.

weak-tri: tx »?
R,λ xu Z P ;σ;α ùñ P ;σ;α.

weak-dec: tfpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , snqu Z P ;σ;α ùñ

tt1 »
?
R,λ s1, . . . , tn »

?
R,λ snu Y P ;σ; minpα,βq, 1

where n ą 0 and Rpf, gq “ β ě λ.

weak-ori: tt »?
R,λ xu Z P ;σ;α ùñ tx »?

R,λ tu Z P ;σ;α,

where t is not a variable.

weak-elim: tx »?
R,λ tu Z P ;σ;α ùñ P tx ÞÑ tu;σtx ÞÑ tu;α, if x R Vptq.

weak-cla: tfpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , smqu Z P ;σ;α ùñ false, 2

if Rpf, gq ă λ.

weak-occ: tx »?
R,λ tu Z P ;σ;α ùñ false, if x P Vptq and x ‰ t.

The main difference between this formulation and Sessa’s original algo-
rithm is that we consider the λ-cut and proceed with decomposition if the
similarity between the functions symbols is not smaller than λ (the condition
Rpf, gq ě λ in weak-dec), while in the original algorithm, the decomposition
is performed when Rpf, gq ą 0. Similarly, in weak-cla we have Rpf, gq ă λ,
while in Sessa’s paper it is Rpf, gq “ 0.

1In general, one would need a T-norm here, but since we consider only the minimum
T-norm in this thesis, we wrote min in the rule explicitly.

2Note that here function symbols with different arities have the proximity degree 0.
That means that in the weak-cla rule, if m ‰ n, then Rpf, gq “ 0.
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To solve a weak unification problem between t and s with respect to a
similarity relation R and a given λ, we create the initial triple tt »R,λ su; Id ; 1
and apply the rules as long as possible. When the process ends with H;σ;α,
then σ is a weak unifier of t and s with the similarity degree α ě λ. If false
is reached, then t and s are not weakly unifiable.

Example 7.1.2. From [69, p.414], slightly reformulated. Consider a simi-
larity R such that Rpp, rq “ 0.5, Rpf, gq “ 0.7, Rpa, cq “ 0.3 and perform
the steps of the algorithm for ppfpxq, a, yq and rpgpbq, c, fpxqq to be unified.
Let λ “ 0.2.

tppfpxq, a, yq »?
R,λ rpgpbq, c, fpxqqu; Id ; 1 ùñweak-dec

tfpxq »?
R,λ gpbq, a »

?
R,λ c, y »

?
R,λ fpxqu; Id ; 0.5 ùñweak-dec

tx »?
R,λ b, a »

?
R,λ c, y »

?
R,λ fpxqu; Id ; 0.5 ùñweak-elim

ta »?
R,λ c, y »

?
R,λ fpbqu; tx ÞÑ bu; 0.5 ùñweak-dec

ty »?
R,λ fpbqu; tx ÞÑ bu; 0.3 ùñweak-elim

H; tx ÞÑ b, y ÞÑ fpbqu; 0.3.

The computed substitution tx ÞÑ b, y ÞÑ fpbqu is a weak most general
unifier of ppfpxq, a, yq and rpgpbq, c, fpxqq with the degree 0.3.

7.2 Notions and terminology

Before presenting our algorithm we define the additional notions needed in
this chapter. They are direct adaptations of the corresponding notions from
the previous chapters.

Terms, atoms, substitutions.

Our alphabet A consists of the following pairwise disjoint sets of symbols:

• VT: term variables, denoted by x, y, z,

• VF: function variables, denoted by F,G,H,

• F : function constants, denoted by f, g, h.
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By V we denote the set of variables V “ VT Y VF, and V is used for its
elements.

A function symbol is a function variable or a function constant, i.e., an
element of the set F “ F Y VF. We use the letters f, g, h to denote function
symbols. Each function symbol has a fixed arity.

Terms over A are defined by the grammar t :“ x | fpt1, . . . , tnq, where f
is an n-ary function symbol. For terms we use the letters t, s, r. The set of
terms over A is denoted by T pAq.

For a term fpt1, . . . , tnq, if n “ 0, we write just f instead of fpq. Usually,
from the context it is clear whether we are talking about a symbol or about
a term.

Some of the standard notions related to substitution need to be adjusted
in this chapter, to apply to our alphabet (see below), while others, like do-
main, range, restriction, etc., remain unchanged.

A substitution σ is a mapping from V to FY T pAq such that

• σpxq P T pAq for all x P VT,

• σpF q P F for all F P VF,

• σpV q “ V for all but finitely many variables V P V.

Substitution application to variables, constants, and terms is defined as
follows: fσ “ f for all f P F , V σ “ σpV q for all V P V, and fpt1, . . . , tnqσ “
pfσqpt1σ, . . . , tnσq.

Similarity relations on syntactic domains

Our similarity relations are defined on the set of constants F . Any such
relation R should satisfy the restriction: Rpf, gq “ 0, if f and g have different
arity.

Given an R defined on F , we extend it to FY T pAq:

• For variables: RpV, V q “ 1.

• For nonvariable terms: Rpfpt1, . . . , tnq, gps1, . . . , snqq “ minpRpf, gq,
Rpt1, s1q, . . . ,Rptn, snqq, when f and g are both n-ary.

• In all other cases, Rpt1, t2q “ 0 for t1, t2 P FY T pAq.
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Given a similarity relation R and the cut value λ P p0, 1s, we extend the
definition of the pR, λq-neighborhood of t as nbpt,R, λq :“ tt1 | Rpt, t1q ě λu,
where t, t1 P FYT pAq. Based on the definition of similarity relations above, it
is obvious that neighborhoods of function constants (resp. variables) contain
only function constants (resp. variables) of the same arity. Neighborhoods
of terms contain only terms. All terms in the same neighborhood have the
same structure (same set of positions). We require for each f P F , R, and
λ, the set nbpf,R, λq to be finite. It implies that term neighborhoods are
finite as well.

Constraints

In our constraint language, the elements of FYT pAq are the basic objects. In
the rest of the chapter, the letter t is used to denote its elements. Besides, we
have the equality predicate constant

.
“ (interpreted as syntactic equality), one

or more similarity predicate constants »1, »2, . . . , (interpreted as similarity
relations on F Y T pAq), propositional constants true and false, connectives
^,_, and the quantifier D.

Primitive constraints P are defined by the grammar

P ::“ true | false | t
.
“ s | t » s | f

.
“ g | f » g,

where » P t»1,»2 . . .u. Primitive
.
“- and »-constraints are called primitive

equality constraints and primitive similarity constraints, respectively. A lit-
eral L is an atom or a primitive constraint. A (positive) constraint C over A
is defined as C ::“ P | C ^ C | C _ C | Dx.C. In this chapter we consider only
positive constraints.

The domain of the intended interpretation of our constraint language is
its Herbrand universe (the set of ground terms). The predicate constant

.
“

is interpreted as syntactic equality. Each similarity predicate constant » is
interpreted as a similarity relation on the domain as defined in the previous
section. When a predicate constant » is to be interpreted by a relation R
with the cut value λ P p0, 1s, we write »R,λ instead of ».

A variable-predicate pair (VP-pair) is either xV,»R,λy or xV,
.
“y. We say

that a substitution σ is more general than ϑ on a set of VP-pairs W iff there
exists a substitution ϕ such that RpV σϕ, V ϑq ě λ for all xV,»R,λy PW and
V σϕ “ V ϑ for all xV,

.
“y PW . In this case we write σ ĺW ϑ.

Example 7.2.1. Let R1pa,bq “ 0.7, R1pb, cq “ 0.7, R1pa, cq “ 0.8, R2pb,cq “
0.9, and W “ txx,»R1,0.5y, xy,»R1,0.6y, xy,»R2,0.7yu.
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• Let σ “ tx ÞÑ yu and ϑ “ tx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ bu. Then σ ĺW ϑ, because for
ϕ “ tx ÞÑ b, y ÞÑ bu we have xσϕ “ b »R1,0.5 a “ xϑ, yσϕ “ b »R1,0.6

b “ yϑ, and yσϕ “ b »R2,0.7 b “ yϑ.

• Let σ “ tx ÞÑ yu and ϑ “ tx ÞÑ a, y ÞÑ cu. Then σ ĺW ϑ, because for
ϕ “ tx ÞÑ b, y ÞÑ bu we have xσϕ “ b »R1,0.5 a “ xϑ, yσϕ “ b »R1,0.6

c “ yϑ, and yσϕ “ b »R2,0.7 c “ yϑ.

• Let σ “ tx ÞÑ fpyq, y ÞÑ zu and ϑ “ tx ÞÑ fpzq, y ÞÑ a, z ÞÑ xu. Then
σ ĺW ϑ, because for ϕ “ ty ÞÑ z, z ÞÑ au we have xσϕ “ fpzq »R1,0.5

fpzq “ xϑ, yσϕ “ a »R1,0.6 a “ yϑ, and yσϕ “ a »R2,0.7 a “ yϑ.

Theorem 7.2.1. ĺW is a quasi-ordering for all W.

Proof. Reflexivity is obvious. For transitivity, assume σ1 ĺW σ2 and σ2 ĺW
σ3. We will show σ1 ĺW σ3. Take xV,»R,λy P W . Then for some ϕ1 and
ϕ2 we have RpV σ1ϕ1, V σ2q ě λ and RpV σ2ϕ2, V σ3q ě λ. Since similarity is
stable for substitutions [69, Proposition 3.1], we have RpV σ1ϕ1ϕ2, V σ2ϕ2q ě

λ. By transitivity of similarity, we get RpV σ1ϕ1ϕ2, V σ3q ě minpRpV σ1ϕ1ϕ2,
V σ2ϕ2q,RpV σ2ϕ2, V σ3qq ě λ, which implies that σ1 ĺW σ3.

We denote the equivalence relation induced by ĺW by –.
The notation K .“ denotes a conjunction of primitive equality constraints.

By KR,λ we denote a conjunction of primitive similarity constraints, all with
the same relation R and the same λ-cut: KR,λ “ t1 »R,λ t11^¨ ¨ ¨^tn »R,λ t1n.

Given a constraint K “ K .“^KR1,λ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^KRm,λm , we denote by WpKq
the set of VP-pairs WpKq :“ txV,

.
“y | V P VpK .“qu Y txV,»Ri,λiy | V P

VpKRi,λiq, 1 ď i ď mu.

Definition 7.2.1 (Solution). A substitution σ is called a solution of a prim-
itive constraint P, if

• P “ t1
.
“ t2 and t1σ “ t2σ, or

• P “ t1 »R,λ t2 and Rpt1σ, t2σq ě λ.

Any substitution is a solution of true, while false has no solution.
A substitution σ is a solution of a conjunction of primitive constraints K

iff it solves each primitive constraint in K. We denote the set of all solutions
of K by SolpKq. For a constraint C “ K1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ Kn in disjunctive normal
form (DNF), we define SolpCq “ Yni“1SolpKiq.
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Given similarity relations R1, . . . ,Rn, a conjunction of primitive con-
straints K, and its solution σ, we say that σ solves K with approximation
degrees D “ txR1, d1y, . . . , xRn, dnyu if

• K “ true or K “ K .“ and d1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ dn “ 1,

• K “ t1 »Rj ,λj t2 for some 1 ď j ď n, dj “ Rjpt1σ, t2σq ě λj, and
di “ 1 for all 1 ď i ď n, i ‰ j,

• K “ P^K1 for a primitive constraint P, σ solves P and K1 with approx-
imation degrees txR1, d

P
1 y, . . . , xRn, d

P
n yu and txR1, d

1
1y, . . . , xRn, d

1
nyu,

respectively, and di “ mintdPi , d
1
iu for all 1 ď i ď n.

Such a definition of approximation degrees gives the flexibility to charac-
terize approximations with respect to each involved relation independently
from each other.

Theorem 7.2.2. Let K “ K .“ ^KR1,λ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^KRm,λm be a constraint. If σ
is a solution of K and σ ĺWpKq ϑ, then ϑ is a solution of K.

Proof. Let s1 »Ri,λi s2 P KRi,λi . From σ ĺWpKq ϑ, by definition of ĺWpKq,
there exists a ϕ such that RpV σϕ, V ϑq ě λi for each V P VpKRi,λiq. It
implies that

Rpsjσϕ, sjϑq ě λi, j “ 1, 2. (7.1)

On the other hand, for similarity relations Rps1σϕ, s2σϕq “ Rps1σ, s2σq
(see [69]). Since σ is a solution of K, Rps1σ, s2σq ě λi. Hence, we have
Rps1σϕ, s2σϕq ě λi. From this inequality and (7.1), by symmetry and tran-
sitivity of R, we get Rps1ϑ, s2ϑq ě λi. Hence, ϑ is a solution of s1 »Ri,λi s2.

It is straightforward that ϑ is a solution of any equation from K .“. Hence,
ϑ is a solution of K.

Definition 7.2.2 (Solved form, approximately solved form). A conjunction
of primitive constraints K is in solved form, if K is either true or each
primitive constraint in K has a form V

.
“ t or V »R,λ t, where V appears

only once in K. A constraint in DNF K1_¨ ¨ ¨_Kn is in solved form, if each
Ki is in solved form.

A conjunction of primitive constraints Ksol ^ Kvar is in approximately
solved form (appr-solved form) if Ksol is in solved form, and Kvar is a con-
junction of primitive similarity constraints between variables V1 »R,λ V2 such
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that neither V1 nor V2 appear in the left hand side of any primitive constraint
in Ksol. A constraint in DNF K1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ Kn is in appr-solved form, if each
Ki is in appr-solved form.

Solved forms are also appr-solved forms, but not vice versa. Each solved
form K induces a substitution, denoted by σK: if K “ true, then σK “ Id ,
otherwise σK “ tV ÞÑ t | V

.
“ t P K or V »R,λ t P Ku. Obviously, σK is a

solution of K. A constraint Ksol ^ Kvar in appr-solved form is also solvable,
because σKsol

solves Ksol and Kvar always has at least a trivial solution map-
ping all terms variables to the same term variable and all function variables
to the same function variable.

Example 7.2.2. Let R1 and R2 be defined as in Example 7.1.1 and K “

KR1,0.4 ^ KR2,0.5 be a constraint, where KR1,0.4 “ x »R1,0.4 white-circle ^
x »R1,0.4 y and KR2,0.5 “ x »R2,0.5 gray-ellipse ^ y »R2,0.5 white-ellipse.

One can bring KR1,0.4 to its equivalent solved form (e.g., by an algorithm
along the lines of the weak unification algorithm in [69]). KR2,0.5 is already
in the solved form. Hence, K is equivalent to the constraint

x »R1,0.4 white-circle ^ y »R1,0.4 white-circle ^

x »R2,0.5 gray-ellipse ^ y »R2,0.5 white-ellipse,

which is not yet in a solved form. A solved form, equivalent to K, would be
x
.
“ gray-circle ^ y

.
“ white-circle. It induces the substitution σ “ tx ÞÑ

gray-circle, y ÞÑ white-circleu.

Example 7.2.3. Let R1 and R2 be two similarity relations defined as

R1 : R1pa1, c1q “ R1pb1, c1q “ 0.7, R1pa1, b1q “ 0.8,

R1pa2, c2q “ R1pb2, c2q “ 0.6, R1pa2, b2q “ 0.7,

R2 : R2pb1, b3q “ R2pb2, b3q “ 0.6, R2pb1, b2q “ 0.7, R2pc1, c2q “ 0.8.

Visually:

a1

b1

c1

0.70.8
0.7 a2

b2

c2

0.6 0.7
0.6

b3

0.7
0.6 0.6

0.8
R1: the solid lines, R2: the dotted lines.
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Let K “ x »R1,0.5 fpa1, a2q ^ x »R2,0.6 fpy, yq. It is equivalent to the
disjunction of two solved forms, e.g., px

.
“ fpb1, b2q ^ y »R2,0.6 b1q _ px

.
“

fpc1, c2q ^ y »R2,0.6 c1q. The solved forms induce two substitutions: σ1 “
tx ÞÑ fpb1, b2q, y ÞÑ b1u and σ2 “ tx ÞÑ fpc1, c2q, y ÞÑ c1u. They are solutions
of K. There are other solutions of K that are –-equivalent to σ1 or σ2:
ϑ1 “ tx ÞÑ fpb1, b2q, y ÞÑ b2u – σ1, ϑ2 “ tx ÞÑ fpb1, b2q, y ÞÑ b3u – σ1, and
ϑ3 “ tx ÞÑ fpc1, c2q, y ÞÑ c2u – σ2.

Now let K “ x »R1,0.8 gpyq ^ x »R2,0.6 gpzq. A solved form Ks “ x
.
“

gpzq ^ y
.
“ z implies K, but is not equivalent to it, because K has solutions

tx ÞÑ gpb1q, y ÞÑ a1, z ÞÑ b2u and tx ÞÑ gpb1q, y ÞÑ a1, z ÞÑ b3u, which do
not solve Ks. On the other hand, if we take the approximate solved form
Kas “ x

.
“ gpx1q^x1 »R1,0.8 y^x1 »R2,0.6 z, then every solution of Kas solves

K, and pDx1.Kasqσ holds for any solution σ of K. (Substitution application
to a quantified constraint avoids variable capture.) Alternatively, we could
have taken another solved form K1s “ x

.
“ gpx1q ^ y »R1,0.8 x1 ^ z »R2,0.6 x1

which has the same properties as Kas.

Example 7.2.4. Let R1pa, b1q “ R1pb1, b2q “ R1pa, b2q “ 0.8, R2pc, b1q “
R2pb1, b2q “ R2pb2, cq “ 0.7 and consider a constraint K “ x »R1,0.6 fpy, yq^
x »R2,0.5 fpz, zq. The straightforward solved form x

.
“ fpz, zq ^ y

.
“ z, as in

the previous example, has fewer solutions than K, e.g., tx ÞÑ fpb1, b2q, y ÞÑ
a, z ÞÑ cu would be lost. If we take an appr-solved form Kas “ x

.
“ fpx1, x2q^

x1 »R1,0.6 y ^ x1 »R2,0.5 z ^ x2 »R1,0.6 y ^ x2 »R2,0.5 z, then all solutions of
Kas solve K and for each solution σ of K, we have pDx1, x2.Kasqσ. Unlike the
previous example, we can not turn this appr-solved form into a solved form
by swapping sides of variables-only equations.

7.3 Constraint solving

The constraint solving algorithm Solve presented in this section works on
constraints in DNF. Its rules are divided into three groups: for equalities, for
similarities, and for mixed problems. They are applied modulo associativ-
ity, commutativity, and idempotence of ^ and _, treating false as the unit
element of _. We first introduce the rules and then define Solve by using
them.

In the rules, the superscript ? indicates that the constraints are supposed
to be solved. The sides of an equation V

.
“

? t belong to the same syntactic
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category, i.e., it stands either for x
.
“

? t or for F
.
“

? f. The same holds for
V »?

R,λ t.

7.3.1 Equality rules

In this subsection we describe the rules that solve equality constraints. Essen-
tially, these are first-order unification rules with a slight modification, which
concerns dealing with function and predicate variables. The rules have the
form K ; K1, which defines the transformation K _ C ; K1 _ C. Note that
C does not change.

The rules are Del-eq (deletion), Dec-eq (decomposition), Ori-eq (orien-
tation), Elim-eq (variable elimination), Confl-eq (conflict), Mism-eq (arity
mismatch), Occ-eq (occurrence check), all formulated for the equality rela-
tion

.
“.

Del-eq : t
.
“

? t^K ; K, where t P F Y VF Y VT.

Dec-eq : fpt1, . . . , tnq
.
“

? gps1, . . . , snq ^K ;

f
.
“

? g ^ t1
.
“

? s1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ tn
.
“

? sn ^K, where n ą 0.

Ori-eq : t
.
“

? V ^K ; V
.
“

? t^K, if t R V.

Elim-eq : V
.
“

? t^K ; V
.
“

? t^KtV ÞÑ tu, if V R Vptq and V P VpKq.

Confl-eq : f
.
“

? g ^K ; false, if f ‰ g.

Mism-eq : fpt1, . . . , tnq
.
“

? gps1, . . . , smq ^K ; false, if n ‰ m.

Occ-eq : x
.
“

? t^K ; false, if x P Vptq and x ‰ t.

Note that the Elim-eq rule replaces occurrences of a variable in the whole
K, i.e., the variable gets replaced both in equality and similarity constraints.

We define the algorithm Unif, which applies the equality rules as long as
possible. When there are more than one applicable rule, the algorithm may
choose one arbitrarily.

Theorem 7.3.1. Unif is terminating.

Proof. Similar to the proof of termination of the unification algorithm in
[7].
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Lemma 7.3.1 (Soundness lemma for Unif). If K ; K1 is a step performed
by a rule in Unif, then SolpKq “ SolpK1q.

Proof. When K consists of equational constraints only, then so is K1 and the
lemma can be proved as the analogous property of the unification algorithm
in [7]. If K contains similarity constraints as well, the only nontrivial case
to consider is the Elim-eq rule. We will need the fact that for any σ and ϑ,
ϑσ P SolpKq iff σ P SolpKϑq (which is straightforward to show).

Let K “ tV
.
“

? tu ^ K0 and ϑ “ tV ÞÑ tu. Then K1 “ tV .
“

? tu ^ K0ϑ
and we have

σ P SolpKq iff σ P SolptV
.
“

? tu ^K0q iff
V σ “ tσ ^ σ P SolpK0q iff (because V σ “ tσ implies σ “ ϑσ)
V σ “ tσ ^ ϑσ P SolpK0q iff
V σ “ tσ ^ σ P SolpK0ϑq iff

σ P SolptV
.
“

? tu ^K0ϑq iff
σ P SolpK1q.

7.3.2 Similarity rules

The rules in this section are designed for similarity relations. They resemble
weak unification rules [34, 69], with the difference that function variables and
multiple similarity relations are permitted.

In the Elim-sim rule, the variable V is replaced by t only in the constraints
for the same similarity relation. This is justified by the fact that although a
λ-cut of each similarity relation is transitive, from t »R1,λ1 s, s »R2,λ2 r we
can not conclude anything about similarity between t and r.

The similarity rules have the same form as the equality rules: K ; K1,
which defines the transformation K_C ; K1_C. The names are also similar
to those for equalities, using sim instead of eq.

Del-sim : t1 »
?
R,λ t2 ^K ; K,

where t1, t2 P F Y VF Y VT and Rpt1, t2q ě λ.

Dec-sim : fpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , snq ^K ;

f »?
R,λ g ^ t1 »

?
R,λ s1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ tn »

?
R,λ sn ^K, where n ą 0.

Ori-sim : t »?
R,λ V ^K ; V »?

R,λ t^K, where t R V.
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Elim-sim : V »?
R,λ t^KR,λ ^K ; V »?

R,λ t^KR,λtV ÞÑ tu ^K
where K does not contain primitive »?

R,λ-constraints, V R

Vptq, and V P KR,λ.

Confl-sim : f »?
R,λ g ^K ; false, if Rpf, gq ă λ.

Mism-sim : fpt1, . . . , tnq »
?
R,λ gps1, . . . , smq ^K ; false, if n ‰ m.

Occ-sim : x »?
R,λ t^K ; false, if x P Vptq and x ‰ t.

The algorithm Sim applies the similarity rules as long as possible. When
there are more than one applicable rule, the algorithm may choose one non-
deterministically.

Termination of Sim can be proved as termination of Unif:

Theorem 7.3.2. Sim is terminating.

Lemma 7.3.2 (Soundness lemma for Sim). If K ; K1 is a step performed
by a rule in Sim, then SolpKq “ SolpK1q.

Proof. When we have only one similarity relation, soundness follows from
soundness of weak unification algorithm [69]. For the extension to multiple
similarity relations, the only nontrivial rule is Elim-sim. (For the others,
SolpKq “ SolpK1q holds directly.) It is important to notice that in this rule,
tV ÞÑ tu applies only to KR,λ. Then for V »?

R,λ t^KR,λ we have SolpV »?
R,λ

t ^ KR,λq “ SolpV »?
R,λ t ^ KR,λtV ÞÑ tuq. (It follows from soundness of

weak unification algorithm [69], since the constraint is over a single similarity
relation.) Constraints for all other relations remain unchanged. It implies
that the solution sets for constraints in both sides of the Elim-sim rule are
the same.

Example 7.3.1. let KR1,0.4 “ x »R1,0.4 white-circle ^ x »R1,0.4 y and
KR2,0.5 “ x »R2,0.5 gray-ellipse ^ y »R2,0.5 white-ellipse be the constraints
from Example 7.2.2. The reduction mentioned in that example is modeled
by performing the Elim-sim step and replacing x by white-circle in KR1,0.4:

x »R1,0.4 white-circle ^ x »R1,0.4 y^

x »R2,0.5 gray-ellipse ^ y »R2,0.5 white-ellipse ;Elim-sim

x »R1,0.4 white-circle ^ white-circle »R1,0.4 y^

x »R2,0.5 gray-ellipse ^ y »R2,0.5 white-ellipse.
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If Elim-sim permitted to replace x not only in KR1,0.4, but also in KR2,0.5,
we would get

x »R1,0.4 white-circle ^ white-circle »R1,0.4 y^

white-circle »R2,0.5 gray-ellipse ^ y »R2,0.5 white-ellipse,

but white-circle »R2,0.5 gray-ellipse is unsolvable. Hence, we would lose a
solution.

Mixed rules

The rules in this section apply when there are at least two primitive con-
straints over different similarity relations. The notation trxs below means
that the variable x occurs in the term t.

Definition 7.3.1 (Occurrence cycle). An occurrence cycle for a variable x1
is called the conjunction of primitive constraints x1 »

?
R1,λ1

t1rx2s^x2 »
?
R2,λ2

t2rx3s^ ¨ ¨ ¨^xn »
?
Rn,λn

tnrx1s, where n ą 1, Ri ‰ Ri`1 for all 1 ď i ď n´1,
Rn ‰ R1, and at least one t is not a variable.

Remark 7.3.1. Note that in the definition of occurrence cycle, if two neigh-
boring primitive similarity constraints use the same relation, they can be con-
tracted into one constraint by transitivity, i.e., instead of xi »

?
Ri,λi

tirxi`1s^

xi`1 »
?
Ri,λi

ti`1rxi`2s we can have xi »
?
Ri,λi

tirti`1rxi`2ss, getting rid of con-
secutive identical similarity relations. The same is true for the last and the
first constraints.

Theorem 7.3.3. If a conjunction of primitive constraints contains an oc-
currence cycle modulo symmetry of »?

R,λ, then it has no solution.

Proof. In similarity relations, symbols of different arities can not be similar.
Therefore, similar terms have the same set of positions, i.e., as trees they are
the same up to renaming of nodes.

We prove by contradiction. Assume that the given occurrence cycle has
a solution ϑ. It means that the following term pairs have the same struc-
ture: x1ϑ and t1rx2sϑ, x2ϑ and t2rx3sϑ, . . ., xnϑ and tnrx1sϑ. Then x1ϑ and
t1rt2r¨ ¨ ¨ rtnrx1ss ¨ ¨ ¨ ssϑ have the same structure. Since at least one of ti’s is
not a variable, x1ϑ is a proper subterm of t1rt2r¨ ¨ ¨ rtnrx1ss ¨ ¨ ¨ ssϑ. But a term
and its proper subterm can not have the same structure. We reached thus a
contradiction.
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The phrase “modulo symmetry of »?
R,λ” in the theorem means that the

sides of primitive constraints can be swapped, in order to detect an occurrence
cycle. Since side swapping does not affect solvability of constraints, the
theorem remains true if an occurrence cycle is not in the explicit form in the
constraint.

Below, when we talk about existence of an occurrence cycle in a con-
straint, we mean existence modulo symmetry of the similarity predicate.

The rules in the mixed group are rules for occurrence check (Occ-mix),
mismatch (Mism-mix), and elimination of term variables (TVE-mix) and of
function variables (FVE-mix). All of them except FVE-mix have the form
K ; K1. As usual, they define the constraint transformation K_C ; K1_C.
As for FVE-mix, its form is K ; K11 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ K1n, defining a transformation
K _ C ; K11 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ K1n _ C. Note that C does not change in any of these
rules.

In all the rules it is assumed that the constraint to be transformed (i.e.,
the constraint in the left side of ;) has the form K .“^KR1,λ1^¨ ¨ ¨^KRm,λm ,
where K .“ and each KRi,λi , 1 ď i ď m, are in solved form.

The TVE-mix rule uses the renaming function ρ. Applied to a term,
ρ gives its fresh copy, obtained by replacing each occurrence of a constant
from F by a new function variable, each occurrence of a term variable by
a fresh term variable, and each occurrence of a function variable by a fresh
function variable. For instance, if the term is fpF pa, x, x, fpaqqq, we have
ρpfpF pa, x, x, fpaqqqq “ G1pG2pG3pq, y1, y2, G4pG5pqqqq, whereG1, G2, G3, G4,
G5 P VF are new function variables and y1, y2 P VT are new term variables.

Occ-mix : x »?
R,λ t^K ; false,

if x »?
R,λ t^K contains an occurrence cycle for x.

Mism-mix : x »?
R1,λ1

fpt1, . . . , tnq ^ x »
?
R2,λ2

gps1, . . . , smq ^K ; false,

if R1 ‰ R2 and m ‰ n.

TVE-mix : x »?
R,λ fpt1, . . . , tnq ^K ; x

.
“ F pt11, . . . , t

1
nq ^ F »

?
R,λ f^

t11 »
?
R,λ t1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ t

1
n »

?
R,λ tn ^Kϑ,

where x P VpKq, x »?
R1,λ1

fpt1, . . . , tnq ^ K does not contain
an occurrence cycle for x, F pt11, . . . , t

1
nq “ ρpfpt1, . . . , tnqq, and

ϑ “ tx ÞÑ F pt11, . . . , t
1
nqu.

FVE-mix : F »?
R,λ f ^K ; _gPnbpf,R,λq

`

F
.
“ g ^KtF ÞÑ gu

˘

,
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where F P VpKq.

By Mix we denote one application of any of the mixed rules.

Lemma 7.3.3 (Soundness lemma for Mix). If K ; C is a step performed
by a rule in Mix, and σ P SolpCq, then σ P SolpKq.

Proof. For failing rules it is trivial as false has no solution. For FVE-mix,
the definition of neighborhood implies it. For TVE-mix we reason as follows:
Let K “ tx »?

R,λ fpt1, . . . , tnqu ^ K1 and σ be a solution of the right-hand
side of this rule. Then xσ “ F pt11, . . . , t

1
nqσ »R,λ fpt1, . . . , tnqσ and σ solves

x »?
R,λ fpt1, . . . , tnq. For any other equation eq P K1, we have eqϑ in the

right-hand side, where ϑ “ tx ÞÑ F pt11, . . . , t
1
nqu. On the other hand, σ is a

solution of eqϑ iff ϑσ is a solution of eq . The equality xσ “ F pt11, . . . , t
1
nqσ

implies ϑσ “ σ. Hence, σ is a solution of eq .

Our constraint solving algorithm Solve is designed as a strategy of ap-
plying Unif, Sim, and Mix. To solve a conjunction of primitive equality
and similarity constraints K “ K .“ ^KR1,λ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^KRm,λm , it performs the
following steps:

C :“ K
while C is not in the appr-solved form do

C :“ UnifpCq, if C “ false, return false
C :“ SimpCq, if C “ false, return false
C :“MixpCq, if C “ false, return false

return C

We write SolvepKq “ C, if the algorithm returns C for the input K. Re-
spectively, SolvepKq “ false if false is returned.

Example 7.3.2. Let R1 and R2 be the relations defined in Example 7.2.3
and illustrate the steps Solve would make to solve x »?

R1,0.5
fpa1, a2q ^

x »?
R2,0.6

fpy, yq. We will explicitly distinguish between function variables
and terms made of a function variable only, i.e., between F and F pq. For
the same reason, we write constant-terms a1 and a2 in their full form a1pq
and a2pq. Primitive constraints selected to perform a particular step are
underlined.

x »?
R1,0.5

fpa1pq, a2pqq ^ x »
?
R2,0.6

fpy, yq;TVE-mix
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x
.
“ F pG1pq, G2pqq ^ F »

?
R1,0.5

f ^G1pq »
?
R1,0.5

a1pq ^G2pq »
?
R1,0.5

a2pq ^

F pG1pq, G2pqq »
?
R2,0.6

fpy, yq;Dec-simˆ2

x
.
“ F pG1pq, G2pqq ^ F »

?
R1,0.5

f ^G1 »
?
R1,0.5

a1 ^G2 »
?
R1,0.5

a2 ^

F pG1pq, G2pqq »
?
R2,0.6

fpy, yq;Dec-sim,Ori-sim

x
.
“ F pG1pq, G2pqq ^ F »

?
R1,0.5

f ^G1 »
?
R1,0.5

a1 ^G2 »
?
R1,0.5

a2 ^

F »?
R2,0.6

f ^ y »?
R2,0.6

G1pq ^G2pq »
?
R2,0.6

y ;Elim-sim

x
.
“ F pG1pq, G2pqq ^ F »

?
R1,0.5

f ^G1 »
?
R1,0.5

a1 ^G2 »
?
R1,0.5

a2 ^

F »?
R2,0.6

f ^ y »?
R2,0.6

G1pq ^G2pq »
?
R2,0.6

G1pq;Dec-sim

x
.
“ F pG1pq, G2pqq ^ F »

?
R1,0.5

f ^G1 »
?
R1,0.5

a1 ^G2 »
?
R1,0.5

a2 ^

F »?
R2,0.6

f ^ y »?
R2,0.6

G1pq ^G2 »
?
R2,0.6

G1 ;FVE-mix

x
.
“ fpG1pq, G2pqq ^ F

.
“ f ^G1 »

?
R1,0.5

a1 ^G2 »
?
R1,0.5

a2 ^

f »?
R2,0.6

f ^ y »?
R2,0.6

G1pq ^G2 »
?
R2,0.6

G1 ;Del-sim

x
.
“ fpG1pq, G2pqq ^ F

.
“ f ^G1 »

?
R1,0.5

a1 ^G2 »
?
R1,0.5

a2 ^

y »?
R2,0.6

G1pq ^G2 »
?
R2,0.6

G1 ;FVE-mixˆ2
`

x
.
“ fpb1pq, b2pqq ^ F

.
“ f ^G1

.
“ b1 ^G2

.
“ b2 ^

y »?
R2,0.6

b1pq ^ b2 »
?
R2,0.6

b1
˘

_
`

x
.
“ fpc1pq, c2pqq ^ F

.
“ f ^G1

.
“ c1 ^G2

.
“ c2 ^

y »?
R2,0.6

c1pq ^ c2 »
?
R2,0.6

c1
˘

;Del-simˆ2
`

x
.
“ fpb1pq, b2pqq ^ F

.
“ f ^G1

.
“ b1 ^G2

.
“ b2 ^ y »

?
R2,0.6

b1pq
˘

_
`

x
.
“ fpc1pq, c2pqq ^ F

.
“ f ^G1

.
“ c1 ^G2

.
“ c2 ^ y »

?
R2,0.6

c1pq
˘

.

Restricting the obtained result to the original variables (and writing
constant-terms in the conventional way), we get the solved form

px
.
“ fpb1, b2q ^ y »R2,0.6 b1q _ px

.
“ fpc1, c2q ^ y »R2,0.6 c1q.

Example 7.3.3. Now we show how Solve computes an appr-solved form for
the constraint from Example 7.2.4:

x »?
R1,0.6

fpy, yq ^ x »?
R2,0.5

fpz, zq;TVE-mix

x
.
“ F px1, x2q ^ F »

?
R1,0.6

f ^ x1 »
?
R1,0.6

y ^ x2 »
?
R1,0.6

y ^
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F px1, x2q »
?
R2,0.5

fpz, zq;FVE-mix

x
.
“ fpx1, x2q ^ F

.
“ f ^ x1 »

?
R1,0.6

y ^ x2 »
?
R1,0.6

y ^

fpx1, x2q »
?
R2,0.5

fpz, zq;Dec-sim, Del-sim

x
.
“ fpx1, x2q ^ F

.
“ f ^ x1 »

?
R1,0.6

y ^ x2 »
?
R1,0.6

y ^

x1 »
?
R2,0.5

z ^ x2 »
?
R2,0.5

z.

The result gives an appr-solved form. If we did not generate new copies
for each variable occurrence in the TVE-mix rule, we would end up with
x
.
“ fpz, zq ^ F

.
“ f ^ y

.
“ z. As we saw in Example 7.2.4, some solutions

would be lost in this case.

To prove termination of Solve, we will need an ordering on directed acyclic
graphs (dags).

Theorem 7.3.4 (Termination of Solve). The algorithm Solve terminates and
gives either false or a constraint in appr-solved form.

Proof. Let K0 be a given conjunction of primitive constraints. We build a
term variable dependency graph G “ pVert , Eq from K0 and maintain it
during the process of solving. The construction is similar to the one in the
proof of Theorem 4.2.1 with the difference that the edges are also labeled
by the involved relation names, including the syntactic equality. Hence, two
nodes can be connected by multiple edges, i.e., it is actually a multigraph.

The initial version of the graph is denoted by GK0 .
In the process of the application of Solve, the graph gets modified as

follows:

a) The applied rule is of the form K ; K1. Then from the graph GK we
obtain the graph GK1 depending on the rule:

• Elim-eq with x
.
“

? t and Elim-sim with x »?
R,λ t modify the mark

of x: markpvrtpxq, GK1q :“ markpvrtpxq, GKqztxu. Additionally,
an edge labeled by

.
“ (in case of Elim-eq) or by R (in case of

Elim-sim) is created from vrtpxq to vrtpyq for all y P Vptq.
• TVE-mix with x »?

R,λ t changes the marking for vrtpxq as it is
done for Elim-eq and Elim-sim above and modifies the markings
for vrtpyq for each y P Vptq as follows: Let y1, . . . , ym, m ě 0, be all
the copies of y created by the renaming function ρ in the TVE-mix
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step. Then markpvrtpyq, GK1q :“ markpvrtpyq, GKqYty1, . . . , ymu.
Moreover, vrtpyiq is defined as to be vrtpyq for all 1 ď i ď m.
Besides, an edge (labeled by R) is created from vrtpxq to vrtpyq
for each vrtpyq P Vptq, if it does not exist already.

• No other rule of the form K ; K1 modifies the graph.

b) The applied rule is of the form K ; K11 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ K1n, n ą 1. Then
GK “ GK11 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ GK1n .

One can see that the set Vert remains unchanged during the process.
The failing rules stop the algorithm immediately. For the nonfailing ones,

as the termination criterion, we consider the lexicographic combination of five
measures: (1) the number of missing edges until the variable dependency
graph is completed, (2) marked serializations of variable dependency graphs,
(3) the number of function variables, (4) the multisets of sizes of equations
in each conjunction of primitive constraints, and (5) the number of equations
with a non-variable term in the left and a variable in the right. Then

• Del-eq, Dec-eq, Del-sim, and Dec-sim decrease (4) without affecting
(1)–(3);

• Ori-eq and Ori-sim decrease (5) without affecting (1)–(4);

• Elim-eq and Elim-sim decrease (1);

• TVE-mix either decreases (1) or leaves it unchanged and decreases (2)
with respect to ąmark .

• FVE-mix decreases (3) without affecting (1)–(2).

If Solve does not stop with false, the only possible non-solved primitive
constraints are those between variables, whose left hand side has occurrences
in at least two different kind of constraints. For any other case, there is an
applicable rule. Hence, the obtained constraint is in appr-solved form.

Theorem 7.3.5 (Soundness of Solve). Let K be a conjunction of primitive
constraints. Then every solution of the constraint SolvepKq is a solution of
K.

Proof. By induction on the length of a rule application sequence leading
from K to SolvepKq, using the soundness lemmas for equality, similarity, and
mixed rules (Lemmas 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.3.3).
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Theorem 7.3.6 (Completeness of Solve). Let K be a conjunction of primitive
constraints, and ϑ be its solution. Then SolvepKq is a constraint pKsol ^

Kvarq _ C, where Ksol ^ Kvar is in appr-solved form, and σKsol
σKvar ĺWpKq ϑ,

where σKsol
is the substitution induced by Ksol, and σKvar is a solution of Kvar.

Proof. In the proof we use completeness of unification and weak unification
algorithms [8, 34, 69]. First, note that if one of the failure rules is applicable
to a constraint, then it has no solution. For Occ-mix it follows from The-
orem 7.3.3. For Mism-mix, it is guaranteed by the fact that symbols with
different arities are not similar. For failure rules in Unif and Sim it is known
from their completeness results.

Application of Unif to K leads to a new constraint Cun, which contains
a solved form Kun-sol such that σKun-sol

ĺWpKq ϑ. Application of Sim to Cun
gives Csim, which contains a solved form Ksim-sol (an extension of Kun-sol)
such that σKsim-sol

ĺWpKq ϑ. After that, if TVE-mix is applicable, we have
an equation x »?

R,λ fpt1, . . . , tnq. TVE-mix extends the solved form by a

new equation x
.
“

? ρpfpt1, . . . , tnqq, obtaining Ktve-sol. By definition of ρ, the
term ρpfpt1, . . . , tnqq contains fresh variables for each symbol in fpt1, . . . , tnq
and, hence, σKtve-sol

ĺWpKq ϑ. It is important at this step to record which
fresh variable is a copy of which original variable, maintaining an function
original -of pV 1q “ V , where V P VpKq and V 1 is zero or more applications of
ρ to it (i.e., V 1 is V , or its copy, or a copy of its copy etc.). If the rule FVE-mix
is applicable, we have an equation F »?

R,λ f . We make a step by this rule,

adding a new equation F
.
“

? original -of pF qϑ and obtaining a new solved
form Kfve-sol. Let ϕ be the substitution toriginal -of pF q ÞÑ original -of pF qϑu.
Then we have σKfve-sol

ϕ ĺWpKq ϑ. Iterating this process, we do not get false,
since K was solvable. By Theorem 7.3.4, the process terminates with an
appr-solved form Ksol ^Kvar such that σKsol

ϕ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϕk ĺWpKq ϑ, where the ϕ’s
are substitutions of the form toriginal -of pV q ÞÑ original -of pV qϑu. Let σKvar

be the restriction of ϑ to the variables of Kvar. Then σKvar is a solution of
Kvar. And we have σKsol

ϕ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϕkσKvar ĺWpKq ϑ.
For the ϕ’s, composition is commutative, because they are ground sub-

stitutions with disjoint domains. For some of them we have σKsol
ϕi “ σKsol

,
because at some step we might have solved an equation with original -of pV q
variable in its left for original -of pV q P dompϕiq. We assume that the ϕ’s
in the composition are rearranged so that σKsol

ϕ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϕi “ σKsol
ϕi`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϕk.

These remaining ϕ’s are those for which the algorithm reached a variables-
only equation containing original -of pV q, which occurs in the domain of one
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of the ϕ’s. But then ϕi`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ϕk is a part of σKvar . Hence, we can get rid of
them, obtaining σKsol

σKvar . Hence, we get σKsol
σKvar ĺWpKq ϑ.

7.4 Computing approximation degrees

In the algorithm, we have not included the computation of approximation
degrees, but it can be done easily. Instead of constraints in DNF of the form
K1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ Kn, we will be working with expressions (we call them extended
constraints) pK1,D1q _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ pKn,Dnq, where D1, . . . ,Dn are approximation
degrees. The rules will carry the degree (“computed so far”) as an additional
parameter, but only two rules would change them: Del-sim and FVE-mix.
Their variants with degree modification would work on constraint-degree
pairs (Z stands for disjoint union):

Del-sim-deg :
`

t1 »
?
R,λ t2 ^K, txR, dyu ZD

˘

;

pK, txR,mintd,Rpt1, t2quyu YDq

where t1, t2 P F Y VF Y VT and Rpt1, t2q ě λ.

FVE-mix-deg :
`

F »?
R,λ f ^K, txR, dyu ZD

˘

;

_gPnbpf,R,λq
`

F
.
“ g ^KtF ÞÑ gu,

txR,mintd,Rpf, gquyu YD
˘

,

where F P VpKq.

For any other rule R of the form K ; K1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ Kn, n ě 1, its degree
variant R-deg will have the form pK,Dq; pK1,Dq_¨ ¨ ¨_pKn,Dq, i.e., D will
not change. Let us denote the corresponding versions of Unif, Sim, and Mix
by Unif-deg, Sim-deg, and Mix-deg. The notions of solved and approx-solved
forms generalize directly to extended constraints. Then we can define Solve-
deg along the lines of Solve: To solve a conjunction of primitive equality and
similarity constraints K with respect to similarity relations R1, . . . ,Rm, it
performs the following steps:

C :“ pK, txR1, 1y, . . . , xRm, 1yuq
while C is not in the appr-solved form do

C :“ Unif-degpCq, if C “ false, return false
C :“ Sim-degpCq, if C “ false, return false
C :“ Mix-degpCq, if C “ false, return false

return C
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7.5 Summary

Multiple similarities cause the transitivity property to be lost, which makes
the problem particularly challenging. In this respect, the problem of solving
multiple similarity constraints resembles the problem of solving proximity
constraints, but as we have shown in the introduction, there are good reasons
why proximity-based algorithms are not quite adequate for it. It justifies the
design of a dedicated method for multiple constraints.

The algorithm Solve presented in the chapter solves positive equational
and similarity constraints, where multiple similarity relations are permitted.
Given such a constraint in DNF, it computes a disjunction of approximately
solved forms, from which solution substitutions can be read off. It can be
easily extended to include the computation of approximation degrees of the
solutions. The algorithm is terminating, sound, and complete.
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Conclusion

In this thesis we developed fundamental symbolic algorithms for automat-
ing approximate quantitative reasoning, where approximate information is
expressed by fuzzy proximity and (multiple) similarity relations. These rela-
tions replace the exact equality by its quantitative extension that expresses
proximity or similarity between objects up to a certain degree.

The techniques that we studied address the problems of solving approxi-
mate equational and generalization constraints. Different versions of unifica-
tion and matching algorithms have been designed for equational constraint
solving, and anti-unification algorithms have been proposed for generaliza-
tion constraints.

Proximity relations are the fuzzy counterpart of tolerance (reflexive and
symmetric) relations, while similarities are seen as fuzzy equivalences. In
this sense, similarity is a special case of proximity (restricted by transitivity),
but when dealing with multiple similarities over the same domain, one can
not rely on the transitivity anymore. Hence, in our problems, we had to
deal with the lack of transitivity in both proximity and multiple similarity
settings. It posed a significant challenge, since the standard techniques from
the unification theory do not apply, and our methods had to address it.

Proximity relations (and their crisp counterpart, tolerance relations) can
be represented by weighted or non-weighted undirected graphs, and the ex-
isting approaches to proximity-based constraint solving can be characterized
by the way how proximal nodes are treated in such a graph. In the block-
based approach, two symbols are considered proximal if they belong to the
same maximal clique partition in this graph. In the class-based approach, a
symbol is proximal to any of its neighbors in the graph. Both approaches
can be used to extend the constraint solving methods from a single similar-
ity relation to proximity or multiple similarity relations and have their pros
and cons. We characterized these approaches in this thesis, briefly summa-
rized the existing block-based algorithms for proximity unification, proposed
a block-based anti-unification algorithm for proximities, and developed class-
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based unification, matching, and anti-unification methods in several theories
with proximity and multiple similarity relations. These novel results can be
summarized as follows:

• For the fuzzy signatures where mismatches are allowed only in symbol
names:

– A block-based anti-unification algorithm for proximity relations
(Section 3.3) and its subalgorithm for computing maximal clique
partition in undirected graphs (Section 3.3.2);

– Pre-unification and neighborhood constraint solving algorithms,
forming a class-based unification algorithm (Section 4.2). The
latter can be seen as a generalization of Sessa’s weak unification
algorithm from similarity to proximity relations in the class-based
setting;

– A class-based matching algorithm for proximity relations that
works on a compact set-based representation of terms and sub-
stitutions (Section 4.3);

– A class-based anti-unification algorithm for proximity relations
that works on a compact set-based representation of terms and
substitutions (Section 4.4);

– A class-based equational constraint solving algorithm for multiple
similarity relations (Chapter 7), which generalizes Sessa’s algo-
rithm from a single similarity relation to multiple similarity rela-
tions over the same domain.

• For the fuzzy signatures where mismatches are allowed both in symbol
names and arities (fully fuzzy signatures):

– A class-based unification algorithm (Section 5.3), which general-
izes from similarity to proximity relations the unification algo-
rithm proposed by Aı̈t-Kaci and Paci;

– A class-based matching algorithm for proximity relations (Sec-
tion 5.4);

– A generic framework for class-based anti-unification algorithms
(Section 5.5) whose special cases form several concrete ones, in-
cluding the one that generalizes the anti-unification algorithm by
Aı̈t-Kaci and Paci from similarity to proximity relations.
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• Application: a calculus of rule-based programming with conditional
transformation rules, where the core computational mechanism is an
extension of matching with proximity relations (Chapter 6).

For all the algorithms described in this thesis, we proved termination,
soundness, and completeness theorems. The complexity issues have been
addressed as well.

Our results open a way for future work in several directions. An in-
teresting problem would be to study proximity-based unification in equa-
tional theories. Argument relations that we introduced in Chapter 5 can
be represented as a version of regular, collapse-free, shallow theories, which
have been studied quite intensively in first-order equational unification. A
first step towards equational proximity-based unification would be investi-
gating it modulo such theories. In general, one may have several versions of
proximity-based unification modulo equational theories depending whether
the background knowledge is crisp, fuzzy, or mixed. It is quite a large area
to explore where, to the best of our knowledge, not much research has bee
done so far.

Another interesting and important direction is to bring the theoretical
advances to practical applications. Proximity- and similarity-based unifi-
cation has been used successfully in fuzzy logic programming and flexible
query answering systems, proximity-based matching has been incorporated
in a rule-based programming tool, but the unexplored potential of these
techniques is still big. In general, quantitative theories have many useful ap-
plications, some most recent ones being related to artificial intelligence, pro-
gram verification, probabilistic programming, or natural language processing.
Many tasks arising in these areas require reasoning methods and compu-
tational tools that deal with quantitative information. For instance, con-
straint logic programming, knowledge engineering, approximate automated
reasoning, program analysis and transformation methods could find approx-
imate unification and matching techniques useful. Approximate inductive
reasoning, reasoning and programming by analogy, similarity detection in
programming language statements or in natural language texts could benefit
from solving approximate generalization constraints. These and many re-
lated problems can form the area of many interesting practical applications
for fundamental symbolic proximity- and similarity-based techniques.
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